LANA'I CPAC MEETING SCHEDULE - REVISED August 30, 2013
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"; Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. I
January 9, 2013/6:00-9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah Yooko de Ia Cruz
Chris Costa/es
Ernest Magaoay
Matt Mono
Alberta DeJetley
Charles Kaukeano
County of Maui - Planning Department
Will Spence, Director
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Joe Felipe
Butch Gima
Ron McOmber Stan Ruidas
Jarrod Barfield Caron Green

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning

County of Maui - Corp Counsel
Mike Hopper
Consultants
Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners
Absent:

Jeffrey Baltero

Public:

Carolyn and Walter Truibue, John Orn el/as, Christie Costa/es, Robin Kaye, Kurt
Matsumoto, Sally Kaye, Chet Zoll, Joseph Felipe, Donovan, Kaloha, Stacie Koanninefalar,
Chris Lovvorn, Pat Drennan, Ed Jensen, Andrea de la Cruz, Oshiro Bradford, Pat Reilly

A. CALL TO ORDER
Planning Director Will Spence called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.
B. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
Will welcomed the committee and said he is excited to start the plan. He introduced the county's staff
and other project members.
C. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Councilman Riki Hokama thanked the committee for volunteering for the project. He noted that some of
the members were on the last community plan committee and for a few this may be their third time at a
community plan project. He noted that the "basic document is a very good plan ". Riki also mentioned
that the community is looking to the committee to maintain Lanai as a special place and he encouraged
them to be open, hear new ideas and thoughts during the process. While he agreed that there has
been significant change over the past 12 months - he also mentioned the need to be mindful of the
scale, and what is appropriate for Lãna'i of what will be discussed.
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Riki said he wanted Lãna'i to be the first community plan to be updated. He cautioned the group to not
repeat some of the mistakes from the Maui Island Plan, which is too detailed. Riki concluded his
comments by offering to help the committee and if the committee needs additional resources, to let the
staff know.
Kurt Matsumoto (Lanai Resorts LLC) started by saying that he served on the previous community plan

committee and in thinking back about participating and looking around the room he feels good to be
here and he plans on being here for the committee as a resource. Through this new process, he said
Lâna'i Resorts will be introducing some new ideas and to help update the existing community plan.
He said that people often ask him why Larry Ellison bought Lãna'i and what he wants to do with it.
Kurt's response has been that Ellison saw an opportunity and the potential to do good things on the
island. There are several things that he's interested in - stabilize the economy, improve transportation,
work on water resources and the cost of electricity (with green technologies), be involved in education
and be a rich place to grow up in,, work with the state and Straub to improve medical and health
services. They want find a way to change the paradigm of people leaving the island, bring agriculture
back, do more conservation work, preservation, and research. He closed with they want to encourage
kids to leave but create an island that they want to come back to.
Public testimony closed.
D. ELECTIONS OF LANAI CPAC PRO TEMPORE CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR

Will Spence asked for nominations for a temporary chair.
Alberta DeJetley nominated Butch Gima for chair.
Matt Mano
Motion:
Joe Felipe nominated Alberta DeJetley for chair.
Second:
Butch Gima
There were no more nominations so Will closed the nominations and asked for a vote.
Vote:
Butch received 10 votes and Alberta received two votes (Joe Felipe & Charles Kaukeano).
Motion:
Second:

Will Spence asked for nominations for a temporary vice-chair.
Motion: Alberta DeJetley nominated Stanley Ruidas for vice-chair.
Second: Matt Mano

There were no more nominations so Will closed the nominations and asked for a vote.
Vote: All of the committee members present (12) voted for Stanley.
E. PUBLIC HEARING

The committee spent a few minutes discussing the administrative rules. Mike Hopper explained that the
rules require a 30 day notice for the public hearing that was being held. Also, the Mayor and the county
clerk will sign the approved rules.
Butch asked the group if they had anything that should be added. He suggested three changes - (1) that
cell phones be silenced; (2) that one person speak at a time after being recognized by the chair; and (3)
that members make it clear what "hat" they're wearing (identifying what group they may be speaking
on behalf of).
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Ernest asked if there was a set ending time. David responded that it is staff's intention to start and end
on time and that no meeting will be longer than three hours. Mike Hopper noted that the rules are not
meant to be exhaustive and to cover every conceivable situation. Some of the suggestions are really
something the chair can propose as general meeting rules.
Alberta wanted to see a three minute limit for people testifying. If they needed more time, up to four
additional minutes could be granted by the chair. Ron MacOmber wanted to know if the next meeting
was "tentative". David said the staff wanted to check first with the committee but that Kathleen would
discuss the entire schedule later in the evening. Joe mentioned that he checked with his employer about
the schedule that was sent. He said he can get the time off as long as the schedule is clear.
Mike asked if Butch's amendments are meant to be amendments to the rules. He said that Butch's
proposals are the prerogative of the chair and that they are not typically done as amendments. Alberta
agreed with Mike's comments and suggestion.
Temp-chair Butch Gima asked if any member of the audience wished to give public testimony regarding
the administrative rules. No one came forward to testify so Butch closed public testimony.
Action
Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Joe Felipe moved that the CPAC approve the Administrative Rules as presented by the
Planning Dept.
Deborah Vooko de Ia Cruz.
12 ayes. Motion carries.

F. ELECTION OF LANAI CPAC CHAIR AND VICE-CHAIR
Butch asked for nominations for the permanent CPAC chair and vice chair.
Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Ron McOmber moved that the pro tem chair and vice chair be retained as permanent chair
and vice chair.
Matt Mano.
12 ayes. Motion carries.

Butch called for a 10 minute break at 6:40 PM.
G. DISCUSSION OF COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE DRAFT
The meeting resumed at 6:50 PM.
Mike Hopper gave a brief introduction to the state Sunshine Law which prohibits communication among
committee members about committee issues outside of meetings. One of his main points was that
members cannot discuss board business outside of the meetings with each other. Ron asked whether
the members could not discuss the project with citizens. Mike said this is generally not a problem. He
concluded by saying that committee members should contact his office if they have any questions.
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Staff gave a brief presentation on the community plan draft update and process.
1. CPAC Meeting Schedule and Logistics
Kathleen Kern presented the proposed schedule for CPAC meetings, along with two alternative
schedules (one which eliminates all Thursday evening meetings, and another which avoided conflicts
with Lanai Planning Commission nights). After discussing which schedule works best, most CPAC
members stating that they had already plugged in the tentative schedule to their calendars.
Motion: Alberta moved to approve the original CPAC meeting schedule.
Second: Matt Mano.
Vote:
12 ayes. Motion carries.
2.

Overview of CPAC process and Maui County Code 2.80.13.
Kathleen Kern presented an overview of how Maui County Code 2.80B dictates the timeline and
process of the Community Plan update. The CPAC has a 180 day time limit, followed by 180
days for the Lãna'i Planning Commission. The County Council will have one year for review
and final approval. Public testimony will be heard throughout the process.

3.

Overview of Draft Plan Update
Mary Jorgensen presented an overview of the content of the updated community plan and how
it was shaped by Maui County Code (MCC) 2.80B requirements. Mary noted that many of the
elements of the 1998 community plan were retained in the 2013 update with minor revisions.
New elements required by MCC 2.80B include statements and projections of social, economic,
and environmental effects of proposed development, rural design principles, scenic resources,
multi-modal transportation design, desired population density, desired streetscape and
landscaping improvements, and a prioritized action schedule for implementation.
Butch asked how the community plan will be implemented. Mary explained that the county has
a consultant developing an implementation database as part of the Maui Island Plan which will
be used to guide and track Maui County General Plan implementation, including the community
plans. An annual report on plan implementation from all county departments to the Planning
Director will also be required.
Mary explained that the updated plan includes additional elements that reflect the General Plan
Countywide Policy Plan, the county Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, and state statutes for
sustainability, climate change, and Complete Streets. Recently developed plans or adopted
ordinances helped shape the current draft community plan along with new trends in planning
and design.
Kathleen Kern presented the organization of the plan and explained that each chapter contains
an introduction to provide background and current conditions for context. The chapters have a
section on issues and strategies that is comprehensive and then specific goals, objectives,
policies and actions for each element. She noted that the draft plan in incomplete - that a
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vision statement from the committee may be added, along with streetscape standards, maps
and diagrams. Consultation with the new major landowner will also shape the draft plan.
Kathleen emphasized that the plan needs a heat and soul -this is the task of the CPAC, to make
this draft update a coherent and comprehensive vision for the future of Lãna'i
Kathleen noted that the draft Lanai Community Plan Update should be available on the Planning
Department's website by the end of the week.
Will Spence advised the committee to keep the level of detail in the plan at a macro level and
not to use the plan as a zoning code. He stated that the community plan is a guide for the
growth of Lãna'i and will be used by the Lãna'i Planning Commission to insure that applicant
proposals are consistent with community desires. He noted that change in zoning applications
must be consistent with the community plan map.
Jarrod Barfield asked when the committee will see Lãna'i Resort's plans. Butch noted that the
CPAC's challenge will be not to let the company dictate the CPAC's decisions. Will Spence noted
that CPAC should start with the existing community plan map and that staff and the CPAC
should use the company as a resource throughout the meetings.
Butch asked the CPAC members how they want to involve the company in the process. Deborah
said sooner than later because the company owns 98% of the island and the CPAC can't operate
in a vacuum. Ron noted that he spoke with Kurt Matsumoto and asked that a company
representative be present at each meeting. Ernest Magaoay noted that he appreciates Kurt's
input. Caron Green agreed and noted that the company may bring new ideas. She noted that
the past relationship with the previous company was adversarial but the current relationship
with the new company has improved.
Alberta DeJetly stated that with the new owner a "new world has opened up" and she
encouraged the members to think big and start thinking of the future of the kids and looking
towards opportunities rather than retaining the past. Joe Felipe said that there has been
positive action since Larry Ellison took over. He said they need to look at the economic situation
to create steady work for residents. He highlighted some issues facing Lãna'i including air
transportation, more accommodations for visitors, improved ground transportation, and the
need for street lights. He said the CPAC needs the company's input sooner so that the members
can support Larry Ellison to help Làna'i
Butch called for a 5 minute break.
4. Issues and Opportunities
Kathleen Kern asked each member to identify the top issues/problems facing Läna'i
Caron:
Transportation
o Need sufficient number of flights and reliable service
o More competition between airlines
o Expand runway
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•

•
•

Water
o Maintain aquifer
o Address existing violations in Manele
o Need expertise
Education - some families leave because of poor quality of education - need better
teachers
Housing - lack of housing limits options for new residents

Alberta:
• Lack of light industrial space, including storage space for small businesses
•

Health services

Stanley:
• Lack of any nightlife - for adults and teens.
• Lack of opportunities for kids
•
•

•
•
•

Sustainability - opportunity to be a model (solar, wind, biofuels, ag, etc.)
Walkways/bikeways
o Opportunity for physical fitness
o County access road
Trash on beaches - incinerator as an option for solid waste
Deep soil testing for development and redevelopment
B&B's

Christine:
• Water - rebuild watershed (Lãna'i hale)
Invasive plants - need to identify where they are coming from
•
•
•

Matt:
•

•

Health care - lack of hospice, ultrasound & MRI (exciting to have dialysis now)
Education opportunities - need to attract kids back to Lãna'i , what about Future
Farmers of America

Water
o
o
Protect
o
o

Main issue for Lãna'i
Wastewater reuse can't supply demand for golf courses
native plants
Upland natives (Koa) are gone
Decreased fog drip

•

Sustainability
o L5na'i as an example: Ellison's vision of green technologies is an opportunity
o Reduce fuel costs

•

Upgrade power plant

•

Cultural sites (burials, heiau, etc.) - damage from development

•

Ocean protection - another source of sustainability - hunt, fish, garden

•
•

Last owner divided the community - need to repair
Harbor - breakwater ineffective, sometime barge leaves because of high surf
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Ron:
•

•

Medical services
o Aging population needs Hospice and care home options
o Need land for assisted living and hospice
Transportation - especially freight - protect the ferry

•

Deer on Lãna'i hale

•

Lãna'i is special - last plantation town in state market it
Desalinization would be good -water supply is inadequate

•

Deborah:
• Cost of living
• Recreation for whole community (bowling alley, pool hall, movie theatre, sports league,
etc.)
Jarrod:
• Water
•

•

Demographics/population size
o Youth leave
o Small population size impacts implementation success
Medical care

•
•

Housing
Transportation - need more options

•
•
•

Watershed - pine trees from the past half are gone and have not been replaced

Joe:

•
•
•
•
•

Tar paper from pineapple - clean up and diversify ag
Medical services
Handicapped parking
Need for Adult Day Care and in-home care
Small Boat Harbor - ramp damage - not wheelchair accessible
Public restrooms at parks and beaches
Cost of fuel and electricity - need solar and windmills for electricity on Lanai

Ernest:
• Recreation/social activities
• Housing - will the company sell existing homes to tenants?
• Beautify the town - private and public spaces (more homeowners = more
beautification)
• New owner is creating a "buzz" - people are excited about a long-term vision - instilling
confidence in employees - not afraid they are going to loose their job - people want to
buy homes
Butch:
• Water — cloud cover at Lãna'i hale rising (with climate change)
• Need new solutions to old problems
• Transportation - are federal highway funds a possibility?
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•

Infrastructure age - irrigation pipes need replacing

•

What is the baseline population?
Solid waste dump running out of space

•
•

Recycling opportunities

•
•

Governance - lack of on-island presence (fed, state, county)
Be mindful of county vs. state jurisdictions

H. NEXT MEETING DATE: January 23, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i

Senior Center

Kathleen stated that for the next meeting staff will bring a summary of the meeting and the issues and
opportunities identified by the members. She provided a vision statement handout for reading in
preparation of the next meeting.
David thanked the members and said he was impressed with the issues and opportunities discussion.
He invited the committee to contact the department's staff at any time if they had concern, questions,
or suggestions on the meetings could be improved.
Butch asked the members who would be attending the next meeting. He noted that they would have
more than quorum.
I. ADJOURNMENT
Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Ron moved to adjourn the meeting.
Joe
12 ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 9:00 P.M.
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Meeting Summary - Lãnai CPAC Mtg. 2
January 23, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, Läna'i, HI 96763

Attending

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Chris Costa/es
Deborah Yooko de to Cruz
Caron Green
Matt Mono
Alberta Deietley
Char/es Kaukeano
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Joe Felipe
Butch Gima
Ron McOmber Stan Ruidas

KatHeèTiKe(niEbng-Range Planning

Consultants
Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners Absent:

Jeffrey Baltero, Jarrod Barfield. Ernest Mgqpqy

Public:

Pat Reilly, Judith Stslgenb aTTjTrL isa Kanike, DavTJ Green

A. CAILTO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to:oiIeFaf600 PM
B ACCEPTANCE OF SUMMARY MINUTES OF JANUARY 9, 2013 MEETING

Action

Approve suñiuifary min uteHhuary 9, 2'b13 meeting

Motion
Secon

Debbie

Discusiiii
Caron requda coriècfion on the bottom of Page 7, under Butch "Need new
solutionsirpJd problems". SI.jJso noted that the members did not introduce themselves at the
beginning ofTheeting.
Vote:

10 ayesMption:carries.

C. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Riley noted that he is a 34 year resident of Lãna'i. He stated that the CPAC should be aware of the
2009 survey of Lãna'ians conducted by the Hawaii Alliance of Community Based Economic Development
(HACBD) and the University of Hawaii Department of Social Work and Urban Development. He noted that the
report is publically available and should be used by the CPAC as a resource. He said that some of the results of the
survey on community values reveal that top priorities for the community include: maintaining Lanai's rural
lifestyle and sense of place, ensuring stable jobs for residents, protecting natural resources through community
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stewardship, providing adequate health services and education, protecting the culture, and increasing residents'
influence in decision making processes. He noted that 200 households were surveyed and that it is a good report.
He also stated that the Maui County-Wide Policy Plan includes Lãna'i issues.
Donovan Kealoha (Lãna'i Resorts) stated that Kurt Matsumoto could not attend the meeting but will attend the
January 24 meeting. He encouraged the group to look at the HACBED panels that were displayed in the room. The
information is based on surveys and focus groups.
Donavan read a "working mission statement" that is based on the meetings that Kurt held with residents:
"Una'i will be a living-working model for building sustainability in comriie, energy, conservation,
health care housing, education and hospitality. In each endeavor,-w iifrèach a "world class level of
quality" and achieve results in a timely manner. We will work h?pecffqthe people in our
community and forthe natural beauty and simplicity of Una".
He stated that the vision statement was built on the HA
-survey and focus groue,ptioned by Pat
Riley. Alberta asked if it is draft vision statement Uiiiian responded that it is draftthat will evolve
and needs input from the community. Caron asked ifitia vision stitëThent for Lãna'i Reris or Lãna'i
island. Donavan responded that he think it is for Lãna'i but th rieds:th1confirmed with Kurt. Joe asked that
"we" in the vision statement be defined. Donavan said to ask Kufij6Frow and reiterated that it is a draft.
Butch said that he asked the Planning Departrn jtjfif31.QjLto displa the panels The department said it was
fine because they presented information that wá15ased off ayintervie$Tutch also stated that Lana ians for
Sensible Growth (LSG) in conjunction with HACBDisubstanti
iningworkThnd that visioning from hundreds
of Lana ians is worth more thanlSAG-members Htafed Ihat it i§_5:gq
—
o base for the m to work from
Alberta asked Donavan:t ëlain his relatiäiiship with l]i5i Resorts and Laina'ians for Sensible Growth (156).
Donavan responded that heworked with13 from DeceriiI5jL2008 until July 2012 He is now a consultant to
Lana i Resorts He stated tht1je envisptj jomuppThcèss rather than the top-down approach taken by
the previous company. The HACBDOess usedtälktbiTsessions, surveys, and organized responses into
themes
Car asked if he was referr iithe dö ?tdoor survey and if it was connected to the wind farm. Donavan said
yes, hejjferring to the doój-door iöy and in a sense it was connected to the wind farm. He explained
that LSG tokthe approach that tTieThommunity should not automatically jump to a "no" response regarding the
proposed windjiEoject and should Thther attempt to understand the different stakeholder positions.
He stated that LSG n
gottfFiT point of defining a hard position on the wind farm; they just wanted to assess
the project Christine as' k4iif the survey was asking what the community would like in the benefits package
Donavan responded no, thësurvey asked the community if they supported the project or not. Results were split,
with more opposed. He stated that the survey presentation can be made available.
Butch asked if anyone else wanted to testify. No one did so public testimony was closed.
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D. REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS: DRAFT COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE

CPAC Schedule
Kathleen asked the CPAC to address scheduling issues before moving on to the draft community plan
update discussion. She stated that there are conflicts with the February 20 and 21 meetings and
suggested that they be rescheduled to February 13 and 14. Butch asked the CPAC members who would
be available February 13 and 14. He noted that they would have quorum.
,
Alberta asked if there was going to be anymore information providethb9?Lana'i Resorts at this meeting
because some people in the audience came specifically to hear Kurt's presiinL Kathleen stated that Kurt
would provide more information at the next meeting. Kathleen providä'-brief NErview of the agenda for
tonight's and tomorrow's meetings. Kathleen asked the CPAC to thite their ideas foTortunities for the island.
Discussion of Issues and Opportunities
Kathleen began the discussion by asking CPAC members tddë?cribe the oâj5öffunities they saw f6ithe island.
Caron:
• Lanai City— the island is not pro perl
ted currently
o Last plantation town in the st
o Encouraged by the current bea't!fificatiori-dffd7rt
-:;_
-it should-continue
o Plaques on histjcJuJldings
o Refurbish ththeti..
o Bowling.alI
• Theater— entei entfor kids
—"getaway from it all"
• Wide open spáwhy she feD fficiye with the
• Lodge as a wellne
r,
• Huntirjsjao:asset
•
e-:.- :Re—
creation area fôiidults
• Fa.rm the axis deer/ Eaiftle ranch- anage grasslands
• Sitinability
bSo!ar, wind, etc.!
oLEjtric vehicles:
!ture-Jãhd farming— barley for micro-brewing beer
o A
Alberta:
• Transportation was brought up at the last meeting as an issue but now Larry Ellison has bought Island Air
which is a great opportunity
• The Lodge at Koele is the only successful inland hotel in the state - could do a partnership with UH
Hospitality School for training
• Aquaponics, hydroponics
• Fish farm in ocean
• Energy
a Biofuels— Christmas berry, lantana and other invasive plants
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•
•
•
•
•
Ron:
•
•
•
•
•

o Small wind farm
o Hydroelectric with desalination -integrated resource
Education - Lana'i Culture and Heritage Center
Läna'i Elementary/High School as a charter school - attract better teachers
Farming programs for youth -Future Farmers of America - 4H just restarted
Airport- runway extension -more direct private jets -servicing of jets
Limousine transportation -encourage more

Last remaining plantation town in the state
Health care - hospice and assisted living
Home sales to younger local residents that need fixing up
Overall vision of Lana'i - Small pineapple plantation
Lanai's heart is in Lanai City

Joe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lanai has a lifestyle like no place else
Health care—need facilities for full-time care
Leave Koele Lodge as is - be sensitive to those who lovêitäidtb it but don't change the atmosphere
Safe hiking programs
Helicopter service/tour—drop off
Tropical farm —tropical fruits and a variet9of pifiãle.
Youth ranch —summer and winter progriWsforyouiqementF

Debbie:
• Ecotourism
• Assisted livtngood place 'caujtown is so siL
• Internet connectiit hJgh-sp dEwilFiThprove ed6tion and employment
EEz
Christine:
• Mãläma ama
bnds iri,jcJ.pf fish farms
na'i Native Sped
coveryijcam - programs with kids to encourage conservation careers
•
itets helped her com?back to Lãi— if there are opportunities for kids to come back to, they will
retii(Zane de la; Cruz i3 example of a student who came back and works in conservation)
• Pen c16itre to restore ä5J protect the watershed - research and grants
• UniversifTièearch —cdiiceivation
• Public outreähatsdioorto do aquaponics/aquaculture.
Stanley:
• Biomass - lantana and Christmas berry
• Aquaculture —fish, shrimp for export
• Aquaponics
• Fishponds - Keomoku
• Silt from harbor for agriculture
• Desalinization - water for aquaculture - shrimp and ogo
• Healthcare
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Butch:
• Policy oriented statement: CPAC role is to look at opportunities in context of what all the
residents would want.
• New ownership has trust and appreciation for community -take advantage of this new
relationship
• The community/island is in the spotlight right now—take advantage of the attention from
entrepreneurs, County, etc.
• "Helping Heart" -traveling nurses / home health services - expandft..Ma ui County
Ron:
•

Affordable short-term rentals - people come to enjoy 1_5na1'

Joe:
•
•

Joe is on the Commission of Aged and Drsabilityjid tends the invitatioirforCPAC members to
provide input to that Commission
How will development at Club Lãna'i impact i1City— roads,Wter, etc?—couldijde some
housing near Club Lãna'i development

Caron:
• Lãna'i Airport as a disaster relief cenf&. önJhJgh altitude aiFtin State
• Veterinary services for dogs
• Keep Lãna'i similar to today
Stanley:
• Steel poles foreWTicalpole
• Shelters for diiers
ortunifi and asked them to engage in an exercise to
Kathleen thanked the CP -xhiJtfñ
prioritize thëöp5ftTinities ' ierovided each EPAGmember with 12 green dots and each audience
member ifIf12 reais to plae_yJop opportunities David stated that opportunities that receive
little diñdots will not bi jjrninatd from the list of opportunities
Butch caiTdEfor a 15 minute Iak at 7:27'P.M. The meeting resumed at 7:45 P.M.
Looking at the'litbf opportunities with colored dots, Kathleen noted that there seems to be some
ortunities. She also noted that identifying the primary issues and
consensus on Lues and
opportunities is a requiFj ele! nt of the community plan update as mandated by 2.80B_ She stated that staff
will add the CPAC's feed bkto Chapter 2, Issues and Opportunities, and bring it back to the CPAC for review at a
later meeting.
Vision
Kathleen provided the CPAC with information on creating a vision statement for the community plan.
She stated that a vision statement provides direction to the questions "Who are we? What do we want
to be? How do we get there?" She stated that a vision statement is not a requirement of 2.80B, but
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could be a useful and valuable component of the plan. The CPAC could choose to develop a vision
statement and/or guiding principles or none at all. She opened the floor to discussion by the CPAC.
Butch asked for a show of hands for who has created a vision statement or guiding principles in the past.
He asked if the members thought a vision statement would be helpful.
Debbie stated that she does not like these kinds of exercises and does not want to be locked in at the
beginning of the process. Alberta stated that Lãna'ians know where they have been and where they are, and
the future is unlimited. She fears that a vision statement will hinder the CPAC/islancLioe stated that the CPAC
needs to hear the company's plans Christine noted that developing a vision tajçe while but it sets a foundation
for the plan so she is in support of developing a vision.
Ron stated that the CPAC needs to hear the company's vision and work-With the cöiipny He also stated that the
issues and opportunities that the CPAC has identified is the visionjothe1sland. Butthstäted that while working
on the master plan for the school they used guiding principlesjötghoutthe process. HOstated that Lãna'i
Resorts should not dictate the plan and that the CPAC has a.ìsibility to the whole islañdje suggested that
they set some global parameters. Ron stated that he doeorwant Lna'i Resorts to dictate thèpian either, but
the CPAC needs to know what the company is planning.
Caron agreed that the CPAC needs to hear the.cornpany's plans,?i?t tIjui maybe they could develop avision later.
Stanley suggested waiting to develop a visioniitifThe_last month of thtliAC review. Joe said they should listen
to Larry Ellison's dream before they write theirD fiiëjaiie CPACht1ld.go on without a vision statement or
guiding principles Butch asked the CPAC to keepirimind thätitThaybe eaiqcreate a vision statement or
guiding principles first, rather than after Lana i Res
unvesfhins and pFöjects He stated that a vision can
provide a foundation for saying eino" to a prööaFRTh statedThiffhe existing community plan is the
guiding principles. Albert
éd withjand statedthfthe existing plan is a good basis.
David suggested lookin'ihe issues andpjortunities a
tracting 10 major principles. Caron read her writing
of what makes Lana'i uniq
uch noj:ed thajwsa goodtimmary and that he would like to see a short vision
statement Forexample, Disn'ëifd'ision is "Lt'1ia fO"
n He suggested "We are Lana i" Kathleen stated
that a visiotat
nrguidinjJhciles could be likes checklist to evaluate projects, any projects. She stated
that Lãn iJied to be th Pirièapple1nd and asked how is it the pineapple island?
Ron replied.that it will always be.ttie Pineajp1e1sland. Kathleen acknowledged that Ron has a certain reverence
for the pinFa7
p_pjg island and howfl5.plan can articulate that— a statement of what this place is. Joe stated that
he agreed withaoh— that pineaplëhas always been a part of the island. Alberta stated that the pineapple is the
worldwide symb
bospitality•áridshe agrees that Lãna'i is the Pineapple Island. Caron stated that Lãnai is what
Hawaii used to be CFrjpneàféd that Lana ians have respect for cultural diversity and the island's mixed culture
is what makes it so speciãEShënoted that they live and work together. David stated that he is hearing a reflection
of plantation town days and a deep rooted sense of sharing.
Charles said that it maybe a good idea to set something concrete and focused at the beginning. He is in support of
developing a vision statement. Matt said that he is hearing good ideas from everyone and that he agrees with
Chicky and Butch that the CPAC should have a vision statement. He reminded them that, like Larry Ellison,
Murdock had a lot of good ideas in the beginning. Butch asked staff to compile 10 guiding principles for the CPAC
to review. He stated that whether or not they adopt a vision statement, tonight's discussion was a good exercise
and allowed the members to hear each other.
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E. NEXT MEETING DATE: January 24, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i Senior Center
Butch asked if anyone would not be attending tomorrow's meeting. He noted that they would have
quorum.
Action:

Adjourn meeting.

Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Alberta
Caron
10 ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 8:56 P.M.
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 3
January 24, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, L5na9, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah Yooko de la Cruz
Chris Costales
Mutt Mono
Caron Green
Char/es Kaukeano
Alberta Deietley

Joe Felipe
Butch Gima
Ron MQrnber Stun Ruidas

County of Maui - Planning Department

David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

KatIile'ëriKerLbng-Runge Planning

Consultants
Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners
Jarrod Barfield J... _E(nstMagaoay

Absent

Jeffrey Baltero

Public

Lisa Kanilu David Green,iJ70jjQnQue, Kurt Matsumoto, Pat Reilly, Cary & Walter
Trellu, Steven Luliti, David El b?lTam.Aland, Nñajaei, Michelle Fiyie, Jason Gil!,
David Gardner, Sue Murray,7Thnry Ckfi/ichardson, SöllyLim Clemens, Kathy & Stu
Inaba, Don Jackson,
Mar/axle, Ron Gjgerich, John Sbbart,D
Judith StilgetibbTecark Sacc6ChrisA7Rirus, Jë !ãiSmith, Anthony Pacheco, Sherri
Williomsfff5n SeiTh±.

A. CALL TO ORDER

Butch called therneeting t67
6FdLefif6:02
Butch n6fë1 that the CPA&had qiium and provided an overview of the meeting agenda Ron stated
that45*concerned aboUthblic tfJTh.pny being offered at the beginning of the meetings. He stated
that itih6ujd be provided aftifQend dfi'riëetings to be relevant to the subject matter.
B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY

Pat Riley stated t tthecu?lêlifcommunity plan has valuable components in it, so don't throw the
oimaterial away. He recommended including Item 9 on Page 41 concerning
things we want to ke
maintaining Dole Park's liistoric character in the community plan update and on page 49 concerning
creating a historic district. He also recommends creating a special district for Lãna'i City to avoid the hassle
of going to the Board of Variances, etc. He stated that decisions need to be made regarding historic designation
for Lãna'i City and individual buildings.
Joe asked if Pat thought that all of Lãna'i City or just a particular area should be designated. Pat stated that a
special ordinance to retain the rural character (street widths, etc.) should apply to all of Lanai City but historic
designation should be applied to just certain areas and buildings. Ron stated that he agreed with Pat.
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Natasha Inaba stated that she was speaking for the youth of Lãna'i in support of recreation opportunities, in
particular developing a skate park. She noted that there are three playgrounds for younger kids but recreation
opportunities are needed for youth 12 to 17 years old. She asked the CPAC to consider including a skate park
within the community plan update. Alberta thanked Natasha for her testimony and asked her if she is currently
working with any youth groups. Natasha said no. She stated that she is a mother of five and her oldest son has
benefitted by learning to skate. She stated that kids need recreation opportunities outside of school sports.
Butch asked if she thought the County Department of Parks and Recreation should provide the skate park facilities.
He noted that the County has recently provided facilities in Hana and Lahaina. Joe stated that Lãna'i used to be
known for its sports and recreation activities Natasha stated that skating bringsljs together. She noted that
she could do some research and present it to the CPAC.
Public testimony closed.
C. REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS: DRAFT COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE

Kathleen provided a summary of the January 23 meeljiiiand stated that the CPACaskdstaffto
develop guiding principles for their review. Kathleen Tã'dJhe guidihprinciples
Lana'i CPAC —DRAFT Guiding Principles—January 24, 201
We are Lana'i— People that care Lana'i is tlePin
pie Island
We cherish our sense of ohana, in which peolknoiajqther, sháTësacrifice, and take care of each
other. We deeply value our rural lifestyle of be gclosetãthelãnd,a l,fipent outdoors It is the history
of our land and people that., äkIEöo'i dfferefrqfl.Qther places:We honor and take care of our
kupuna and nurture ourc (Rin in iJe and peciEëfffFplace. We value and cherish our environment
and natural resources!7
This is the way Hawai'i idto beuJhqpefor thtãture.
•

D,v&sifIhèconornTtrovide opportunitIs and resiliency through time
Ptect our watF aid proQidëefficierit, effective, and environmentally sound infrastructure and
ervices
77

•

Esfãblish trust to creata collaborative and respectful relationship

•

PresertIie historic cFiäiFacter of Lana'i City and honor the Hawaiian culture through
preservatioo:otcutturalsites.

•

Maintain the riiflifestyle with its slower pace, open space, and connection to the natural
environment.

•

Ensure a healthy community that is supported by a full array of health care services for all
members of the community.
Provide opportunities for the island's keiki to live and work on Lana'i.
Expand educational opportunities to nurture children and inspire adults.
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•

Provide a variety of social and recreational faculties and opportunities for all ages.

•

Protect and restore the environment - malama ama.

•

Preserve the subsistence lifestyle through traditional access for gathering, hunting, and fishing.

•

Establish Lana'i as a model sustainable island - known for its bold integration of innovative
green technologies into the traditional rural community.

Mary noted that the text in italic is from the Hawaii Alliance of Community BasedEbñomic Development
(HACBD) survey. The guiding principles and pineapple island text (first line, n6iitfic text) came from the January
23'd CPAC meeting discussion.
David noted that the guiding principles could be used as a cheek lfsi for evakiéiing ideas and projects.
David presented a diagram to accompany the draft guidingi'iiiEiples and descriëjjhe idea behind the
diagram:
• The past is important - Lana us the pineapple jTd,
• Working together to build a sustainable future,
• There are 5 general themes of issues/opportunities:
o Economy;
o Environment;
o Historic and cultural resources;.
o Infrastructure;
o Social -health, education and re2tton
Ct beithe community, Lana i Resorts and
iö?F
municati and
• There must be collab
the County.
Butch asked the CPACföcLments anestions. CaroWked who the relationship is between in the diagram.
yndCouriF'Joe stated that the guiding principles were good
David answered all entitiesmrnun
and requested-that-the conceptofa nulti-cultilc6i.tmfliW' and "God loving community" be added. Alberta
ggion inihpjn. Debbie stated that she is comfortable with the guiding principles for
disagreed
the timiethg, knowingthtTthey are subject to amendment Alberta stated that they should be preliminary draft
guidiiiñnciples.
Kathleen diffi3urnmary presentab6n on the findings of the Land Use Forecast Kathleen presented a summary
of the Land Usë Forecast for the lland of Lanai that was developed for the Maui General Plan The
report is authoriy Long Range Planning along with John Kirkpatrick of Belt Collins The report
analyzes the land ri irecLJiivared to the land available for residential, commercial and industrial
developments for the ifëiiôff 2010 —2035. The analysis suggests that lands currently available for visitor
units and industrial spacwill be sufficient to meet demand to 2035, but that demand for housing for
residents and for commercial space will likely exceed the available supply. Resident Housing: there will
be demand for some 454 units by 2035. The Lãna'i City area includes spaces planned for some 383
additional housing units - a deficit of 71 units. Non-Resident Housing: The Project Districts could include
1,026 more units than had been built out as of 2010. Anticipated demand for these units by 2035
amounts to 200 units (based on historical rates of absorption).
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This analysis is based on population and employment projections, as well as an assessment of current
entitled lands and project districts. The current population forecast is for a population of 4,020 by
2035, that is based on a projection of 3,463 for 2020 and the 2010 population of 3,135.
There are some complexities of the land use analysis that bear mentioning: much of the land available
for new residential units is largely in the resort project districts of Manele and Koele, however these lots
will likely not meet the needs for local, full time residential units. Secondly, Lanai saw a significant
decline in wage and salary jobs from 2000 to 2010, which resulted in some out-migration, and a decline
in the population forecast, from earlier forecasts. And thirdly, the direction;p?ce and emphasis of new
development could dramatically change, depending on new plans and rmby Lanai Resorts LLC.
Paper that was produced by
Jen did a summary presentation on the findings of the Economic DevelopjIe:fft
John M. Knox & Associates. She summarized that the purpose of theiwaitidentifyandanalyzeLana'i
economic development challenges and opportunities. The reportäscömpleted inTJune pf 2011 and even
though the situation has changed given a new major landowne, tE ieport still is a vaIidioJie of information.
Key points from the report are that Lana'i should remain rujliiièt, and small-scale for whatever development
may occur The need for economic diversification includëthe need for independent businesnership The
key challenges are transportation, particularly shipping andiwater supp1jnd more skilled woThrs. The
report identifies key strategies to diversify the economy in the ür ijriculture, energy development, and
small business development sectors.
Caron asked about the date of the data in the C dUFTjct and notètbt it was missing the recent sale of
the island. Kathleen stated that the report was authored bFtheXounty andBëlLCollins and that the sale of the
island is too new to include any specific plans ord in the to è:ca'stJiitcb. asiJ if the Economic Development
Issue Paper made mention of.Ub iGrwth Boundiés(UGB) Jen réóiided no and Kathleen stated that UGB
are not required for La na BifEh asked liv the CPAC-ThOld use the reports Kathleen responded that they
should be used as a resoti?cëior understañlihg Lãna'i's economic situation and future land needs. Butch asked if
the staff had a
F
engation for a poiition projecti6iKathleen responded that staff does not have a
recommendation at this ti
sow
a,rçITppjpjo soOo for an ideal size for a community. She stated that
staff will do moce.research. Dä dIätë?J that théiiño:miic number but the community will need to realize
that an in
edijjiQp will iTiecessary to support a diversified economy on the island Ron stated that the
numberwiIftome fromTOrFiHe notithat the island needs more resources (housing, water, etc) because they
don'fcLWntly have the infrastructure tö'iFpport 5,000 people He noted that water is the primary limiting factor.
Caron nãtëJ that the current pIqrecastd968 people, and the updated forecast is less Butch noted that
Lana'ians fcfrSënsibIe (LSG) also stätd that long-term economic development would require population growth.
Butch called forãT10minute bFâk at 7:07 P.M.
The meeting resumed at2,-19 P.M.
Kathleen stated that the County has a website for the community plan update and CPAC. She noted
that public testimony can be provided at the meetings or via email.
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Kurt Matsumoto Presentation
Kurt greeted the CPAC noting that it was a privilege to be presenting to them. He noted that he was
here to present the thoughts and vision of Larry Ellison. He stated that the vision is not so much a plan
as a bunch of intentions and that it is not set in stone. He noted that a lot of things still need to be
worked out.
Basic premises include:
• Implementing actions to achieve a sustainable Lanai
• Respect the people in the community
• Respect the natural beauty and simplicity of Lana'i
• Preserving the sense of place of Lana'i
Learning from the past to protect the future - growtjiänd change miitàIso benefit the
residents.
He acknowledged that the past lessons will be needéJö'protect the.fjjture. During ttTefilantation days
Lana'i was an isolated but somewhat self-reliant comiñUiity. ResLcifelt empowered'Eare for 'ama
oth.iAny growth and change must
and took responsibility to care for their community and
benefit the community.
First steps have been to communicate, shap'éfin
ideas.
Ideas for Building a Sustainab :LJj'i:
• Improve the perforrriIEeof..the hospita1rty
— and KI
• improve both R6i Teje
a
Add a third destiiition
• Expand markèt.
• Increase length
• Providediversificatiôiitdiiisitor exph

intenaLana i Resorts don't own the best

ry—leãii fröm the last 20 years

Need tciiVe mountaiés2ort and ean retreat in combination Keep Manele a hotel but build a third
hoteismalIer boutiqu heI at HäléaIaoa, where the former Club Lana'i hotel was located Koele
will conffibe have life as jel. Kd1vould get an upscale renovation. In addition to being a hotel,
they couldäitner with TIM Schdol (Travel Industry Management) at UH to offer completion of degrees
/ internshipsiprovide reseaih and learning facility.
Transportation:
tiTnprove the experience of flying to Lanai by adding a second runway,
Lanai resorts would
improving harbors and support facilities. A second runway - in the direction of Haleakala rather than
town) would have some problems to solve - e.g. noise.

1i

Water:
Lanai resorts intends to invest in desalination - up to 5 MCD (million gallons per day) and they hope to
implement as soon as permit process will allow. Best location seems to be at Manele. It will then be
possible to talk about growth on the island with confidence. They will also manage the watershed to
improve water quantity and quality of the aquifer. They will promote conservation and re-use of water.
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Solar PV will be used to generate power for desalination. And beyond -. Solar/PV to provide more power
to the island. More power would permit bringing back agriculture. More than just preservation of the
watershed but also restoration: control deer population, remove invasive plants and animals, and
expand forest coverage in the watershed.
Energy:
They will invest in ways to bring low-cost energy to lanai, focusing on needs of Lanai residents. They will
look at smart grid technology.. They will start installing charging stations and converting the company's
fleet to electric vehicles.
Commercial Agriculture:

Bring commercial Agriculture back
-intention of feeding the island, or at least make a dent in how rn[iWfood1nported.
They will look at agriculture for export - no idea what crops yet They will loôtihto creating a dairy on
the island, for local eggs, also hogs
Education as a priority:
Work with community to create the best school in Ha
on the island

LworkwitftDHMC to improv&ftIëir presences

Research & Development:
Would like to set up a world class instituteWot'jfield school,ith full time faculty to study
sustainability, endangered species.
Also create large conservatories-and areas - siils try t dotIiingssuchs restore the shoreline at
Keomoku
Health Care:
Work with the commuLtyo improvejalth care Ii rnve peoples abilities to live their lives on Lanai
and get their health careiiëëds rnet?rthe_iländ A biciid range of care options for the elderly,
including hospice care, andere icy tran
rttiito off-island hospitals
HousingCollãbö?äte with Maui CoQntVto brithore affordable housing and assisted living options to Lana i
Contin'Ticowth of Lana'i Cit
eveloTriöre 'location options' for residents outside of Lanai City moderatéjji homes, maybi3.ith a sea view (say, at south end of island, above Manele), but also
KaumalapauHbor, or the LeeWIrd Coast.
Conservation:
Increase and do real sciefltific work, create conservatories to study preservation of endangered species.
Land Stewardship.
Preservation:
Work with business owners around Dole Park, preserve the look and feel of Dole Park. Repurpose Base
Yard - turn it into a large museum. Work with cultural experts to Id. Protect and preserve the native
Hawaiian sites on the island. Have a representation of pineapple/pineapple plantation somewhere on
the island, near Lanai City.
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Small Business Development Growth and Support:

Preserve Dole Park and town -- Lanai resorts will retain ownership of most properties fronting Dole Park
in order to help preserve the look. They want to create a second commercial are with land available for
sale or lease. Diversify the economy. Lanai Resorts will provide small business support (HR, marketing,
etc.)
Legacy:

Create a group responsible for providing orientation to new residents. Knit the community back
together. Revive social activities for community to see each other and buildnew businesses
Hunting fishing and foraging activities continue for future generations.
Diversify WHO works here more than just hospitality industry - peopleiW&king in conservation,
education, agriculture.

Questions from CPAC:

Alberta asked where Miki Basin and the road are in ljn to the proposed second rifiay. Kurt
responded that at this point the plans are preIiminaryá?Vthafeasibilitfudy and FAA EIS Will take into
consideration all issues.
Debbie asked if he had a population projtii:Kurt respond lt]they don't know yet, but that they
will be mindful of carrying capacity of the
pflaxing reThces and not affecting the sense of
place.
Ron stated that he is happthaTheompany wijts6htinueiiiIjtihg He noted that hunting is an
Important revenue sourcjf6Tthe coñiifiunity and hunters help to control the deer. Joe asked what
kinds of improvement.ãië' planned fo - '15ele and itTóele. Kurt stated that Koele will be renovated and
role--iri the island'jspitality industry. Koele will continue as a hotel
will continue to havjzFn—
and other additional rol.i3iay be.eled5icludj.ng 1)artnering with TIM (UH School of Travel
Industry and Managernent)7-2)6Th5Iiment töUHId/or 3) entry training for new hotel employees
They
Joe stiorts the idea of i7hg the industrial are to Miki Basin and creating a museum at the
labor/bsyard Alberta stafdJhat th Ioele is very special to Lana i people - like an "old-fashioned
grandmothizand should not iftiade to be too modern. Christine stated that she is excited to continue work
on conservatiônlinng in new reséIrchers, and the possibility of establishing a research center. Ron stated that
conservation effol
Lana'ih!JFe starting on the wrong side —they should be starting on the hard side, the
windward side. Buté
ked:iEieline has been established forthe short-, mid-, and long-term. Kurt said no
jtfie can say that hotel renovations and building new homes will take place first.
timeline has been set y
Butch asked how this transition will be different than the transition in the past with Murdock. Kurt replied the
biggest difference is the intention of the owner. Murdock's motive was profit whereas Ellison's primary motive is
sustainability. Butch asked what will be the management style and will staff have autonomy. Kurt replied that
they will be building a brand new culture. The situation is one person funding they activities, not necessarily a
company. There is no board, bank or investors to answer to. Butch asked about state and county government
contact pursued. Kurt said not a lot of contact has been made yet because plans need to be solidified more. The
governor and mayor have been supportive and receptive. Kurt noted that they took the second runway idea to
the governor and an RFP for a feasibility study as recently been issued. Butch asked how they plan to mitigate the
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social impacts from the increased construction work. Kurt said they will learn from past mistakes. They will
establish a group to initiate new hires on community issues. They are also open to other ideas. Butch asked Kurt
to comment on EUison's recent purchase of Island Air. Kurt had no comment. Debbie asked how the proposed
ideas will be funded in the long-term. Kurt stated that he is not certain at this time, plans will be made - for
example an endowment will need to be established for the proposed university. Caron thanked Kurt for
presenting the plans and she noted that the plans touched on the problems and opportunities from the CPAC's
last discussions. Chicky (Charles) stated that he has worked at Koele since the beginning and he thinks that it
needs to be expanded in order to service locals and guests.
Questions from the audience:
Bruce Harvey stated that he provides off-road tours. He stated that Club
11&ks good and asked if it is open
to the public now and do they plan to pave the access road Kurt said tiij onal áEss is available while the area
is cleared and developed and the beach will be open to the publicJte future. He iuii5tsure if they will pave the
access road and he noted that they will use a different location tliiithe existing governnt road
Michelle Fujia stated that she is a math teacher. She seesJOil
responses to the island's challenges Although
she can't agree with all of the plans, she encourages contini5Ucommunih. She wants to spportunities
forthe residents to get involved so that it is not a top-down pEs. SFi?aid children feel that theirvoice is not
being heard so she recommends including thernin the process. ia1Tts to be involved in education
transformation plans Kurt stated that to im roè&Jucation there willjed to be collaboration between the
community, company and DOE He suggested fit r
Aacj3arter sc}ifwoutd be appropriate He stated that
he would love to get kids involved in the processz
Sherry Williams stated that shithRe HOA Bog—
rd pL!déi1t and ontijrArt Center Board She asked if there
is timeline for renovatingtIiolf couijnd if moreio?X'iIl be made available at Koele Kurt stated that the
golf course improvemeritñed water and!erefore wil[filce time. No additional lot sales are planned at Koele at
this time
Gwenny statetthatshe was ãThThëdic for 22
ndIid homecare. She asked how big the airplanes will be
that will be' a idi ôri1,âiiai onciWe runway improvements are completed Kurt stated that the planes will be
the samé'Tsizë as HawaiiarAwhnes iiWëiisland jets and eventually flights from the mainland will be
accoiiEii55:ödated.
David Gard?iëiasked why Larry Elli§in is so committed to the island. Kurt responded that Larry saw potential to
implement greatzsjustainable ideaiowto create an island that would be sustainable? He gets satisfaction not
from profit but 66ffifhe accomjijj5nient, the successful implementation.
D. NEXT MEETING DA EJ%bruary 6, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the [.ãna'i Senior Center

Butch asked if anyone would not be attending tomorrow's meeting. He noted that they would have
quorum.
Action:

Adjourn meeting.

Motion:
Second:

Butch
Caron
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Vote:

10 ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 8:48 P.M.

Note: Meeting Summaries, Presentations, Agendas and Background Meeting Materials can be found at
the following link:
HUP://WWW.CO.MAUI.HLUS/INDEX.ASPX?NID=1685 and then click on agendas and minutes link.
Or at the County of Maui website: Home > Departments> Planning Department> DjvisioA- Long Range Planning > Lonq
click on agenda and minutes
Range Planning Section > General Plan 2030> Lanai Community Plan Update 201
link.
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Meeting Sw

Lãnai CPAC Mtg. 4

February 6, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de /a Cruz
Chris Costa/es
Matt Mono
Caron Green
Char/es Kaukeano
Alberta Deietley
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Ernest Magaoay Butch Gima
Ron McOmber Stan Ruidas

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Consultants
Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners
Absent:

Jeffrey Baltero, Jarrod Barfield, and Joe Felipe (CPAC)

Pat Reilly, Sue Murray, Wallace Stalker, Diane Preza, Roselani Kaho'ohalahala, Kaulana
Public:
Kaho'ohalahala, Simon Tajiri, Charlotte Menze, Michael Hurte, Nicholas E. Palumbo II, Mark Sacco,
Henry Clay Richarson, Elaine Londreur, Robin Kaye, Keoki Kerr, Chester Koga
A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM. He noted that there will be two opportunities provided
for public testimony.
B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Riley suggested that the community read the Draft Community Plan since it is available on the
County's website. Pat noted that the "Existing Conditions" on pg. 6-2 of the draft plan are changing by
the second; therefore that section of the plan should be continuously updated. He suggested that the
staff keep a "Parking Lot" list at the CPAC meetings to make sure all issues raised by the CPAC members
and the public are addressed.
Pat recommended that when the CPAC reviews Chapter 3 they write a recommendation to the Lãna'i
Planning Commission (LPC) to adjust the Special Management Area (SMA) boundary for Lãna'i. He noted
that the Club Lãna'i area experiences flooding and sea level will rise and the SMA needs to address these issues.
He also noted that past rock piling activities in the Club Lãna'i area have impacted the church.
Kathleen noted that staff will address the evolving existing conditions sections and she stated that the "Parking
Lot" list is a good idea and will be used. Kathleen also pointed out the graphic on the wall, from the sketch at the
previous meeting that shows the interaction between the county, Läna'i. Resorts, and the community and how
they are all responsible to develop a better future for the island. Kathleen said that the SMA boundaries might be
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better handled in the Land Use chapter. Pat said he'd like to see it in the Economic Development chapter since it
could have economic impacts.
Butch asked the CPAC and the public whether there were any comments on the appropriateness of the Lana'ians
for Sensible Growth panels being on display at the meetings. No one had any comments.
Public testimony closed.
C. REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS: DRAFT COMMUNITY PLAN UPDATE
Lãna'i's Future
Kathleen noted that a full version of the draft guiding principles developed at the last two meetings was
provided on a handout to the members and public. She also reminded the public that the draft plan, as
well as background materials, is available on the County's website.
Kathleen stated that staff has identified the need to add another public workshop to the schedule of
CPAC meetings. The additional workshop will focus on cultural and natural resources. She suggested
scheduling the workshop for Thursday, April 4 at 5:00 P.M. Caron asked if the CPAC members are
required to attend and Kathleen noted that they would need quorum. Kathleen noted that the
workshop would consist of hands-on activities working with maps to Identify significant natural and
cultural resources and areas. Caron noted that the workshop, as well as all CPAC meetings, should be
well publicized. The members discussed the feasibility of holding the additional workshop on April 4 and
decided that it would be acceptable.
Economic Development
Kathleen introduced John Knox, noting that he authored the Lãna'i Economic Development Issue Paper, and
encouraged the CPAC and public to ask him questions.
Robin Kaye asked who was interviewed for the issue paper. John Knox stated the issue paper was based on
interviews as well as a significant amount of secondary research. He intended it to be somewhat of an economic
data book for the Lãna'i community. He said that the issue paper lists about 30 interviewees, but noted that this is
not an exhaustive list of persons interviewed since some desired to be anonymous. He stated that Lãna'i
community members, Castle & Cook employees, and industry specialists were interviewed. Robin asked if the full
version of the issue paper is available on the website and Kathleen stated yes.
Caron asked how the CPAC could obtain more detailed data on Lãna'i's population breakdown. John Knox
recommended the Census Bureau website. He also recommended contacting Jan Nakamoto at the Hawaii State
Data Center (DBEDT).
Butch asked John Knox to explain import substitution and export enhancement as discussed in the issue paper.
John Knox explained that money leaks out of Lána'i's economy when services and goods are imported. If imports
can be substituted with Lãna'i generated goods and services more money stays in the Lãna'i economy. Enhancing
exports also increases Lãna'i's economy. Tourism is an export industry if you are spending money outside of the
island and the idea is to capture the money on island. John suggested increasing money flowing in and then keep
more of it. Ron noted that hunting brings a significant amount of money into Läna'i's economy. He identified the
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lack of reliability of air travel to the island as an economic development problem and suggested that economic
development should include more than hotels.
John Knox noted that there exists very little detailed economic data specific to Lãna'i. He noted that data such as
how much Lãna'i money is spent on Maui for services would help to understand were import substitutions are
possible.
Butch asked John Knox to identify five primary problem areas for Lãna'i's economy. John identified the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Visitors feel that there is not enough to do on Läna'i;
Transportation (air and shipping);
Challenging to bring agriculture back to the island;
Tension between community and company was a major issue in the past but he noted that the new
ownership appears to be restoring trust. He noted that no office in County government is elected directly
by Lãna'i people.

Butch asked if John Knox had any new comments with now having the knowledge of the sale of the
island. John commented that he thinks the recommendation in the draft plan to establish a rural
communities economic development specialist position at the County is a good idea and noted this
person needs to already have seniority and skills. Butch asked if there are concerns with the skills of
Lãna'i's workforce. John responded yes, adding that education and skills always affect economic prosperity. Ror
stated that water is the main issue and the plans for desalinization will ease some tensions. John responded that
he is not an expert in desalinization, however, he knows it is economically difficult but if someone is interested in
taking the long view and doing this that it will be interesting to follow.
Caron asked if there is anything the CPAC can do about Molokai and Lãna'i being charged for two legs for shipping.
John responded that he did not know the specifics as the report was written two years ago, however a new carrier
can't get into the harbor. This is the reason Young Brothers feels at a competitive disadvantage. Young Brothers
has said that they are trying to honor their commitment to Lana'i and Moloka'i but have concerns about sustaining
this commitment. Alberta stated that Lanai Oil Company is a guaranteed payload to Lãna'i and return to Oahu for
Young Brothers. She stated that Young Brother's profitable routes subsidize routes to Lãna'i and Molokai. She
also stated that with the new owner of Lãna'i there will likely be more activity to the island.
Butch asked if Debbie or Ernest had any questions. Ernest said no. Debbie asked John Knox if he considered the
big wind community benefits package to no longer be valid. John Knox responded that the state now seems less
likely to push for big wind, but he has as many questions as she has.
Kathleen introduced Doug Miller, new Long-Range Division planner, to the CPAC.
Butch read a written public testimony regarding big wind.
Alberta stated that on Wednesday, February 13 at Hale Kupuna there will be meeting held by the PUC and HECO
regarding renewable energy.
Kathleen provided a brief presentation to frame the upcoming economic development discussion. Kathleen said
that the Community Plan is the County's and the community's plan and not the owner's plan —they have their
own plan.
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Economic development was discussed in terms of sustainability. Kathleen told the CPAC members that
sustainability is not only about environmental sustainability but also social and economic.
Two methodologies may be relevant to understanding how Lana'i could develop into a more sustainable island:
Carrying capacity is the measure of how many people the island can support without causing environmental
degradation -in the case of this island, water is the most limiting factor. Ecological Footprint is a methodology for
understanding the environmental impact of human communities by calculating the amount of land area required
to support all the resources consumed by a community: shelter (and the building materials it requires), food, fuel,
water, transportation, etc.
North American communities have rather large ecological footprints —that is, we consume much more land area
than we actually occupy. Kathleen suggested that as we develop the update to the Lanai Community Plan, we
should think about how to reduce the ecological footprint of the island.
Another particular challenge Lana'i faces is that many components of the 'public realm' - i.e. Dole Park, the
swimming pool, etc are actually owned and operated by the Company: this may not be sustainable in the long
term.
Finally, Kathleen challenged CPAC members to think about what kind of economic development, and for whom,
does the community want? Will large corporations be the primary actors? Medium sized companies (from
elsewhere in the State or Maui County) or should local Lana'ians be encouraged to start new businesses and
economic ventures?
Kathleen stated that the staff's task was to develop a draft update of the community plan and most of
the research was done during 2010 and 2011 - prior to the recent change in ownership. She stated that
some items in the chapter may not be relevant anymore and they are open to suggestions and changes.
She suggested that the CPAC move through the chapter from issues and strategies through to policies
and actions and provide recommendations for additions or changes.
Butch asked if the CPAC had any questions. Ron asked what can be done about the existing MOA's
between Castle & Cooke, the County, and the community. Debbie asked if the new owner is responsible
for the old owner's contracts. Butch responded, usually yes. He stated that the CPAC should develop
policy language addressing this issue. Ron restated that this needs to be in the new community plan.
He noted that if the community is going to have opportunities to have businesses then they will need
land. All the community got is hotels and they didn't get the light industrial land.
Butch suggested they start with the problem statement. He asked if everyone agreed with the
economic development issues in the draft plan. All members stated yes. Kathleen asked if they wanted
to add a statement regarding the previous agreements/MOAs. Ron stated yes. Butch said perhaps the
MOAs are not specifically tied to the economic development chapter. Debbie suggested they be
addressed in the overall problems section.
Kathleen reviewed the issues and strategies in the draft plan and asked for changes/suggestions.
Alberta stated that the County's regulations for B&Bs and short-term rentals are not applicable to Lãna'i.
She also stated that they need to work more with the Hawaii Visitor's Bureau to improve marketing of the entire
island to the kama'aina tourism market. Caron stated that marketing to the Mainland needs to improve also.
Kathleen stated that strategies will be added to the plan about the need to improve marketing for the island. Ron
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stated that visitors should be encouraged to visit local businesses and that the transportation needs to drop them
off by local shops. When businesses operate they need to help other businesses in the area.
Caron asked if a strategy for Lãna'i B&Bs and short-term rentals should be included in the community plan.
Alberta stated that the Lãna'i Planning Commission is addressing them. Stanley stated that the Lãna'i Planning
Commission has deferred to the CPAC on that matter. Butch asked in what chapter B&Bs and short-terms rentals
should be addressed. Kathleen stated land use and perhaps housing and economic development too. Butch
requested the issue be put in the parking lot. David Yamashita cautioned that the approval of the community plan
is a long process and will not provide a quick solution to the issue.
Alberta mentioned the on-going issue with parking requirements in Lãna'i City and the need to get variances.
Kathleen noted that the community plan is a guidance document not a regulating document. Ron said there
should be a separate code for Lãna'i City because it is unique. Kathleen asked if the past tensions with Castle &
Cooke Resorts should remain as an issue in the plan. Alberta stated that the strategy proposed in the draft plan to
address this issue should be changed. She likes the new company's current strategy of meeting with small groups
of community members.
Debbie stated that the plan should still address communication between the community and the company as an
issue. Caron stated that the issue should be changed to convey they there is no formal structure for
communication between the company and community and the strategy should be to establish a strategy for
communication. Butch asked if there should be a succession plan for the company since it is owned by one
person. He asked if there were any other issues regarding the lack of business climate on the island. Alberta
stated that it is challenging to acquire a lease to start a business.
Butch called for a 10 minute break at 7:37 P.M.
The meeting resumed at 7:48 P.M.
D. ADDITIONAL PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Butch opened the meeting up for public testimony, one minute per person.
Pat Riley stated that there is a need for high speed broadband and that Ellison may be able to help with
that need. He stated that solving that issue would be an asset for economic development and
healthcare on the island.
Kurt Matsumoto stated that Läna'i Resorts will strongly promote efforts for two-way communication between the
community and company. He stated that economic development will require growth in the island's population.
He agrees that more lease opportunities are needed. Regarding marketing, he stated that the Hawaii Visitor's
Bureau will never be the complete solution.
Ron asked if it is the company's responsibility to look at market needs when determining to give out leases. Kurt
stated no, ultimately it will be the market that is the decision maker. He stated that Lãna'i Resorts may establish a
resource to coach new small business on the island. Caron asked it the small population size is an issue for
economic development Kurt stated yes, but it is not enough to put in thereto have economic growth -have to
have the factors that cause that growth. Caron stated that it is a "chicken and the egg" situation.
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Butch stated that the economic development goal is the same as in the 1998 plan except the word "sustainable"
has been added. Ernest suggested that increasing the population be added as a goal. Caron asked if it should be
an objective instead. Kurt cited a study that revealed that resort activity on the island peaked in the 1990s then
declined. He stated that general economic development of the island probably followed the same trend. He
stated that without population growth the island's economy will be stagnant. Kathleen stated that Chapter 2 of
the draft plan could include population projections and a goal, policies and actions. Butch stated that population
growth is more of an assumption than an objective or goal.
Butch asked the members how they envision agriculture returning to Lãna'i - do they see agriculture as Pineapple
Days or do they see agriculture as on the mainland with mechanical equipment and a few folks?
Alberta:
• Need to identify export crops
• Difficulty will be finding farm workers
•
Ron:
•
•
•

Need a co-op setup for farm equipment to be sustainable.

Pineapple production did not need to decline - it still would be interesting to tourists.
Ag dependent on water
Local people would rather be farming than working at hotels.

Debbie:
•
•

Not large scale pineapple plantation but maybe small demonstration farm
Could not retain the Mexican workers when they came to farm —the work was too hard.

Matt:
•
•
•
•

People forget why pineapple is gone - poor wages and benefits and competition from the Philippines
Majority of former pineapple workers happy to stop working in the fields and work in the hotels with
benefits.
Export crops vs. feeding the island vs. biofuets - if want to be sustainable, then getting off fossil fuels at
30% is not enough, need to do biodiesel at 70%
Need to understand the company's plans

Cheeky:
• Need education in fields regarding agriculture —grow taro, or in the Kamehanieha schools.
•
Hotels need to purchase Lãna'i produce
• Everything comes down to water.
Stanley:
•
•
•

Modern agriculture (i.e. aquaculture, hydroponics, aquaponics, biofuels, etc.)
Do fish farms as both fresh and saltwater.

•

Mechanized farming - no one wants to work the fields

Raise trees that have leaves with medicinal properties.

Ernest:
•

Creative agriculture - add tourism - farm stays, farm tours, farmers working directly with businesses.
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Christine:
•
•
•
•

Determine what grows in each ahupua'a
Permaculture -help with erosion problems
Palawai grew the largest uala
Grow what we can were we can and help the environment as well.

Butch noted that everyone has different ideas ?bout agriculture on Lãna'i. Alberta mentioned that deer and
nematodes are big problems for any kind of agriculture on the island.
Kathleen asked the CPAC to review and comment on the economic development policies in the draft plan. Butch
noted that a new community development organization, "Lãna'i Changes" has been created. (Delete policy in
draft plan?) Debbie suggested that the policy pertaining to the big wind community benefits package be deleted.
She also suggested that a policy regarding preserving the Ka'a District be added to the cultural and/or land use
chapter. Caron recommended adding a policy to improve overall education on the island and more diverse
housing. Ron recommended added a policy supporting a Lãna'i ordinance addressing B&Bs and short-term
rentals. The requirement for the 500 foot circle does not work for Lana'i as that is half the town. Kathleen stated
that the policy would be appropriate in the land use and housing chapters and that staff will gather specifics on
necessary regulations from the CPAC to pass along to the Current Planning Division.
Butch asked if staff would revise the policies, etc. then give the back to the CPAC to approve. Kathleen stated yes
that the last four meetings will look at things in more detail and then they can decide whether they want to adopt
the changes. Chicky (Charles) asked if the policy regarding business support services pertained to both new and
existing businesses. Kathleen said yes. Debbie stated that better ground transportation options are needed for
visitors as the car rentals are very expensive and limit visitors experience here.
Butch asked who will be responsible for implementation of the community plan and why this time around will be
different from past community plans. Kathleen stated that the Planning Department is aware of past difficulties
with implementing community plans. She stated that MCC 2.803 requires implementation and monitoring plans
and financials for implementation items. She stated that implementation success also depends on the plan being
realistic.
Butch stated that the 1983 community plan had a timeframe for implementation and suggested that a flow chart
for implementation would be helpful. Kathleen replied that the plan will have graphics and illustrations. She
asked for comments on the actions section. Alberta stated that action 6.01 should not be lumped with Molokai
and Hana. Ron disagreed and did not see a problem with the three rural communities being lumped together.
Butch asked Alberta if she thought an economic development specialist should be stationed on Läna'i. She
responded yes because Lana'i is an upscale market and a rising tide. She called on them to make Lana'i the best
destination spot in the U.S. Kathleen said that during past discussions with the Office of Economic Development
they indicated that they could only staff one position for the three rural areas. She also noted that since the recent
purchase of the island by Ellison perhaps a partnership could be established between the company and the Office
of Economic Development. Ron stated that agriculture water rates are needed. Alberta stated that it is unfair to
expect the company to provide such cheap water. Butch noted that the economic development issue paper
compares water rates and recommended that Ron review that section. Debbie suggested that policy #9 include
encouraging both leases and fee simple ownership. Butch stated that action 6.12 should include exploring the use
of Federal Highway funds. Alberta stated that actions 6.05, 6.06 and 6.07 have been addressed and should be
deleted.
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Butch opened the meeting up to public testimony. No one testified.
Kathleen stated that staff would take the comments provided and make revisions to the chapter. Butch asked if
there was homework for next week. Mary asked members to review the natural resources and environment
section as well as the Rain Follows the Forest report for Wednesday. She asked members to review the
infrastructure chapter and the Water Use and Development Plan for Thursday.
E. NEXT MEETING DATE: February 13, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lâna'i Senior Center
Butch asked if anyone would not be attending the next meeting. He noted that they would have
quorum.
F. ADJOURNMENT
Action:

Adjourn meeting.

Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Stanley

Ron

10 ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 9:00 P.M.

Note: Meeting Summaries, Presentations, Agendas and Background Meeting Materials can be found at the
following link:
HTTP://WWW.CO. MAUI. HI.US/INDEX.ASPX?NID=16$5 and then click on agendas and minutes link.
Or at the County of Maui website: Home> Departments> Planning Department> Division - Long Range Planning>
Long Range Planning Section > General Plan 2030> Lanai Community Plan Update 2013. Then click on agenda and
minutes link.
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February 13, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lanai City, Lanai, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz
Chris Costa/es
Matt Mano
Caron Green
Alberta DeJetley Ernest Magaoay

Butch Gima
Joe Felipe
Ron McOmber Stan Ruidas

Planning

County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Absent:

Jeffrey Baltero

Public:

Pat Riley, Clay Richardson, John Delature, John Stubbart, Bryan Plunkett, David
Green, Eleanor Beranha, Albert Morita, Debbie and Kawehi Ryder, Sue Murray,
Denise Fernandez, and Jay Penniman

Jarrod Barfield

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range

Charles Kaukeano

A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:02 PM.
Butch noted that the CPAC had quorum and provided an overview of the meeting agenda.

B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Riley stated that the Draft Lanai Community Plan will not be adopted until 2015/2016 and
that applications submitted prior to adoption will still be considered under the 1998 Plan. Pat
stated that the Community Plan map is the key standard, whereas, the Plan language is secondary. Any
proposed project not permitted by a specific land use designation needs a Community Plan amendment.
He also stated that he understood that the current Plan's land use designations are not zoning
designations. He recommended that zoning be adopted simultaneously with adoption of the new
Community Plan's land use map. He said that the new map must conform to the community vision.
Butch asked the Planning Department to respond to Pat's comments. Kathleen said that the 1998 Plan
map represents the previous vision for the future. She said that Pat is correct about the current map
designations being land use and not zoning. She said that the County's current planners use the current
Plan map to help make a determination when reviewing applications. Pat responded that this needs to
be reconciled.
Pat requested adding an issue regarding Special Management Areas (SMA). He suggested language
that could be used in the Plan to amend SMA boundaries to be 500 feet and to recommend all areas be
appropriately zoned. Pat pointed out sections of the current plan language that he liked and felt should
be retained. He recommended keeping all language from the current plan in the new plan unless
removing it accomplishes something. Finally, Pat recommended including language in the new Plan to
continue the Lanai Water Advisory Committee (LWAC).
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Kawehi Ryder provided testimony regarding the grant funded environmental restoration work his nonprofit organization is conducting to clear obstructions from Maunalei Gulch to minimize runoff erosion
due to blockages from kiave and holly berry debris. They cut the wood debris and place it on the banks
to prevent in-stream damming and reduce the rise of stream flood waters. To date, they have finished
five miles of culling out all the blockages from the mountain top to the combination gate in Maunalei. He
said that he would also like to install catchment basins up at the top, where it is hard rock, as it would
reduce at least 20% of the stormwater runoff. He noted that this should be done on every gully if
possible.
Ron stated that the clearing of kiawe trees near the resort should be done in a more conscious manner
by retaining some and replanting to replace lost vegetation.
Caron asked if, as the CPAC looks through the Plan, would Kawehi consider himself a partner and
educator? Kawehi responded yes and explained that he teaches dozens of kids from the juvenile youth
center. He had a program for troubled boys that took them into the forest to learn the traditional
Hawaiian practices.
Deborah thanked Kawehi and his wife for what they are doing. Mathew commended Kawehi, stating
that the ocean should be sustainable and that overland flooding is causing silt buildup that disrupts foot
travel and kills the reefs. Christine thanked Kawehi and said that she has been out to his work sites. She
said she just came from a planning seminar that taught restoration begins at the top. She said that it will
take generations to do the clean up.
Kawehi said that working hand in hand with the school would be good. He said that Lanai Hale should
be a model because access is so easy. He noted that there is a 1400 foot long dry stack wall by
Maunalei, a complete land division that they left behind. He recommended that the school look at
integrating cultural practices into environmental education.

C. PRESENTATIONS
1. Environment and Natural Resources Overview - Mary Jorgensen
Mary showed a map of the extent of vegetation cover on Lanai before human occupation to
illustrate the change that has occurred. She explained the different types of services that the
ecosystem (plants, animals, insects and habitats) provide for us that are often taken for granted,
such as water recharge, water and air filtration, climate and erosion regulation and many other
services. These ecosystem services support, provide (food, fiber, medicines), and regulate but
also enrich our lives through cultural services of aesthetic values, recreation and spiritual
experience in nature.
She explained how ecosystems overlap each other and are dependent on each other - that the
condition of forest health determines the health of coral. When ecosystems become out-ofbalance, such as large populations of deer and other feral ungulates, the ecosystem can be
stressed to the point of species decline and extinction. Lowland native plants have been
replaced by invasive and non-native species, 70 plant species have disappeared, many others
are endangered. Erosion increases and declines in water quality and quantity rise. Currently,
two Main Hawaiian Island coral species are proposed for listing as threatened. She showed the
relationship between coral spawning in West Maui and how it travels via the currents to Molokai
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and the north and east coast of Lanai . Ecosystems are very complex and the factors limiting
species health and recovery are numerous.
Mary explained how the sustainability of the environment is important to the sustainability of the
economy and society and that in recognition of this there are numerous federal, state and local
laws in place for environmental protection. Recent efforts have focused on watershed
protection and restoration tools that include planning, conservation, buffers, stormwater
management and erosion control, pollution control and community stewardship. Community
stewardship is active in Lanai hale restoration and includes adult and youth education and
involvement programs. There are also many new methods of designing the built environment to
improve the health of the natural environment and contribute to human well-being.
Mary concluded with noting the difficult choices that the CPAC and the community will need to
answer. Do they choose forest recovery or ungulates, farming or deer? Is it possible to fence
the hunting areas or will farms need to be fenced?
Debbie asked if sediment discharge is prohibited and Mary responded yes. Ron reiterated that
the cutting of the trees by the hotel near the ocean should include replanting. Alberta said that
there was beautiful pasture lands before that are now covered with invasive kiawe trees that
prevent anything from growing under them and draw up too much water - if there are remaining
kiawe trees at Manele they need to replant with something else. Mary said that she saw a
presentation showing that native Koa trees transpire very little water from their outside layer
versus the invasive strawberry guava that transpires huge quantities of water from its central
stalk - like a giant straw pulling water up into the atmosphere.
Albert Morita, who is a professional game manager, provided his perspective on the draft plan.
He said that he is sad to see the island now covered with invasive species of plants and
animals, but he is glad to see that one of the environmental chapter's objectives directly
addresses the problem. He said that we must protect the tiny dryland forest and try to restore it
to its pre-contact state.
Albert said that the history of game management has been inconsistent and sometimes
contrary. He said that Munro regretted the introduction of deer and worked to eradicate them,
but he also introduced the axis deer from Japan. Recently they hunted only 100 animals a year
but in the past they harvested 1,000 animals a year. Goats were eradicated by 1984, but now
deer occupy nearly every corner of the island. Last year, the State allowed 1,200 animals
harvested in one season. Albert noted that the game was healthy when he was growing up but
now he is afraid that we are going backwards. If you don't control the game, plans will not work.
He said he believes in the philosophy of looking back seven generations and forward seven
generations and said that he liked the draft plan - a good outline.
Albert said that he believes the island needs hunters, the people need to eat the meat, and new
methods of handling game meat need to be found. He feels that fencing is expensive, but
worthwhile.
Alberta asked what about the turkeys? He said that they eat plants and spread the seeds. He
said that a comprehensive game control study needs to be done. He said that he doesn't know
what the base game population is, but he can extrapolate that if 1,000 deer are harvested
annually, the base population is likely around 4,000 animals.
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Ron said that there should be a policy at DLNR to have a youth program. They also need to
make the hunters take the ewes first and don't let them throw away the meat. Caron asked what
a healthy number of game would be. Albert replied that it would be based upon the condition of
the land. If there is no damage to the land, no car accidents, no game in urban and agricultural
areas then the number of game would be healthy.

2.

Presentation on Maui Nui Seabird Recovery Project - Jay Penniman, UHMC
and Maui Nui Seabird Recovery Project

Jay Penniman gave his presentation on the Maui Nui Seabird Recovery Project, a non-profit
working with the Department of land and Natural Resources (DLNR). Their mission is to restore
the Hale the way it used to be - a lowland mesic forest. He discussed Ecosystem Services
including supporting, provisioning, regulating, and cultural services. He spoke of forest values
including water recharge, water quality, climate control, biodiversity, cultural, aesthetic,
recreation, and commercial.
Jay said that the aquifer system needs to be replenished, but a solid canopy, such as the Cook
pines, prevents fog drip because it pushes the fog up and over. Fog drip needs spaces in the
forest canopy to allow the fog to move between the trees to capture more water. The
understory ground cover is like a giant sponge - need to clear invasive plants to the bare root, in
order to restore the native fern understory. Jay recommended beginning restoration in the good
areas first. Process is to inject small amounts of pesticide into the kiawe trees.
Caron asked Jay how it is possible to get enough plants to do reforestation. He said that they
are rebuilding the plant nursery. They are trying to use native plants. Ron asked why they don't
maintain the road. Jay replied that they need to do more of that.
Alberta said that she heard that Jay's group will eradicate barn owls and egrets. Jay said that he
has not been told that, but that egrets are known to be a nuisance. He said that they are trying
to control the barn owls in the area, but it is unlikely that they will be eradicated. Christine said
that it scares her when someone fixes a road without taking care of the edges. She said that we
need to consider permaculture - need to look at the water flow before grading the road.
D. MAP EXERCISE - NATURAL RESOURCES AND TRAILS
The CPAC was invited to break into groups around three map stations: two natural resource
stations and one trail map station to gather information on natural resources, places the
community values, and types and uses of trails or dirt roads. Participants identified areas and
provided comments guided by the following questions:
• What are the most valued natural places on the island - those that must be protected?
• What areas and most important direction(s) to expand restoration? Any new areas why and where?
• Sediment: Which gulches produce the most sediment?
o
What floodways produce the most sediment?
o
What coastal areas are most effected by sediment?
• Water Quality - Non-point pollution sources?
o Drainage from commercial areas, housing areas, industrial areas, golf courses?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas of native plant communities below 2000 feet? Dryland vegetation or mesic
(moderate moisture)?
Any springs, wet areas, wetlands or ponding?
Best coastal fishing areas?
Particularly sensitive lands - why?
Type of trail use: recreation, subsistence, recreation, cultural, agricultural road?
Trail used for access for hunting or fishing?
What is the frequency of trail use: high - daily; moderate - weekly; low - once per
month; rarely - twice per year; none - abandoned.

E. CHAPTER 3 DISCUSSION
Issues and Strategies: Mary asked if there is anything to add to this section. Caron asked to add
work with company, state, county, non-profits to restore the forest ecosystem. Alberta said that
one of the biggest problems is the transport of plants between islands. She said that if the state
is not willing to fund inspections, we are dead in the water. Mary suggested a campaign to send
this message to the state. Alberta responded that the Agricultural Industry has been asking the
state to fund inspections for years. Caron said that she would like to see the strategies that are
grouped broken into individual strategies.
Mary said that Strategy 3 uses best management practices. Alberta felt that section was
excessively wordy and needed simple language on game management. Butch said he would
like to see more direct connections to watershed and water quality, and water degradation. The
40% decrease in the water forecast is predicated on fog drip - language needs to show the
direct relationship. He said that you can develop good issues, strategies, policies and actions,
but it does no good if there is no funding of implementation. He said there is a need for the
county to hire someone to do the implementation.
Policies: Caron asked what does "green infrastructure systems" mean and Mary explained that
it is using natural systems to do what pipes and concrete infrastructure has done in the past.
Alberta asked if there is a need to partner with new owner to implement these policies? Ron
asked if the intent is to go all over the island to implement green systems. Mary said that it
should target new development. Ron mentioned that the Manele golf course is built right on the
ocean and that watering drains right into the ocean. He recommended regulation restricting
building on cliffs.
Caron said that Policy #5 prohibiting the importation of alien species may not be possible. She
felt is should say control rather than prohibit. Debbie said that before the state was very strict
about bringing in plants, and now landscape companies bring them in all the time. Can we
educate Expeditions to help enforce the law? Ron said that truckloads of plants come in on
barges - need Young Brothers to inspect and enforce. Alberta said that there are thousands of
good plants that have been introduced and we need to stop recommending only native plants,
rather, we should recommend plants that have been successfully introduced.
Caron asked for the definition of "floating preserves". Mary said that they are coastal preserve
areas that are not fixed in one place and are adjusted with the health of the species. Ron added
that regarding Policy #6, the Marine Life Conservation District has certain regulations from the
21st The company wants to have long boards
state and the Park Council will meet on February
and paddle canoes on the beach. He said there is a need for community input.
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Actions: Butch asked if there is a way to tie the actions to the Policies? Caron said that Action
3.02 should just say "Restoration of both wet and dryland forests" and add the State as a
partner. Caron also said that Action 3.03 should say "Reduce sediment and other pollution
sources in surface water run-off and coastal waters." Christine asked for her group and the
Watershed partnership be added to partners for 3.06. Mary said that we would appreciate help
in understanding who all the different non-profit partners are. It was noted that the watershed
partnership is inactive at this point and that reestablishing it needs to be an action. Butch
recommended mentioning that there are no regulatory agency offices on the island in the
executive summary.

F. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
John Ornellas said that the Department of Water Supply (DWS) should be removed from the
County Agency column in the Action item list as they want nothing to do with our water.

G. FINAL COMMENTS
Christine asked if the sentence in Action 3.05 "Use system of former roads or trails as
firebreaks" was the reason for the trail map. Mary replied in part, because some dirt roads can
be enhanced to serve as fire breaks.

H. NEXT MEETING DATE: February 14, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i Senior Center
Butch asked if anyone would not be attending tomorrow's meeting. He noted that they would
have quorum.
Action:
Motion:
Second:
Vote:

Adjourn meeting.
Ron
Caron
All ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 9 P.M.
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February 14, 2013 /6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lanai Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Läna'i City, Läna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de Ia Cruz
Chris Costa/es
Ron McOm her
Caron Green
Ernest Magaoay
Alberta DeJetley
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
Jarrod Barfield

Joe Felipe
Stan Ruidas

Butch Gima

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning
Charles Kaukeano

Absent:

Jeffrey Ba/tero

Public:

Jay Penniman, Maui Nui Seabird Recovery Project
John Stubbardt, Director of Utilities for Lanai Water Company

Matt Mano

A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at? pm.
Butch noted that the CPAC had quorum and provided an overview of the meeting agenda.
B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Riley provided a handout that included a request to clarify jurisdictional responsibility for the roads
on Lãna'i. He also requested identification of any "State Agricultural Park" areas. He said that he
understood that Castle & Cook (C&C) had transferred 100 acres to the State for infrastructure
development and that it had reverted back to C&C because the infrastructure improvements were not
made. Pat recommended conducting a summary assessment of the 1998 Plan to assist in creating a
more effective new Plan. He recommended identifying the infrastructure improvement funding sources,
i.e., Federal, State County, private or other. He felt that the Lãna'i Water Advisory Committee (LWAC)
needs to continue in some form. He would like to ensure continued and expanded use of reclaimed
effluent wastewater. He recommended creation of a comprehensive solid waste management study.
He'd like to see information on the proposed "Big Wind" project incorporated into the planning process.
He advocated for an ordinance for a Special District for Lãna'i City. He'd like to see the trails list from the
1998 Plan kept in the new plan. He mentioned that the partially implemented Lãna'i Drainage Master
Plan is on file with the County.
John Stubbardt said that the Public Utilities Commission has approved the transfer of the water, sewer
and transportation systems to Lãna'i Resorts LLC. He said that they are going to invest $10 million in
water and wastewater improvements that will not be passed along to the ratepayers. He said that their
draft water plan calls for 5 systems: 2 potable, 1 brackish, and 2 recycle. A desalinization plant is also
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planned. John said that conservation will be an important part of the plan. They will be fixing leaks,
installing a leak detection system, replacing pipe, and conducting an education and awareness program.
Ron asked John if the Water Company would please let customers know when they have a leak. Caron
asked if 6 million gallons per day (mgd) was the total sustainable yield. John replied that the state set
the upper level yield for the model. Caron asked how close they are coming to using the total potable
water. John said that the usage is 1 mgd of potable water and 1 mgd of non-potable for a total of 2 mgd.
Alberta would like people to know how much the service has improved since John came on board.
Deborah asked if there was a handout available on water system costs. John replied that they don't
know the full answer yet, but they are working with consultants and they will let them know when it is
ready. Butch asked John for clarification about the news article that was incorrect. Is there only one set
of $10 million available for improvement investments? John said yes, there is only one $10 million
investment planned. He said that approximately $9 million will be spent on water system improvements
and $1 million for other system improvements.
Winnie said in answer to one of Pat's questions that Kaumapapa'u Hwy to the harbor is a state facility
and the Keomuku Hwy is a County facility. She was very familiar with this since her husband was in
charge of road maintenance and always had a hard time getting maintenance materials.
C. PRESENTATIONS

en to summarize Infrastructure presentation.
Kathleen presented a brief slide show to frame the discussion of the infrastructure chapter. Lanai's
infrastructure systems are a mixture of public and privately owned systems: the Water transmission
system is owned by Lanai Resorts, MECO runs the power plant, Solid Waste is both County along with
private hauling, both the County and Lanai Resorts operate wastewater treatment facilities, and the
road network is made of State, County as well as some private roads, with County and Lanai resorts
managing drainage systems. Bringing a sustainability perspective to infrastructure systems means not
only recognizing that there are finite resources (water, land, etc) and that there are long term
consequences on the environment and human health but also thinking about how to re- integrate
natural systems into the built environment. 'Green Infrastructure' is a term that has emerged over the
past two decades to describe infrastructure that works with natural processes and systems to manage
stormwater, improve air quality, provide shade, and lower the 'heat island' effect. Green infrastructure
is often 'cheaper, easier, greener and beautiful' than traditional infrastructure: 'green streets' use
natural system drainage - vegetated swales and ditches - rather than curbs, gutters and concrete pipes
to deal with stormwater run off. Lanai City has many examples of swales and natural systems drainage,
in addition to engineered drainage. Thinking about sustainability means we need to re-think many
infrastructure systems that are smaller, multi-purpose and take advantage of natural eco-system
processes.
Questions/Comments:
Water System
Butch said that the 6 mgd (million gallons per day) sustainable yield (for water) was based upon a
recharge rate of _? mgd. Alberta asked if this section would become obsolete within one year because
things are changing so rapidly. Butch responded no, but Issue #2 would need to be corrected. He said
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that current plans cannot be completely built out unless: 1) there is a decrease in water loss; 2) there is
a decrease in consumption; or 3) an additional water source is found. Alberta responded that Lãna'i
Resorts is doing all three. Butch said that he has yet to see the Lãna'i Resorts development plan.
Alberta said that building a desalinization plant would allow build out to occur and therefore this section
is unnecessary. Debbie said that we need to walk a fine line as we go through these proceedings. We
need to assume that things will not get done in some areas and that we can't just count on more water.
Alberta said she felt that all the issues will be resolved by the new owner because you can see daily
improvements. Butch responded that this is a long range plan. Caron said that first issue is the long term
viability of the aquifer -we need to acknowledge future population growth. She felt that there is no
harm in leaving this section in. Butch felt it would be irresponsible to defer the chapter. Debbie said that
leaving the chapter in would be an indication to Lanai Resorts that the community would like to see
their plan. Ron recommended not putting this section on the back burner.

E. CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION
Earnest asked to move on and start the discussion on Issues. Caron requested that Issue 441 be split into
two separate issues: 1) the long-term viability of the aquifer; and 2) water quality. She also asked what
was meant in the Issue #1 Strategy by "programmatic measures". Mary responded that it might mean
an education program. Caron said that it should just say "Restore the watershed". Butch said that we
could do the word-smith ing later.
Butch asked if there were any questions on Issue #2. Alberta said that they have been fixing the leaks for
two years. Caron said she agrees and that the revenue stream is the Company's issue so it should be
removed. Kathleen asked if Issue #2 should be reframed as a maintenance issue. Butch said that leaks
probably still exist, because leakage is still above the 12% industry standard. He felt that it doesn't hurt
to keep Issue #2 in the Plan. Alberta reiterated that John said he has reduced leakage. Debbie supported
leaving language in to continue the leak repair program.
Butch asked if there were any questions on the third issue. Caron suggested replacing "...build out of the
Manele and Ko'ele project districts and other known projects..." with "...potential population growth..."
since the sites are unlikely to build out. Butch said that projections must be made on the entitled build
out. Debbie suggested just adding the words "population growth" after "Ko'ele District".
Butch asked if there were any other comments on the Issues and Strategies. Joe said that although he is
not current with the water issues, the plan information was prepared prior to the new owner's
proposals and these are no longer the pineapple days. Water is now supplied primarily to the resorts
and the water lines have been managed; and why no mention of desalinization? Ron said that
desalinization if fine as an objective, but you can't ignore the cost and the time to complete the project
- so need to keep #3 in for now. Kathleen said that language regarding desalinization can be added in.
Joe said he would also like to show his appreciation for the company's water maintenance work. Butch
said that everyone appreciates the work they have done.
Butch asked if there were any problems with the Goal— none.
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Butch asked for comments about the Policies. Alberta said there is no 100 acre agricultural park; that
the Hawaiian Home Lands area is part of the city; that the community gardens may be moved; and the
horse paddock may be eliminated. Therefore, Policy #4 should be removed. Butch said that he would
like to have a water oversight committee. He recommended adding language in favor of Home Rule for
the water plan. Alberta said that she was on the Planning Commission when the Läna'i Water Advisory
Committee (LWAC) was removed and she said we need to talk to the Council members on Maui. Joe said
that he agreed with Alberta - Lãna'i is part of Maui County, so the County should have oversight. Ron
said he strongly disagrees because the Board of Water Supply has nothing to do with Lãna'i's private
water system. He felt it would be a shame if LWAC was dissolved. Butch said he agreed, but the
committee should not try to write an ordinance in the Community Plan, but recommended removing
Department of Water Supply (DWS) and putting LWAC in its place. Joe said he's not interested in having
Maui County control the water in Lãna'i, but if there is an existing body in place, Lãna'i should try to
have a representative on it. Alberta said the LWAC is not supported by the County and that there is a
need to lobby the Council members and the Planning Department. Butch said that this is not a ??? or
??? issue and we should be ashamed to let the State oversee water. Deborah said that more information
is needed on LWAC. Stanley said that from his past experience on the Planning Commission, this
question has already been asked. He said there is a need for checks and balances; Lãna'i cannot rely on
the County. Need to have Home Rule and there should at least be a Policy in the Plan to state that.
Butch asked David and John to please provide the pros and cons of having LWAC. John said that LWAC
has been a contentious and controversial issue. He recommended allocating time at the next meeting
for this discussion. Butch said the discussion could also continue now or be moved to the end of this
meeting. Deborah asked to table the issue and to move on. Kathleen said that the discussion could be
continued on either April 6 or March 6. Debbie asked that the information be emailed ahead of time.
Earnest asked for information on LWAC's tasks.
Butch asked if there were any comments on the Actions. Caron asked if the Water Use and Development
Plan had been implemented. Butch said no -that it had been approved but not implemented. He also
said that the Department of Water Supply has no jurisdiction over the private water system. He asked to
remove DWS as the lead agency. Chris asked to add the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to the list of
agencies in Action 7.02. Caron requested adding a corresponding action like 7.06 for the proposed
desalinization plant. Alberta said ??? about Action 7.10. Ron said that he has been asking for years to
cover the open water source at the golf course to reduce evaporation.
Caron asked about the growth projections used for the wastewater analysis. Kathleen said that the
expected growth shouldn't exceed capacity, but if growth is greater, it could. Caron said that higher
growth can be expected. Kathleen asked if anyone knew the location of all of the septic systems on the
island. John replied that most were located above Queen Street on Supervisor Hill. He said there are 48
septic tanks and that they will be connected if any changes are made. Kathleen said that the County may
try to map them. Kathleen asked the CPAC if using grey water would be a viable strategy. John said that
this is an issue due to the small lots; if it is not done properly, it can be a problem. Ron asked how much
it would hurt the wastewater supply. John replied that it would have an impact on the system. Caron
asked if it might be better to apply grey water systems standards only to new development - otherwise
it could be expensive to retrofit for existing owners. John said that all green systems should be
considered. Butch said that when the wastewater system reaches 75% of its capacity, it must be
reviewed. Alberta said that grey water should not be used for home gardens because it is a safety issue.
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Butch asked if there were any objections to the Goal, Objectives, and Policies for solid waste. Caron
asked which forecast numbers were used. Kathleen said ??? Butch asked Stanley if the Planning
Commission had heard where the new landfill would be located. Stanley replied no, the existing site has
seven more years of capacity. Butch said that there was discussion of using the old rock and gravel site.
Ron said that Castle and Cooke had proposed an alternative site at the rock pit, but the County wanted
the roads to the site improved, so that was the end of that. Alberta asked what will happen when the
recycling center lease ends. Kurt Matsumoto said that they were planning on moving it to the Miki Basin
because they want to encourage recycling to reduce pressure on the landfill.
Kathleen asked if there was still a problem with illegal dumping. The answer was yes. Kathleen asked if
there were any preferences in dealing with the filling of the existing landfill. Has anyone looked at
shipping off-island? Caron asked how feasible it might be to have a company on Oahu that burns waste.
Kathleen asked about dumping going on at the end of town. Ron said the County is picking up the
material and taking it to the landfill. Caron said she would like to further investigate off-island shipping
of waste and would like to have a place to take old appliances. Ron said that there currently is a place
that takes junk appliances. Caron said that they need to do a better job of advertising so that people
don't dump them in a field. Alberta said she would like to see recycling of soft goods such as clothes.
Butch said that the waste is being separated for recycle now.
Butch asked if there were and questions on the Goal, Objectives and Policies for solid waste. Caron said
that she felt Policy #3 should be an objective. Stanley said that someone should build a small ultra-high
temperature incinerator. Butch commented that there was only one Action. Kathleen said that one
could be added to improve the marketing and advertising of the junk appliance drop off site.
Energy Discussion: Stanley said that there is a need for more energy production. He said that MECO has
2 new generator engines. He said that the solar plant produces about 1.2 megawatts on an average day,
but the meter drops off on cloudy days. He said that the combined heat/power plant at Manele helps,
but it is not reliable since it has been replaced annually. He said that the system can handle 6 to 7
megawatts of demand comfortably, but not much more. He said that the "choo choo trains" on tracks
are the workhorses and they all run on low sulfur diesel fuel. Stanley said that MECO has spent a lot of
money in order to abide by the EPA emission standards. He said the Lãna'i City electrical poles are being
replaced and that steel poles would be best if there is ever hurricane. He said that there are three
separate circuits: 1) the power plant to Manele which includes the solar plant. He said this circuit is on
its maximum capacity for renewables; 2) the Lãna'i City #1 circuit; and 3) the Lãna'i City #2 circuit,
which includes that airport.
Caron asked how feasible it would be to bury the power lines. Stanley said that he prefers steel poles
because you can see the faults and underground vaults are dangerous. Butch asked about the Issues and
Strategies. Caron asked if Issue #2, the 90% of electricity is produced by petroleum was still true. Stanley
said he is not sure because cloud cover and maintenance issues impact overall energy production at the
solar plant. Butch asked about Issue #3, Big Wind. Debbie said that none of the energy produced would
be for Läna'i . Earnest said he felt that Issue #3 protects Läna'i in case the project does happen, so it
should be left in. Butch said it should distinguish between Big Wind and Small Wind. Alberta said that
although Big Wind will not provide the island energy, it will provide cash that will support development
of new sources. Debbie said she felt that this Issue was more appropriate for the Economic
Development section. Caron agreed. Christine said that she agreed with Debbie, but would like to
remove it completely. Caron said she felt leaving it in would be insurance in case the project happens.
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Joe said that Issue #3 relates directly to Issues #1 and #2, so why exclude another benefit? Butch
reiterated that the island would get no energy from the project. Joe said that the island would benefit
indirectly through reduced energy rates. Alberta mentioned that the advisor had said that the island
residents would have to choose what they want to receive as a benefit package - including reduced
rates. Butch said that Joe is correct that representations were made that there would be either a 40%
drop in rates or levelized rates, but Honolulu rates are rising and in 2017 their rates will be equal to
Lana'i rates. Also, 50% of the benefit package needs approval by the PUC and 50% will be approved by
Castle and Cooke.
Debbie to Alberta: are you asking to move the Issue to Economic Development? Alberta replied that she
would like to leave the door open for Big Wind. She said she does not want to see anything in the Plan
that says no wind turbines. She would actually like to see it appear in both sections. Butch said that he
agrees with Debbie that it should not be in the Plan. Alberta said she would like to keep it in because she
could see wind supporting Lãna'i in the future. Debbie suggesting including wind energy in Issue #2.
Butch asked if Alberta was saying they could send power back to Lãna'i . Alberta replied yes, if the
population reaches 5,000. Debbie repeated her suggestion to move wind to Issue #2 and to copy it
verbatim into the Economic Development section.
Ron said that he is a big proponent of electric cars and that he would like to see a financing program to
encourage the purchase of electric vehicles. He asked Kurt to consider putting in charging stations
around the island. Butch asked if there were any questions on the Goal, Objectives, and Policies. There
was a question about whether or not to leave Policy #4 in to discourage nuclear energy. Earnest said to
leave it. Butch said that technology for nuclear energy has improved. Ron said the Plan should not
discourage Nuclear energy and that options should be left open. Christine asked not to change Policy #4.
Alberta said that we need to explore all options so it should be removed. Joe suggested changing
"discourage" to "explore". Debbie said that explore means we are encouraging nuclear power and she
felt the policy should just be removed. Earnest agreed. Stanley said that as background information
there was a proposal to release ?? to open sea. Butch recommended removing the policy.
Caron said Policy #6 to explore bio-fuels and bio-diesel may be problematic because they would
compete for land that could be used for other things. Ron said that he doesn't understand why the
mayor's office is the lead agency for the Energy section. Kathleen said the matrix was set up to see
which County department would be responsible for issues and actions. Ron said responsibility should go
to the person in charge.
Transportation Discussion was tabled until another meeting.
Stormwater Discussion:
A question was asked if the first sentence in the Introduction was still true that 40 inches is the low
annual rainfall. A suggestion was made to remove Issue #1 regarding agricultural road storm runoff.
Alberta asked if Issue #2 was a County issue. Butch replied that it had been a County/Castle & Cooke
partnership. Debbie said that the DHHL 201 6 projects don't have to comply with and County
regulations, but language could be added to the Plan to encourage compliance. Caron asked to add a
mitigation plan. Alberta asked to remove Action 7.30 and 7.31. Caron suggested adding language calling
for removing blockages in drains and channels.
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F.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY

Zane de la Cruz said that there are two engineered runoffs that dump a lot of sediment detrimentally.
He suggested using the term "agricultural infrastructure" in place of "agricultural roads".
G. FINAL COMMENTS
H. NEXT MEETING DATE: March 6, 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lâna'i Senior Center
Butch said that finishing the Water and beginning the Transportation discussions would occur at the
next meeting along with discussion of Public Facilities and Services. The discussions about Historic,
Cultural, and Scenic Resources would be held at the March 7 meeting.
Action:
Motion:
Seconnd:
Vote:

Adjourn meeting.

ayes. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 9:10 P.M.
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Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 7
March 6, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lana'i Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lána'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Chris Costa/es
Deborah de la Cruz
Caron Green
Ron McOmber
Alberta Deietley
Ernest Magaoay
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Absent:

Joe Felipe

Jarrod Barfield

Public:

Pat Reilly
Lynn McCrory
Sue Murray
Robin Kaye
Diana Shaw

Dave Gren
David Tanoe
Chris Andrus
Stephen West
David Truong

Joe Felipe
Stan Ruidas

Butch Gima
Matt Mano

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning

Jeffrey Baltero
Brad Burn
Arlon Chan
Jessica Smith
Warren Osaka

Kurt Matsumoto
Winnie Basqua
Debbie Wheeler John Stubbart
Kelli Gima
Kara Bunn
Alton Aoki
Ed Jensen

A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm and noted that the CPAC had quorum.
B. ACCEPTANCE OF SUMMARY MINUTES OF JANUARY 23, 2013 MEETING
Action:

Approve summary minutes of January 23, 2013 meeting.

There were several corrections on people's names, missing words, or other clarificaDiscussion:
tions. Butch asked for further corrections on matters of substance -there were no responses to this.
Motion:
Second:

Matt Mano
Ron McOmber

Vote:

10 ayes. Motion carries.

B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Butch opened the first public testimony section and reminded the group to please comment on the
agenda items.
Pat Riley is concerned that so many issues are being addressed in one meeting. He read from a handout
that he distributed to the committee. The main points of the handout are:
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- the terms 'high level aquifer' 'reclaimed water' potable water', 'brackish water' need to be defined in the plan.
- Ensure no water from the high level aquifer is used for irrigation
- Desaliation - should have a comprehensive community review of impacts, benefits and mitigations.
- Consider converting the landfill to a waste to energy plant
- Remove 'big wind' policy from the plan
- Add a policy that states 'no wind turbines shall be erected on the island of Lana'i.
Caron Green said she supported something that Pat mentioned previously, to establish high-speed
internet on the island. She also asked Pat how he came up with $20 billion in his testimony. He said it
was his estimate.
Robin Kaye offered his compliments to the committee and applauded their tenacity. His comments address both a concept and a specific issue. He asked why language about Big Wind was removed, then
added back into the draft by the committee. He cautioned the committee that the plan should "not be
about yesterday's project". He wants the committee to remove all language about Big Wind in the draft.
Ron responded by saying that they have not discussed Big Wind yet and the committee still has a process to go through.
Diana Shaw (Lana'i Community Health Ctr.) mentioned a recent needs assessment from 2012 and was
based on the comments from 47 people. She provided a handout to the committee and is summarized
below.
Top needs include: Community Health center, hospice, elder care
She's not sure how large the population is going to grow, in any case it will be necessary to study what
the community's needs are for hospice and elder care
Ron asked her to confirm that there are abut one or two people/year who need hospice. Diana responded that yes, that was right but it could be as high as about ten people/year. Ron mentioned that
he knew of two people on the island who need hospice now. He also said that Hospice of Maui is willing
to support a facility on Läna'i.
Alberta asked if she was working on a seamless transition for medical records - can records be sent electronically? Diana said yes, it can be done now.
Butch said he had written testimony from Sally Kaye and read her letter. The main points of the letter
are:
Sally Kaye:
- water is fundamental issue
an ordinance is before Maui Council regarding LWAC: water is public, in the public trust and there
needs to be a local voice to monitor and protect the water supply - LWAC is the vehicle for that
voice.
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Robin Kaye's letter:
take any reference to Big Wind out of the Plan entirely. There is no need to make reference to a
specific project in this general plan.
This plan is about the future, so focus on the future, not on the past - let's make this a plan for the
next twenty years not the past five.

Pat Riley returned to say that another fire station is needed in the Manele area, according to a fire station person he spoke with.
John Ornellas added a comment that the Lana'i Water Resources Committee will be meeting on March
19 on Lãna'i to discuss LWAC.
With no other people interested in testifying, Butch closed public testimony.

D. CHAPTER 7: INFRASTRUCTURE
Kathleen recommended that the LWAC discussion be moved to the Governance section on May 8. Butch
asked Kurt if this would work for Lana'i Resorts and Kurt said it would be fine. Butch said the only downside of this is that the committee will not be ready for the March 19 hearing. Butch asked the committee
what its thoughts were on this and there was no objection to the idea of moving the discussion to May 8.
TRANSPORTATION
Kathleen described the roads map that was displayed on the wall. Ron said the some roads are missing
from the map, especially those that are used as trails. He said that only part of the road to Keomoku is
owned by the county. Kathleen said that the map is not intended to be a final map.
Ron suggested that the 1998 community plan map be included. He thought that county-state-federal
roads could be on one map with another map showing roads/trails from the 1998 plan.
Winnie said the road to the harbor is owned by the state. Kaupili Rd. (to the Cat's Meow) also is a state
road. There is only one person on island to do maintenance on county roads. She also added that it
takes 20 minutes for an ambulance to reach Manele. Will need civil service people to drive the equipment.
There was some discussion about who would own and manage the road to Keomoku. The problem of
flooding and sedimentation was brought up and how culverts would be needed. Alberta asked who will
pay for the implementing actions - this is a huge project. The county cannot deal with it - even in populated areas. Mary said that federal monies may be available if the coral is listed as endangered . Chris
noted that people need to be involved but she did not think this was the time to get into details. The
committee agreed that it was fine to include a statement about
in the draft.
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Issues and Strategies
Barge Service
Several members offered comments on the recommendations for barge service.
Bus Service
The conclusion seemed to be that there was a need for more options for both hotel workers and visitors. Caron said there is a need for transportation to the harbor and the airport as well, not just between Lana'i and Manele. Alberta mentioned that someone is studying the feasibility of offering a bus
service for workers and for the public. Jeff said that although it's not widely publicized, anyone can use
the company's shuttle for $10/day for transport to/from the resorts and Lana'i City.
Airport Runway
There was discussion on the airport and its runway. Ron said the draft should include language about
the direction of the runway and how a new runway should expand towards road 1388. Caron said to
add "expansion of runway or addition of a new runway" should be inserted in Policy 2 - regarding the
expansion of the airport. Lana'i's airport is the only high altitude airport in the state and will be especially useful for disasters or hazard mitigation events. Ron noted that it will take time for the airlines to
build a market for expanded flights.
Butch asked if people will still take the ferry even if a second runway was added. Caron thought there
are people who still want to fly out of Maui rather than Oahu. Debbi thought that locals will not use the
ferry to fly to the mainland because of the expense.
Other Transportation Issues
Caron expressed support for the recommendation in John Knox's study for the county to explore how to
reduce costs for transportation between Lana'i and other islands, to make it somewhat comparable.
Pat Riley testified that the need for emergency air ambulance service is critical and should be mentioned
in the draft.
Goals and Objectives
Ferry service was discussed. Debbie felt that promoting expanded service would be financially difficult
for Expeditions. Caron recommended that something should be said about reducing the cost of transportation, providing more service to Honolulu, and offering more options for residents and visitors.
Ron did not think an expanded network of transportation options was needed. He also said there should
be language about "continued access to hunting trals":.
Policies
Suggested revisions to the policies included:
- Providing access for disabled passengers to the ferry and the airport;
- Adding "control tower in case of bad weather" to ______ (Ron said improvements to the tower will
not improve safety and is well equipped to handle inclement weather); and
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Providing an additional access road in and out of Manele in the event of fire or other emergency,
perhaps the "contractor road".
Ron suggested talking to Expeditions Ferry about expanding service.
Actions
Ron proposed removing 7.23 (Advocate for increased ferry service to and from Lana'i) because it's really
up to Expeditions Ferry. The committee voted to support this (how?). He also mentioned the bypass
road and how it was proposed to address the development of Koele and the residential areas around it.
Stan asked about 7.25. He said pedestrian paths should not be minimal but should be designed to accommodate two people shoulder to shoulder.
For 7.26, Debbie suggested adding "pending construction of the bypass road". Ernest added that restricting commercial vehicles is too limiting, that it's the size that matters; small trucks and buses are
probably fine. Butch said that Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) is a better measure than size. Ron said that
when pineapple was being grown, the pineapple trucks were limited to certain roads.
Butch called for a break between 7:40 - 7:45 PM.
After re-adjourning, the committee started a discussion of Big Wind and energy. The question of if and
where Big Wind would be included in the plan was brought up. Butch said that the mention of a specific
project would be inconsistent with the rest of the plan. Alberta said the committee should not discount
wind energy
Stanley moved that any discussion of Big Wind and the undersea cable not be included in the draft.
Matt seconded the motion.
There was more discussion on this, much of it concerning whether the motion should focus on Big Wind
or whether wind energy in general. Alberta said she spent several months on a state committee (IRP or
Integrated Resource Planning) that looked at the state's overall energy strategy. Ron said he was on the
committee as well and mentioned that his concern is about making Lana'i energy self-sufficient. Deborah commented that she is not opposed to wind energy, just Big Wind.
Butch asked for a vote on Stanley's motion. All except Alberta supported the motion.
Deborah asked that no.8 on page 6-5 be removed.
"If the Big Wind proposal for a large wind energy plant on Lana'i goes ahead, work
to create a fair community benefits package that has direct, substantial benefits for
the community, based on community preferences".
Caron said it would be wise to keep it in if Big Wind does happen. Stanley thought there would be no
harm in taking it out. Alberta suggested removing the reference to Big Wind.
A vote to remove any reference to "Big Wind" was taken.
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Support: Butch, Ron, Deb, Matt, Chris, Ernest, Stanley
Oppose: Caron, Alberta, Jeff
CH. 8: PUBLIC SERVICES
Parks
Discussion on this section focused on several issues. Stanley and Alberta suggested removing the reference to "especially for children." Chris said that there is not enough for teens to do during the evening.
She would love to have a bowling alley, which could provide evening recreation.
Stan proposed designating an area for "night life activities" which could include nightclubs and sports
bars. It could be located in industrial areas. He also suggested a place for Friday night drag races.
Caron said the issue should be condensed and the phrase "in conjunction with the owner" be added.
Deb said the company maintains Dole Park and not the county.
The issue of managing uses at Hulupo'e Beach also was discussed. Alberta wants to address the issue of
boats that drop off tourists at the beach. The problem seems to be if and how commercial activities are
charged for the use of the beach and park. The concept of "carrying capacity" was brought up as a way
to explore the issue.
Ron mentioned that the hotel is proposing longboard and canoe use at Hulupo'e. He said also that the
beach is part of an existing Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) process between CCR and the community and the County - and those MOA have passed on to Lana'i Resorts LLC. Butch asked the group if
anyone was opposed to the current ratio of visitors to residents. No one expressed any opposition.

Police and Fire
The discussion covered a wide variety of issues. Main points included the following:
- Deb mentioned the need for a water safety team and a full-time animal control officer;
- Alberta said there is a need for more civil defense planning and a school police officer;
- Matt said that animal control needs a new facility as animals must now be taken to the Maui Humane Society (Alberta said that cats could be taken to the rescue shelter);
- Caron asked why the island's drug problem was not mentioned;
- Ron said drug sniffing dogs are needed to deal with all of the people coming over from Lahaina; and
- He talked about the need for a storage yard for towed vehicles.
The group also discussed how the community collectively responds to help fight fires. Deb described
how people appear with a bulldozer, water truck, and other equipment when needed. She asked if this
arrangement had ever been formalized. Matt said the company and the county do coordinate their efforts during fires but Deb wondered if this coordination was informal or not.
Stanley asked about how DLNR can be supported for their work at the harbor and to manage hunting.
- said the department is short handed and under equipped.
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Kathleen said she will revise the chapter and bring it back to the committee in June.
Ernest talked about how the police department has constant turnover - lieutenants are assigned to
Lana'i for a few years, then are reassigned. Stanley said a SHOPO agreement prohibits them from staying
longer.
Caron noted that it takes too long for fire equipment to get to Manele so there is a need for a fire auxiliary at Manele. Because of this, it is sometimes hard to get fire insurance for Manele residents. Ron said
that sprinklers were installed in all of the units at Manele because there is no fire station in proximity to
the resort.
Alberta mentioned the many old houses in Lana'i City that are overgrown with weeds that are 6-7' high.
The fire department will inspect these houses but will then leave and no action is taken.
Matt said there is a need for a water safety station at Hulupo'e because there are no lifeguards at the
beach. Residents have had to rescue tourists at the beach, sometime risking their own lives. Whether
they could use jet skis is questionable however because jet skis are not allowed on the island.
Butch suggested that language be inserted into the draft for
Schools
Kathleen started the discussion by saying that the section was written before Larry Ellison purchased the
island so some information in the draft will have to change. After some discussion of what is now being
planned, several suggestions were made by CPAC members. These include the following:
- Caron said there should be a note about "encouraging more parental involvement";
- 8.05 (education programs): already happening so insert "continue";
- 8.06 (daycare): eliminate "visitors"; and
- 8.07 (ESL classes): already happening.
Because it was getting close to 9:00 PM, Butch asked if the committee supported going past 9:00 PM so
they could finish the Health and Social Services section. No one was so the 9:00 PM adjournment time
was kept.

E. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Ed Jensen (Lana'i Resorts) described his experience working for a volunteer fire department on an island

that was half the size of Lana'i. That program incorporated young people and he thought a similar thing
could be set up here. It could be an opportunity to expand the EMS program with high-school age students.
Deborah dela Cruz asked if they can get the final versions of the chapter drafts earlier. Kathleen re-

sponded that staff will try to get the committee revised chapters after the April workshops.
Joelle Aoki asked the committee to consider several things:
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- a full time civil defense coordinator. The position has been vacant for two years;
- a shelter for dogs and other animals (not cats as there already is a shelter);
- search and rescue team (the community used to do this before);
- reservoirs that can be used to provide water in the event of wildfires;
- a treatment and recovery center on the island.
Alton Aoki testified on the need for funding for sports programs, especially if teams want to compete
off-island. He has tried a variety of fundraising efforts but with a limited population, it has its limitations.
School teams require that coaches be paid, which adds to a program's expenses. He would like this issue
raised in the plan.
F. NEXT MEETING DATE: April 24 at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i Senior Center
G. PUBLIC WORKSHOPS:
APRIL 4 5:30PM - 9:00PM Community Center ISLAND WIDE GROWTH
APRIL 6 9:00AM - 1:00PM Community Center LANAI CITY GROWTH
Butch adjourned the meeting at 9:13 P.M.
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March 7, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lana'i Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee

Chris Costa/es
Caron Green
Alberta DeJetley

County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Absent:

Joe Felipe

Jarrod Barfield

Butch Gima
Matt Mono

Joe Felipe
Stan Ruidas

Deborah de Ia Cruz
Ron McOmber
Ernest Magaoay

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning

Jeffrey Baltero

A. CALL TO ORDER

Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm and noted that the CPAC had quorum.
B.

ACCEPTANCE OF SUMMARY MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 6, 2013

NO DISCUSSION,

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
C.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY

Pat Riley expressed the view that this chapter is the most important part of the Community Plan - that
the plan should create a vision that incorporates the culture of the island : that recognizes and protects
the valuable treasures of the island.
Kelly Gima, who is asocial worker on the island, was disappointed that the committee didn't get to
health and Social Services last meeting. She stated that in her opinion there is a need for more health
and social services on the island, particularly for elderly, addiction serives, hospice and support for caregivers. More programs that employ local residents would provide consistency for local families. While it
is not often talked about there is a need for mental health and addiiction/substance abuse services on
the island - not off the island. Health and social services should be a high priority for this community as
there will be much change over the next decade and there will be a need for social services to deal with
families in transition and for new populations.
Simon expressed the concern that while there have been cosmetic changes to the island since Lanai Resorts took over, that new development will be an opportunity to express traditional values through
landscaping. Through careful landscaping it will be possible to repopulate native plants that are unique
to this island and plants that are adapted to this climate. Plants are an identifier of place; there are
flowers of Lana'il - that are found, were found on the island. Now at manele and Hulopo'e invasive
Kiawe has taken over - there is removal of native trees going on down at Manele and we should be con-
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cerned about this. Native plants can be restored - Auani Resort on Oahu uses lots of native plants - it is
not only aesthetically tasteful but also smart. Native plants express culture and place.
Chris Costales provided comments: We need to think about native plants when we thing about infrastructure. The island itself is a sort of de-sal plant -that is what the aquifer and the trees and vegetation do - it need the right kind of plants to absorb water and filter it. We have this great opportunity to
reflect on the best way to do this - we should look at native plants and work on reversing the process of
colonization by invasive species. Kiawe originally came from Peru - we need to think about the affects
of invasive plants not only in landscaping but throughout the island.
Natasha Inaba presented the research she has done on design and development of skateboard parks.
one of the major issues is Liability -- She has spoken with the Tony Hawk foundation and they have some
information on how to deal with some of these issues. Most skateboard parks are build by design-build
contractors. Average size is about 2000 sq ft.
Susan

asked the CPAC to consider electric vehicles. She stated that Lanai is an ideal community to allow golf carts on the public streets. It wouldn't cost the county anything, it would reduce
emissions and the use of fossil fuels, helping to meet State energy goals. No roads in town are more tan
20mph in any case. It would seem to be a win win situation. Susan presented information to the CPAC
and asked that they consider a policy to support the use of golf carts on city streets.
Winnie stated that if golf carts are allowed on the streets they need to have permits, licenses, lights,
blinkers and a horn.

KEPA MALY presented a overview of Lana'i's Cultural History.

Questions for Kepa:
Debbie:

D. CHAPTERS: HISTORIC, CULTURAL AND SCENIC RESOURCES
Mary reminded the CPAC members that scenic resources are not just about the visual experience but
also about the body memory. Scenic resources plays into cultural and historic resources ... once they are
gone they are gone, scenic resources are important for one's sense of place. Natural views of the environment are a part of well being. A scenic inventory was done in 2006, this is the initial step in understanding, and protecting scenic resources.
Break
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Warren Osaka stated that he was just a a Cultural Resources committee. The CRC is supposed to meet
on Lanai and Molokai at least once per year, but they have not been her since 2010. We should put this
into the plan: that the CRC should meet on Lanai once/year.
Ron expressed his concern that there was work going on but that no permits for construction had been
obtained. Warren stated that was typical under the previous owner and Ron requested that Lanai Resorts please use the permitting process.

Issue 2— change archaeological sites to cultural resources
Strategy 2 - add protection + preservation + restoration
Policies
Stan: amend SMA boundary from 300' to 500' or to 1500' elevation, whichever is greater so we can
protect cultural resources of the island - this should be #1
Butch: would like to see language that says protect the plantation culture / cultural sites
Policy 7 - Lanai Archaeological Committee = LAC ... goal was to provide expertise on Cultural landscapes
especially at Manele and Koele review and advise on actions by the company it's a function of the MOA
from 1987. MOA had 5 signatories: OHA, CCR, DHHL?? Goal should be to re-engage the LAC.

Actions
Caron re: 5.02 -what does designation mean? Mary - historic designation
Stan: 5.02 Keomoku coast - replace with whole island - plan would be for the entire coast line
5.03— separate into two tasks (1 for Keomoku, 1 for federation camp)
Caron; what about Maunalel gulch ?
Ron: is the old fisherman camp at kaunalu ?
Mary: historic means anything that's 50 years or older
Chris; re: 5.05 what is the register of historic places?
Mary: state has a list, it's in the appendix
Chris: will landowner have last say for something to be designated?
Re: 5.06—can the local Hawaiian organizations be added and can we get a list of who is on these
groups?
Kepa Maly offered his help to make sure that all Hawai'ian words are spelled correctly.
Re: 5.06 Caron asked how this is supposed to work.
Mary - this is looking for collarboation for restoration of cultural sites, broadening partnerships to have
more involvement.
Stan: Can we get more GIS maps —visuals help.
Hazard Mitigation
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Lãnai CPAC Mtg. 9
April 24, 2013 / 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lana'i Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lãna'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz
Chris Costa/es
Ron McOmber
Caron Green
Stan Ruidas
Alberta Deietley
County of Maui - Planning Department
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning
Jarrod Barfield

Butch Gima

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning

Jeffrey Baltero

Ernest Magaoay

Absent:

Joe Felipe
Matt Mono

Public:

Winnie Basquea, Dave Green, Kepa Maly, Lynn McCrory, MeilaniAki,
Howard MacNair, Donna MacNair, Alan Chun, Tom Noen, Chester Koga, David
Tanoe, John Stubbart, Charlie Palumbo, Ron Gin gerich, Judi Riley, Bridgette
Beatty, Linda Morgan, Natasha Inaba, Joelle Aoke, Kanish Tulbera, Bryan Jacalne,
Sadie Schilling, Alicia Ebding, Michelle Fujiie

A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm and noted that the CPAC had quorum.
There was a motion to approve to February 13th meeting minutes. Deborah asked if changes to the
community plan are suggested, will they be made. Mary answered that yes, they will be incorporated
into a track changes version of the plan that will be made available for review and comment by the
CPAC. Deborah pointed out that in past meeting minutes there was no conclusion regarding some of the
discussions. Mary said that staff would listen to the audio recording of the meeting and add conclusions
13th minutes, Caron seconded the
were they were made. Ron made a motion to approve the February
motion and the minutes were approved by the CPAC.
14th meeting minutes. Caron seconded the motion, but
Ron made a motion to approve the February
pointed out a number of question marks in the draft document indicating missing information. Deborah
said that she had requested that the Big Wind Issue be moved to the Economic Development section of
the plan and requested that staff check this and correct minutes to reflect discussion. Caron asked that
incomplete sections be filled in to remove question marks.
Ron asked staff to try to get the draft minutes to the CPAC for review quicker. Butch requested a
bulleted summary of conclusions after each meeting.
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B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
None
C. CHAPTER 9 - LAND USE
Mary said that the goal of the meeting was to receive the CPAC's input on preferred locations for future
8th
development using a map exercise. She said that the County staff attorney will attend the May
meeting where he can provide the legal framework for proposed land uses.
Mary then gave a short presentation on the State and County land use framework. She presented the
decision making criteria that is used by the State Land Use Commission during their review of proposed
land use changes In addition to the criteria the State Land Use Commission considers the General Plan
of the respective County and any applicable objectives, policies and guidelines of the State Coastal Zone
management Law (Chapter 205A, HRS).
In the Maui General Plan Countywide Policy Plan (March 2010) there are goals, objectives and policies
that guide actions for item J - Promote Sustainable Land Use and Growth Management. Additional
regulations for land use are within the Maui County Code, particularly within Title 19 that regulates zoning that implements the intent of the community plan land use designations.
Mary said that the County attorney is looking for consistency between the County's community plan
designations and the State Land Use designations. Butch asked for clarification on the hierarchy between the State and County designations and asked if the CPAC will be making recommendations on
State Land Use designations. Mary answered no, only recommendations on the community plan designations. Butch said it would be helpful if staff could help CPAC understand which Community Plan designations fit into which State Land Use categories.
Mary showed how the 10 principles that define Smart Growth are similar to the vision principles developed by the CPAC. The Smart Growth principles were developed by the US Environmental Protection
Agency and address mixed land uses, compact building design, walkable neighborhoods, natural open
space areas, transportation choices, and other land use choices that create distinctive, attractive communities.
Mary presented a brief summary of the April 4th Island-wide Public Workshop that was attended by 62
people. A summary table for housing types and density per acre showed the highest preference was for
2-4 unit buildings such as single family with ohana, duplex, multi-generational (more than one kitchen),
or four-plex. A summary table for recreational preferences by location showed high scores for forest
restoration, historical site visits and restoration. Finally Mary reviewed three maps from the April 4th
Public Workshop that the public drew locations for, and commented on, preferred future development
alternatives. Ron asked when the CPAC will see a complete summary of the workshop results. Mary replied that a summary will be posted on the website once it is completed.
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Map Exercise
For the map exercise Mary used a base map of Lana'i that was the same as those used at the public
workshop. There were reference maps of State land use, and community plan land use designations.
For additional reference maps Doug produced 1) a map that showed the intersection of ALISH agricultural land classifications with CP Land Use Designations and 2) a map of existing community plan land
use designations overlain with the State land use designations. The agricultural map was to illustrate the
differences between the areas designated 'Agricultural' in the community plan versus areas that are agricultural quality soils. The second map was to show the differences between State land use designations, which are four large categories, and the community plan that has different land use designations.
The designations can be different but need to be consistent in type of land use. Butch said he would like
to see the State land use and community plan land use designations separated onto trace, so that they
can be laid on top of each other rather than trying to understand the GIS map synthesis.
Mary encouraged the CPAC members to draw on the base map the locations of new growth areas and
note what type of development they would like to see in these areas. She also noted the scale of the
map and asked what size is needed for each area if the population would double over the next twenty
years. They were also encouraged to show areas of concern - where they may not want to see any
change or development. CPAC members both drew on the map and provided comments.
Alberta said that the State does not want to see any farms within a one mile radius around the airport.
She said the new village above Manele could be a mixed use development. Caron said the village could
be mainly residential with only a small amount of commercial. Butch noted that he would like to see the
coastal areas preserved for traditional use. Christine said she'd like the coastal areas designated as conservation. Alberta asked if it would be possible to create a project district for the proposed third resort
and then designate the rest of the coast as conservation. Caron agreed with this, but suggested also
adding a small area for housing.
Alberta recommended planting trees along the main roads and also said that the location of the sewage
treatment plant is blocking expansion, so relocation of the plant should be considered as a future action
to allow development adjacent to Lanai City. Caron asked if a Rural community plan designation would
be appropriate for areas west of Lãna'i City. Alberta said that might create a development pattern of 2
to 5 acre gentleman farms and that she would prefer to see that area designated as open space or agriculture. An area east of Koele was noted as suitable for small farms.
REVIEW OF TEXT - CHAPTER 9: LAND USE
Introduction
Ron questioned the accuracy of the sentence that states that a single landowner owns approximately
98% of the island. Kathleen asked Doug to research the tax lot data to determine the accuracy of this
statement. Butch asked what the 6% of Koele's and 18% of Manele's entitled housing units represents number of units or developable acres. It is number of housing units.
Issues and Strategies
Issue 1: Caron recommended addressing the inconsistencies between the community plan designations
and the state land use designations. The CPAC recommended no changes to the Issue 1 text. However,
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they recommended revising the Strategy language and removing the word "contiguous" to existing development.
Strategy: Strategy 1 doesn't seem to go with issue 1 - issue talks about consistency, but the strategy
talks about interim zoning and directed growth - this needs to be edited to resolve in future drafts.
Issue 2 and Strategy 2: CPAC asked to table these until more information on Interim zoning is available.
Butch requested a zoning map of the island to see what is zoned Interim.
Issue 3: Alberta said the determination of need for resource protection occurs at the development application stage, so it isn't necessary to include language addressing this issue in the Community Plan.
Christine felt this was not a development issue, but a recommendation to use best practices for resource management on the island. Caron recommended leaving the language as is.
Strategy: Retain Strategy language as is.
Issue 4: Butch asked if this issue was relevant for this chapter. Christine felt this was not a community issue. There was a recommendation to remove issue because the language is not needed.
Strategy: Remove - not needed.
Goals, Objectives, Policies, and Actions
Discussion postponed until May 8 meeting due to lack of time.

D. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Kurt Matsumoto of Lana'i Resorts said that they are working on the desalinization plant plans. They are hiring an
engineering firm and have applied for test well permits. Construction could begin soon. They now have an energy
specialist on staff to look at energy resources to have a smart grid on island. the various strategies will be linked
together for the big picture of Island sustainability. He said the solar farm would likely be 5-7 acres, but the location is still undetermined.
Joelle Aoki said she would not be able to attend the next meeting addressing housing, so she wanted to speak of
the importance of educating residents to enable them to become successful in their search for desired housing.
She noted that many applicants that qualify for affordable housing can not qualify for the loans unless they receive
assistance over time to become qualified.
Kepa Maly said he would like to see the document be accurate with the spelling of place names and revolunteered to help review the document.
Winnie spoke about past experience on the island with residents trying to secure housing through the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL). She talked about all the documents that need to be gathered to prepare
the applications.
E. NEXT MEETING DATE: April 25th 2013 at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i Senior Center
Butch adjourned the meeting at 9:07 P.M.
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April 25, 2013 I 6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lana'i Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lána'i City, Lána'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Chris Costa/es
Deborah de Ia Cruz
Ron McOmber
Caron Green
Stan Ruidas
Alberta Deiet/ey
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Absent:

Joe Felipe
Matt Mono

Jeffrey Baltero

Butch Gima
Jarrod Barfield

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning

Ernest Magaoay

Public:
A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm and noted that the CPAC had quorum.
B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
None
D. CHAPTER 10 URBAN DESIGN
Kathleen gave a presentation on Urban Design.
Butch asked why the Lana'i City Community Design Guidelines were developed back in the 1990's. Clarification was requested on whether they are merely guidelines or actually law. Charlie Polumbo, a member of the audience, commented that the Lãna'i City Community Design Guidelines are different from
the Business Country Town (BCT) Zone which was developed to retain the character of country towns in
Maui County.
Kathleen presented a brief summary of the informal survey results from the Community Plan workshops
61h•
4th
and
held on April
Ron said that he felt it is important to have streets wide enough to allow clear passage of emergency
vehicles, larger lots for families to grow into, and more activity for youth in off hours.
Issues and Strategies
Issue I1: Alberta recommended removing this issue because she felt the new owner was taking care of
it. Butch recommended keeping the language to protect the historic character of Lãna'i City. Christine
recommended keeping the language because the major owner could change in the future. Deborah
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asked about removing unnecessary tools from the list and keeping the others. The CPAC chose to retain
this issue with a minor modification to the text to clarify that the "core" is the Business Country Town
(BCT) zone.
Strategy 1: Remove "... including designating as a National Historic District, utilization of historic
preservation investment tax credits, tax increment financing, setting up a community development organization or corporation,..."
Strategy 2: Retain as is.
Issue #2: Alberta said that she would not want a board or committee telling people how to renovate
their home, but she felt that guidelines are appropriate within the BCT. Caron and Butch said that they
support Lãna'i City design guidelines. Retain as is.
Strategy 1: Caron recommended moving this strategy up to Issue #1.
Strategy 2: Retain as is.
Issue #3: Ron felt that the County parking standards are not appropriate for Lãna'i City. Alberta said that
most of the Community Health Center parking spaces are being used by employees, so there is a need to
address employee parking. Retain Issue language for now, however, may be removed pending outcome
of the current initiative to change the parking requirements specifically for Lãna'i City.
Strategy: Retain Issue language for now.
Issue #4: Retain as is.
Strategy: Retain as is.
Issue #5: Ron said he was opposed to installing roundabouts; Caron said she has lived in places where
they were useful. Retain as is.
Strategy: Retain but add "Where possible" at the beginning and the word "grid" between
"street" and "network".
Issue #6: Retain as is.
Strategy: Change text to "Develop an Urban Forestry Management Plan for Lãna'i City."
Issue #7: Retain as is.
Strategy: Add language to recommend controlling the importation of invasive species.
Goals and Objectives
Goal: Retain as is.
Objective #A: Retain as is.
Objective #B: Retain as is.
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Objective #C: Retain as is.
Objective #D: Retain as is.
Policies
Policy #1: Retain as is.
Policy #2: Retain as is.
Policy #3: Retain as is.
Policy #4: Add policy recommend design guidelines for areas outside of Lana'i City.
Actions
Action 10.01: remove "... including designating as a National Historic District, utilization of historic preservation investment tax credits, tax increment financing, setting up a community development organization or corporation,..."
Action 10.02: Retain as is.
Action 10.03: Retain as is.
Action 10.04: Retain as is.
Action 10.05: Retain as is.
Action 10.06: Retain as is.
Action 10.07: Retain as is.
Action 10.08: Retain as is.
Action 10.09: Change to "Develop an Urban Forestry Management Plan for Lãna'i City."
Action 10.10: Add language to recommend controlling the importation of invasive species.
Butch called for a break between 7:40 - 7:45 PM.
After re-adjourning, the committee started a discussion
CHAPTER 11 HOUSING
Existing Conditions: Butch requested that staff check to see if the statistics are up to date and accurate.
Caron asked to add language regarding the need for a variety of housing choices. CPAC members asked
if data was available for the supply and demand of affordable housing and also whether urban growth
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boundaries can be used as a growth management tool on Lãna'i. Deborah said that the Self-Help Housing program and Habitat for Humanity are viable tools on Lãna'i. Alberta said the Self-Help Housing program in Hana took a long time. She also recommended trying to determine the range of need on Läna'i.
E. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Kurt Matsumoto felt that the CPAC's job is to give general idea of where growth should occur and that
Lãna'i Resorts will come forward with more specific development plans. He said that there is currently a
backlog of residents desiring to rent and the only entitled land in Lãna'i City is at the County's site, so
Lãna'i Resorts may seek to utilize that land.
Caron said she felt it was important to try to determine how big Läna'i City could grow while still retaining its current character.
Joel ? testified that she owns and operates some short-term rental housing (STRH) and that she feels
that the County needs to develop a STRH policy to fit the unique situation on Läna'i.
Michelle ? testified that 52 of her students attended the CPAC meetings and they learned a lot about the
planning process and the importance of public participation. She said the students were required to answer a series of questions regarding the CPAC meetings and that she was very proud of the results.
F. NEXT MEETING DATE: April 25th at 6:00 PM at the Lãna'i Senior Center
Butch adjourned the meeting at 9:? P.M.
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Lânai CPAC Mtg. 11
May 08, 2013 /6:00 - 9:00 PM
Lana'i Senior Center, 309 Seventh St. Lána'i City, Lãna'i, HI 96763

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Chris Costales
Deborah de Ia Cruz
Caron Green
Ron McOmber
Alberta Deietley
Stan Ruidas
County of Maui - Planning Department
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Absent:

Joe Felipe
Matt Mono

Jeffrey Baltero

Butch Gima
Jarrod Barfield

Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
Ernest Magaoay

Public:
A. CALL TO ORDER
Butch called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm - however, since there were not enough CPAC members in attendance to have a quorum, the meeting was recessed at 6:35 pm. An effort was made to contact CPAC members
to see if they could join the meeting. The meeting was called back into session at 6:45 after a quorum was
achieved.
Butch asked the CPAC if there was anything they would like from staff to improve the process. The suggested improvements included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would like more timely receipt of meeting minutes
Some of the information presented does not seem relevant to Lãna'i.
Would have liked more CPAC training in the beginning of the process.
The last update seemed to have more input from the community about what they wanted, rather than
ideas coming from the County first.
Would like to see overlays of Community Plan, State Land Use, and Zoning maps.
Staff should send an email to CPAC members asking who will be attending meetings in order to
ensure a quorum.
Would like to see better attendance by CPAC members.
Would like to have a seating arrangement that would enable the CPAC to communicate without
having to pass microphone back and forth.

B. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Reilly provided a memo addressing a number of issues including:
1. A recommendation to extend the current plan deadline by 90 days.
2. A recommendation to construct join government facilities on Lãna'i and a recommendation to
use social media to provide timely governmental communications.
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3.

Ensure a comprehensive approach to water management by re-establishing the Làna'i Water
Advisory Committee (LWAC); identify Lãna'i's water source as "high-level aquifer" rather than "potable"; and collaboratively develop a comprehensive plan for desalinization facilities.
4. Ensure zoning conforms to the community plan after adoption and that urbanization is compact and
limited to appropriate locations. Comprehensively address agricultural and conservation lands.
5. What type of housing and what location will be appropriate to accommodate the projected population growth?

C. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A brief summary of the decisions made at the April 24th and 25th meetings was presented to the CPAC
for their review. Kathleen explained that the purpose is to provide an opportunity for timely review of
staff's understanding of the main points from each meeting. After review by the CPAC, these points will
be included in the final meeting minutes. Deborah requested adding a list of action items that the CPAC
asks staff to do. The summary minutes of March 6, 7, 2013 were reviewed and approved by the CPAC.
D. REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION: DRAFT COMMUNITY PLAN
1. CHAPTER 12: GOVERNANCE
Butch said that by and large Lãna'i has had poor representation at all levels of government. Caron added that
there has been both a lack of attention from legislators and a lack of citizen participation. Caron also felt that
Lãna'i should be able to directly elect their own representatives. County Counsel James Giroux said that
would require an amendment to the County charter and that the issue had been debated extensively in
the past. Deborah suggested adding a strategy to seek district elections rather than countywide.
Recommended edits to text (new text is in italic bold print):
Under the Existing Conditions section, Caron requested a correction to the sentence stating that
the Lãna'i Planning Commission meets twice a month (it only meets once a month if there is
business).
Issues and Strategies
Issue 1: Retain as is.
Strategy: Deborah recommended removing the sentence "During the transition to a new major
landowner and management company."
Issue 2: Retain as is.
Strategy: Retain as is.
•

Butch recommended adding an Issue and related Strategies to address the inadequate attention
that Lãna'i gets from it political representatives at the County, State, and Federal levels.

Goal
Change to read "Efficient, accessible County, State and Federal government services to all Lãna'i residents."
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Objectives
Objective 1:
Objective 2:

Retain as is.
Change to read "Opportunities for all residents to participate at all levels of government."

Policies
Policy 1:
Policy 2:
Policy 3:
Policy 4:
Policy 5:
Add Policy 6:

Retain as is.
Retain as is.
Retain as is.
Retain as is.
Change to read "Ensure officials at all levels of government conduct regularly scheduled
public information meetings on Lãna'i. (1998 CP)"
Publicize the availability of telecommunications services for public testimony at the
County offices on Lana'i.

Stanley felt the Board of Variances and Appeals takes a long time to process requests from Lãna'i and that
having an island representative could help speed up the process. Will recommended reviewing the charter to see
if there is something that can be done to address the issue administratively through the Planning Department. Ron
felt that the problem is political. Will suggested adding a policy calling for timely decision-making for all decisionmaking bodies.
Add Policy 7:

Maui County Boards and Commissions that are making a decision on a Lana'i project,
should hold a meeting on Lanai at the earliest time possible.

Actions
Action 12.01: Change owner name to "Lãna'i Resorts, LLC".
Action 12.02: Retain as is.
Action 12.03: Change to read "Provide for timely decision-making on the Island for all decision making bodies."
Action 12.04: Add language recommending a public participation education program for residents.
Action 12.05: Retain as is.
Butch asked if the CPAC was satisfied with current governmental notification practices on Lána'i. Ron
said that Riki Hokama's office does a good job posting notifications. Deborah suggested designating a
space at the grocery stores and/or at the post office for posting notifications.
Meeting Break taken at 7:25pm and the meeting called back to in session at 7:32 pm.
LWAC DISCUSSION
Ron said that the Läna'i Water Advisory Committee (LWAC) was originally formed with the goal of protecting the watershed. Will felt that that creating another board by ordinance to make recommendations to a decision-making body does not makes sense since it would require county staffing and budget
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which is not available. He said that development applications brought before the Planning Commission
require a water analysis and that process presents an opportunity for public input. Ron proposed holding the LWAC meetings on the same night as the Planning Commission to keep costs down.
Butch said that the Board of Water Supply cannot disband the LWAC. His rationale for recognizing the
LWAC by ordinance include: 1) to address home rule; 2) to ensure implementation of the Lãna'i Island
Water Use and Development Plan; and 3) thorough review of applications for compliance. The residents
are ready and willing to serve. Butch said that under the new island ownership there has been great cooperation and participation, but ownership and philosophy can change.
Kurt made a proposal to formalize an agreement between Lãna'i Resorts and the residents through the
signing of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) that would ensure future discussions about water issues.
Dave Green, a member of the audience, testified that as a past member of the Planning Commission, he
knows they have the responsibility to deal with water issues and that the LWAC is viewed as a duplication of responsibility. He said he does not have a problem with LWAC members giving input, but he feels
that codification of LWAC by ordinance is unnecessary.
Butch asked the CPAC for their recommendations. Ron recommended leaving the existing language in
the Community Plan unchanged. Butch asked if the language belonged in the infrastructure or the governance section and the CPAC recommended keeping it in infrastructure.
CHAPTER 9: LAND USE
Mary showed the CPAC the draft Lâna'i Zoning map. Butch asked if there was any advantage to having
so much Interim zoning. Will responded that there was no advantage since it allows for many urban uses
beyond which may be desired for an area. Will said the CPAC should strive to assign the appropriate
community plan designations, but the community plan designations are not zoning. He said that when
considering assigning an Open Space designation to an area, the CPAC needs to be careful not to take
away the owner's reasonable use of the property; otherwise there could be a takings issue.
Retain language as is.
Policies
Caron felt that the language in Policy 2 is not appropriate. Butch said the intention of the policy is to ensure the project districts are built out before development occurs elsewhere; he said there is a need to
consider the impact upon water. Mary said that staff would work on modifying the policy language.
The policy discussion was tabled until the next meeting on May 22.
E. PUBLIC TESTIMONY
A seventh grade student named Christian testified that he found the meeting discussions interesting. He
asked what kind of future agriculture was expected. Christian asked if more agriculture would reduce
the costs of food on the island. Ron said that it depends upon the availability of water for agriculture
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and that the proposed desalination plant would certainly help. Christian asked if desalination is good or
bad. Ron said that it depends up what is done with any by-products.
F.

NEXT MEETING DATE: The next meeting is scheduled for May 22 nd at 6:00 PM at the Läna'i Senior
Center. Kathleen said that it is likely there will be a request to extend the CPAC schedule because
Long Range Planning is moving their offices at the end of May, and will lose a number of work days
to packing and re-setting up their offices. Deborah said that this will make it difficult to have quorum because many CPAC members have made plans based upon the original schedule. Will mentioned that an extension would have to be passed as a Council resolution. Butch asked staff to call
CPAC members prior to each meeting to see if they can attend to ensure a quorum.

Butch adjourned the meeting at 9:02 P.M.
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 12, May 22, 2013
Requests for Planning staff:
Review the March 6 meeting tape to find missing information for the draft meeting
minutes.
Proposed Schedule Change
Staff proposed extending the CPAC meeting schedule into July and August to recover time lost
during Long Range Planning's office move(May 28- June 7). Several CPAC members expressed
disagreement and disappointment with the proposal since they have made plans for July,
August and September and wanted to finish the CPAC process with the entire group. Staff
proposed developing an intensive schedule for June completion and continuing the discussion
via e-mail.
LAND USE CHAPTER
Mary provided a table showing the relationship between State Land Use designations,
Community Plan designations, and zoning designations. The CPAC was asked to review the draft
24th
land use map that they produced based on the April
map exercise and to consider any
changes they would like to make. Ron suggested that it would make sense to first review Lãna'i
Resort's current plans for growth in order to avoid potential future conflicts. Some CPAC
members stated that the process should be community driven rather than directed by the
largest land owner. Ultimately, the majority of CPAC members agreed that reviewing Lâna'i
Resort's plans first would be in the best interest of both the community and the land owner.
Lãna'i Resort's Kurt Matsumoto foresees:
3rd
• Developing a
hotel site with approximately 100 rooms on about 15-20 acres along
with some worker housing and 30-50 large lot (5 acres) residential sites.
• Lãna'i City growing in the direction of the existing sewage plant, which will be relocated.
•

Building a new airport runway.

•
•

Developing a new neighborhood near Kaupili Road.
Designating 100 acres of tight industrial and 100 acres of heavy industrial land in the
Miki Basin.
Most of the areas designated agriculture remaining so.
Building a by-pass road west of Lãna'i City connecting to Manele.
Hunting and shoreline access will continue.
Developing two sound stage sites; one below the bench and one below the Kaumalapau
area.
Potentially developing a fish processing plant at Kaumatapau Harbor.

•
•
•
•
•

Some CPAC members were concerned about the extent of development in and around the site
3rd hotel. Kurt proposed using a land trust to define an area of protected lands that would
of the
surround the resort and limit the extent of future development.

rd
The CPAC requested that Lãna'i Resorts provide a map of the footprint of the planned 3 resort
site including the hotel, the worker housing, the large lot for-sale land, and the area that would
be protected by the proposed land trust.
The CPAC also requested to see the proposed footprint of the 200 acres of light and heavy
industrial lands.
CPAC Decisions

V Motion: Support the proposed 3' hotel development with worker housing and large lot
for-sale sites.
V Amend to ensure that the surrounding land would be placed in a protective land
trust. Approved - with Ron opposed. Original motion - Passed with Ron and Butch
opposed.
V Motion: Support the concept of adding a second airport runway. Passed -All were in
favor.
V Motion: Support the concept of adding 100 acres of light industrial and 100 acres of
heavy industrial land in the Miki Basin. Passed -All were in favor.
Time ran out to complete the discussion of Land Use and Housing policies and actions: to be
continued next meeting.

Meeting Summary - Lana' i CPAC Mt. 13, June 12, 2013
Requests for Planning staff:
•

Staff was asked to determine if parks can be developed within areas designated Open
Space.

•

Provide Kepa the history section of the draft Community Plan for edits.

LAND USE CHAPTER
Recommendations on Land Use Map
Lãna'i Resort's Kurt Matsumoto provided updated information on their plans for the future and
discussed conceptual land use maps for five proposed growth areas.
CPAC Recommendations for Lãna'i Resort's Conceptual Plans to include on the Lãna'i
Community Plan Land Use map are as follows:
/ Deborah made and Caron seconded a motion to accept the proposed Kahalepalaoa Area
Conceptual Plan as shown with the modification of an increased 1,000 foot open space
buffer. 8 Aye, 2 No
V Caron made and Jarrod seconded a motion to accept the Lãna'i City Area Conceptual
Plan with the caveat that the film studio will be relocated if it can't be hidden from view
from the road. 9 Aye, 1 No
V Caron made and Debbie seconded a motion to accept the Mãnele Area Conceptual Plan
with the following:
o A correction to show the existing approved boundary of the conservation area
in Puupehe.
o Clarification on whether the 100 and 76 acre Rural Residential areas shown
adjacent to the existing Project District are new or are part of the existing
Project District.
o The Mänele Mauka site would be relocated if it is determined that a hazardous
waste site is located nearby.
lO Aye, 0 No
/ Christine made and Alberta seconded a motion to accept the Kaumãlapa'u Area
Conceptual Plan. 10 Aye, 0 No
V Alberta made and Jarrod seconded a motion to accept the Airport Area Conceptual Plan.
10 Aye, 0 No
HOUSING CHAPTER
CPAC Decisions:
V
/
V

Goal: Retain as is.
Objectives: Use of the term "affordable" can be problematic; change language
to be broader.
Policies:
1. Butch asked staff to research if this policy is constitutional.

2. Caron requested that staff rewrite the policy to clarify what the "buy back
provisions" entail.
3. Need to do more homework on this policy.
4. Delete policy.
5. Alberta felt that all housing permits need to be expedited, not just
"affordable".
6. Retain as is.
7. Delete policy.
8. Retain as is.
9. Ron asked to add a new policy to make vacant lots available for purchase so
residents have the opportunity to build their own house.
10. Deborah said that the last Community Plan had language to support housing
for government workers and would like to see that added back in.
/ Actions:
11.01 Butch asked to add language for a one year completion time line. (Note:
this would be addressed in the Implementation chapter.)
11.02 In place -delete policy.
11.03 Need clarification
11.04 Delete policy.
11.05 Retain as is.
11.06 Delete policy.
11.07 Retain as is
11.08 Retain as is
11.09 Change "residential care facility" to "care infrastructure system".
11.10 Develop action language to support Läna'i Resort's desire to exchange
some of their land for County owned residential land that currently has
entitlements to build affordable housing.

Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 14, June 13, 2013
CPAC Decisions:
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 was not included on the meeting agenda so no actions could be taken,
however, the CPAC was able to have a discussion about the draft chapter.
• Caron and Christine asked staff to allow Kepa to edit the history section
of the draft Community Plan in order to ensure adequate and accurate
cultural history.
• Butch asked that the text section regarding the April 4, 2013 public
workshop mention that there was strong representation from Lanai
Resorts.
CHAPTER 2A - VISION STATEMENT
V

Caron submitted a version of the Vision and Guiding Principles that sought to
look to the future while honoring the past. Ultimately, the CPAC chose a Vision
Statement that combined some of the original vision including the Guiding
Principles with elements of Caron's version.

CHAPTER 2B - PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES
V The CPAC requested a number of minor edits to the chapter text that will be
incorporated into the final draft community plan.
V Ron requested that a new Opportunity item be added for Hunting since it
provides subsistence and recreation for local residents and is a key part of the
tourism sector.
CHAPTER 6— ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Issues and Strategies
V Issue 1: Retain as is.
o Strategy la: Retain as is.
o Strategy ib: Retain as is.
o Strategy ic: Retain as is.
V Issue 2: Retain as is.
o Strategy 2a: Retain as is.
o Strategy 2b: Add "Transient Vacation Rentals (TVR5)" to the list.
V Issue 3: Retain as is.
o Strategy 3a: Retain as is.
Goal, Objectives, Policies, Actions
V
V

Goal: Retain as is.
Objectives: Retain as is.

.7

Policies:
1. Retain asis.
2. Retain as is.
3. Retain as is.
4. Retain as is.
5. Retain as is.
6. Retain as is.
7. Retain as is.
8. Retain as is.
9. Delete policy.
10. Retain as is.

.7

Actions:
6.01 Remove references to Molokai and Hãna.
6.02 Retain as is.
6.03 Retain as is.
6.04 Retain as is.
6.05 Retain as is.
6.06 Delete policy.
6.07 Retain as is.
6.08 Retain as is.
6.09 Delete the word "passenger" and add "between Maui and Lana'i". Add "and
others" to the list of Partners.
6.10 Retain as is.
6.11 Retain as is.
6.12 Add Hawaiian Air and Mokulele Air to list of Partners.
6.13 Add Lana'i Resorts to list of Partners.
6.14 Add "lease and" before "fee simple".
6.15 Add Hawaiian Telecom to list of Partners
6.16 Replace "Department of Education" to "UHMC" in list of Partners
6.17 Retain as is.
6.18 Add "and 4H" after "Future Farmers of America Program". Add "4H" in list of
Partners.

Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 14, June 20, 2013

Attending:

Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta Deietley
Charles Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Caron Green

Butch opened the meeting at 6:00 PM
PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Sandy McGuiness (Nutrition and Physical Activity Coalition) provided handouts for the committee and
the public on the work her group does in Maui County. The information is the same as what NPAC
prepared for the Maui Island Plan advisory committee. Some of her main points were that:
as car use has increased in the country, so has the rates of obesity;
- community design is important for people who want to be active; and
Mark Fenton, a noted transportation planner, thought that Lana'i City is a "pretty fabulous"
environment for walking and bicycling.

CHAPTER 4: HAZARD MITIGATION
Existing Conditions
•
•

Eliminate lines 19 and 20.

•

Revise lines 22 and 23 to say the entire island is subject to drought conditions.
Add note about no fire station at Manele and only one paved access road.

•

Revise line 12 to say "... wildfires on the entire island".

•

Add two strategies to Issue 2. (1) Maintain the fire breaks. and (2) Evaluate adequacy of the
water supply for fire emergencies."
Add fourth issue for sea level rise.

•

Goals/Objectives/Policies
•
Add statement to line 14 that the FEMA trailers have building supplies.
•
Add "formalize existing practices on the use of equipment during fires" after line 16.
• Add "Ensure that there are adequate supplies to meet the community's needs for two - four
weeks.
• Add "Ensure that there are adequate supplies to meet the community's needs for two - four
weeks."
•

Add "hurricanes" before "building standards in line 30.

Actions
• 4.06 - Add note about communicating information on what to do during hazard events.
• Add "Encourage buildings which can withstand Category 4 hurricanes and which can be used
as a temporary shelter during emergencies".
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CHAPTER 7: INFRASTRUCTURE
mt

•

Remove reference to the "private island".

•

Add reference to PV facilities.

Water

•

•

ikns
Revise second paragraph to clarify the aquifer situation. There is one single-source aquifer
which comprises two sub-aquifers. Each has a sustainable yield of 3MGD. About sixty percent
of pumped water (1.8MGD) is from the leeward aquifer.
Remove the reference to nine wells.

Issues and Strategies
• Issue 2 /Line 10— add "any well" after pumpage
• Strategy 2/Iine23 - add "community involvement".
•
•
•

Issue 3 lIme 32 - add "continued" before "leak detection."
Strategy 3 - Remove reference to "rate shock" because the company will be absorbing the
cost for improvements.
Strategy 3/Line 38 - Replace "the company's" with "Lana'l Water Company's".

Goa ls/Objectives/PoUcies
Policy 2 - Add "because it is consistent with the current Board of Water Supply resolution" at
•
the end of the statement.
Policy 6— Revise after "manner" and add "and timely" before "efficient."
•

•
•
•

7.03 - Remove "that includes Fish and Wildlife" and add "that would maximize fog drip and
recharge".
7.03 - add watershed partnerships.
Add 7.12 - Encourage the planting of more trees to recharge the aquifer".

Solid Waste
Introduction
Last paragraph - Revise to say the recycling center will be relocated to Miki Basin.
•
•

Last paragraph - Change 2018 to 2013 and note that the temporary location will be at the
labor yard in town.

•

Issue 3 - Add reference to the lack of a tow truck on the island.
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Energy

uction
Revise the references to rates for electricity
Issues and S
•

Issue 1—Add another strategy (lc) to "Encourage homeowners to install solar hotwater and
PV panels."

•

Issue 3 - Revise to say "Liquid fuel" rather than "gasoline."
Strategy 3 - Add "and charging stations" after "vehicles".

•

Goals/Objectives/Policies
•
•

Revise Policy 1 by removing "photo voltaic, solar hot water, micro-wind, and other".
Revise Policy 2 to say "Maintain and support incentives to promote the installation of
renewable energy sources."

Actions
•
•
•

7.21 - Revise to say "renewable energy sources." after "additional."
7.21 - Replace "Mayor's Office" with "Energy Commissioner".
Add 7.23 - "Support the use of steel poles for main utility transmission cables in addition to
the existing power poles. In new areas, utilities should be underground. Support moving
existing utilities underground".

Transportation

Existing Conditions
Sea paragraph - Remove the second sentence (As Laria'I's population...)
•
Sea paragraph - Revise the third sentence to read "Expeditions ferry offers five daily round
•
trips between Lahaina and Manele Small Boat Harbor".
Air paragraph / first sentence - Revise to read "...flights per day between Honolulu and
•
Lana'i..."
Add a note about the low level of airlift capacity.
•

•
•

'
gies
Issue 3 - Add "...with a full load of fuel." at the end of the sentence.
Add Issue 5 - Lana'l has to pay additional freight charges from Honolulu. The corresponding
strategy is to work with Young Bros. to reduce the cost of the "Lana'i and Molokai premium".

•

Add "businesses" to goal statement, after Lana'i.

•

Policy 2 - End statement after "runway."
Policy 4— Replace "encourage" with "Explore the need for...".

•

Actions
• 7.24 - Add 'if or when needed."
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•

7.28 - Revise to focus on trucks and buses that exceed a specific gross vehicle weight (GVW).
Also, add "pending construction of the bypass road".

•

7.XX— Delete.
Add 7.31 - "Develop an affordable shuttle service for resort employees".

•

Stormwater Drainage
gies
issues and
• Issue 1 - Revise to read "Stormwater flows down dirt roads and gulches into the ocean".
Goah/Objecthies/PoUcies
Goal statement - Add "both fresh and coastal" to the end of the sentence.
•
Policy 2— Delete and replace with "Encourage DHHL compliance with Maui County
•
regulations".

•
•
•
•

7.32— Delete.
7.33 - Replace "agricultural "with "dirt".
7.34—Add "and remove blockages from drains and culverts." to the end of the sentence.
Add action to "Implement the Koele Project District and Lana'i City Master Drainage Plan.

Telecommunications
Actions
7.35 - Delete "City" at the end of the sentence.
•
Add 7.36 —Add "Expand cell phone coverage area on the island".
•

Meeting adjourned at 9:45 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lãni CPAC Mtg. 26, June 2013

Attending:

Deborah de Ia Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta Deietley
Charles Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Caron Green

Butch opened the meeting at 6:00 PM

REVIEW OF SUMMARY MINUTES
Review of Summary Minutes of May 22 and Brief Summary Minutes of June 12: some minor
corrections were made.

MINUTES APPROVED as amended??

PUBLIC TESTIMONY
No one asked to testify.

CHAPTER 3: ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

•

•

Lines 7/8 - Delete reference to pigs and find another example. The cited example does
not apply to Lana'i.
g Con
Lines14/15 - Include additional text (from MJ)

•

Line 23 - Revise to say Lana'i Forest and Watershed Partnership...

•

Line 37—Clarify what the management area can control.

•

•
•

'egies
Issues 1 and 2 - Combine into one issue with two strategies.
Line 23 /issue 3 - Add gulches after agricultural lands.
Line 43—Add golf courses after 'In addition',.

Goals, Objectives, Policies and Actions
•
•

•
•

Lines 4/5 - Revise to read Lana'I's land and water environments and natural resources
must be restored, protected, and enhanced by future generations.
Line 23 /Issue 3 - Add gulches after agricultural lands.
Line 26— Add to include Maunalei Gulch after ecosystem.
Action 3.02 - add something about ungulates and their impact on the watershed.
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CHAPTER 5: CULTURAL, HISTORIC, AND SCENIC RESOURCES

•

Line 36— Delete sentence Historic scenic views occur primarily within Lana'i City.

Issues and Strategies
•

Issue 2 - Replace Archeological sites with Cultural resources.

•
•

Strategy 2 - Add preservation after protection.
Butch asked: What about preservation of plantation history and culture? We need an
issue to talk about this too.

Goals, Objectives,
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

:; nd Actions

Policy 2 - Delete portion of the sentence between cultural resource and cultural

significance. Remove reference to specific sites.
Policy 4 - Add and other organizations after Heritage Center.
Policy 13—Add a policy Support an annual meeting of the Cultural Resources
Commission on Lana'i.
Action 5.01— Revise fifth line to read Educate property owners on the benefits of historic
designation. Add historic before designation.
Action 5.01— Under Partners, add Lana'i Archeological Committee (LAC)
Action 5.02 - Revise statement after restoration to add and fisherman shacks. Conduct

study for Maunalei Gulch.
Action 5.02 - Add Uhane under the Partners column.
Action 5.05 - Revise to say Support cultural and historic festivals at Dole Park. Also,
move the following sentence into its own discrete action - Include visitors...

•
•
•

Action 5.05 / Partners - Add Lana'i Chamber of Commerce, Lana'i Community
Association, Uhane, Lana'i Archeological Committee, and Lana'i Resorts.
Action 5.06 - Revise to say Increase support of all organizations.
Action 5.07 - Revise to say that additional sites on the register should be supported.
Action 5.01/ Partners - Add Lana'i Archeological Committee.
Action 5.08 / Partners - Add Lana'i Archeological Committee.

•

Add new Action - Develop a cultural resources management plan.

•

CHAPTER 8: PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Parks
JflQfl

•

Line 6 - end sentence after recreation.

•

Line 6 - change are at the end of the line to is.

S

Exislft coc.is
•

Line 9 - Revise to say "... LLC. This includes Hulopo'e Beach Park...
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•

Line 14— Delete sentence after acres.

•

Line 17 - After manages, insert 25,000 acres of conservation zoned land used for hunting
at the northwest corner of the island.

Issues and Strategies
•
Issue 1 - Replace with There is an insufficient number of programs to meet the

community's needs.
Strategy 1 - Revise to say Prepare an overall parks and recreation master plan to expand

•

the island's parks and facilities in conjunction wit the owner.
•
•

Delete Issue 2 and Strategy 3.
Remove Issue 3C.

Goals, Objectives, Policies and Actions
Delete Policy 4 and move it to Action 8.04. Add '... such as a skateboard facility, or BMX

•

park'.
Actions
•
Add Lana'i Resorts to Notes column for Actions 8.01 to 8.03.
•
•

Delete 8.05.

Police

Line 9—Delete new.
Paragraph 2 -Add reference to Lana'i Animal and Rescue Center.
Add additional information about population projections on which the estimates are
based.
Add information on the need for an impound yard for tow truck services.

•
•
•
•

lssues ar

:tratefies

Strategy 1— delete any expansion of the town, and expansion of,.
Strategy 4—Add strategy to address the high turnover and lack of continuity caused by
the short term of service for lieutenants and their tenure on the island.
Add issue to discuss lack of impound yard and problems of abandoned vehicles at
Airport and Small Boat Harbor.

•
•
•

ns

•

Actions 8.02 and 8.06-Add Lana'iAnimal and Rescue Center (LARC) to the Notes
column.
Action 8.08 - Provide background information for this in the Existing Conditions section.

•

Action 8.09— Planning department to check if this is a police dept. position.

•

Action 8.10 (new) - Add Support Lana'i orientation classes and longer tours for of duty
for police staff.

•
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Fire

ft

flthtftflS

. Add statement about a new brush fire truck in the county budget for 2014.

•

Add Issue 2 - Add a statement about how response times within town can be long
because firefighters have a hard time finding the homes where help is needed.

•

Add Strategy 2 to address the issue noted above - Provide better orientation for new
staff and mark houses with clear numbers.
Strategy 3 - End the sentence after island.

•

NOTE: Firebreak issue will be in Hazard Mitigation.
Goals, Objectives, Policic

A ons

. Policy 1 - End the sentence after services.
A
Add 8.12 -Support orientation classes for Lana'i Fire Dept. staff.

Schools

Eyft,C
c'
•
Line14 - End sentence after was 542 and a note about how the decrease is tied to the
recession in 2011.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Line 14 - Add Student enrollment may increase with a better economy and the change in
ownership.
Line 14— Add a reference to UH Maui College Lana'i Education Office and the distance
Learning facilities.
Line 20— Add a reference to how the master plan include pre-school to post-secondary
education needs -'P-20'. Exisitng pre-school classes are in borrowed facilities.
Lines 23-25 - Delete the paragraph. Add current, more up to date population
projections when they become available
licies and
Line 13 - Delete daycare and.
Policy 1 - Replace State with DOE.

•
•

Policy 1 - Relocate to replace Action 8.12.

•

Policy 4 - Revise to state support for English as a second language programs.

•
•

Delete Action 8.12

Policy 3/Line 22 - End sentence after employees.

Add a statement about implementing the DOE master plan.
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Health and Social Services

•
•

C thtons
Paragraph 2 - Mention Lana'i Health Center and Ke Ola Hou.
Line 17 -After 1927, note the emergency room that was recently renovated. The
existing building was constructed in 1968.

Issues and Stn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Add Strategy 2B - Develop an inexpensive way to allow non-emergency transportation

(such as an air ambulance) for hospice patients to return to Lana'ifor their final days.
Add Strategy 2C - Support organizations that provide infrastructure for eldercare.
Issue 3 - Keiki network is pretty good - change to "Continue to
Strategy 3 - End sentence after youth.
Issue 4 - Revise to say Immigrant communities need social and health services in their
native tongue wherever possible
Strategy 4— Insert bilingual before support..
Add Issue 5 - Short and long-term nursing facilities are needed.
Add Issue 6—Alcohol, drugs, and domestic violence continue to be problems on the
island.
Add Strategy 6A - Continue to support services and facilities that address substance
abuse.
Add Strategy 68 - Provide a comprehensive strategy that includes prevention,
treatment, and education.
i:

S
•
•
•

S, olicies and Actor ,
Objective 1 - Insert and vision after medical.
Add Policy 4—Provide emergency sheltering for family intervention needs.
Add Policy 5 - Provide short and long - term nursing facilities.

A

•

Replace Action 8.18 with Ensure funding for the child protection and welfare system and
ancillary support services for youth and families.

•

Add Action 8.20— Add statement about providing long and short-term care facilities.
Add Action 8.21 - Add Reduce alcohol and drug abuse,
Add Action 8.22 - Develop a comprehensive health care system that integrates a variety
of actions and strategies.
Add 8.23 - Add Ensure funding for continued support of purchase-of-service contracts
for substance abuse. (this should be explained in the intro).

•
•

•
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 16, June 27, 2013

Attending:

Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta Deietley
Charles Kaukeano, Caron Green

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mano, Jeffrey Baltero, Jarrod Barfield, Christine
Costa/es
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Butch opened the meeting at 6:03 PM

REVIEW OF SUMMARY MINUTES
• Caron moved that Summary Minutes of June 13 be approved.
• Seconded by Debbie.
Discussion:
• Add issue about trained workforce in Chapter 6.
• Unanimously approved as amended.
• Caron moved that June 20 Summary minutes be approved.
• Seconded by Debbie.
Discussion:
4th
issue re: sea level rise. Separate tsunami
• Issue and strategy 3, Ch. 4 Hazard Mitigation - add
inundation from sea-level rise caused by climate change.
• Actions, ch. 4: Caron asked: add Lána'i Resorts and Four Seasons to 4.06 and 4.07. 4.03:
remove 'investigate with state'.
• Ch. 7, Water:
p.2 : Most of the water comes from the leeward aquifer - at 1.8 MGD - which is 60% of its
•
sustainable yield (the leeward aquifer). Correct in text.
• Strategy 2, Line 23. Add 'community involvement' instead of education.
• Policy 2: "Support the implementation and monitoring of.."
• Policy 6: remove information re: rate shock
• 7.01: Add: "implementation of Water Use and Development Plan"
• Energy, Issue 3: just say 'fuel'.
• Transportation: in explanation, add passenger in front of ferry. In Policy 2, end statement after
•
•
•
•
•

runway.
7.23 Question: 'utilities used for power'??
o advocate for lower prices.
Policy 4, transportation: Debbie prefers 'encourage'.
Stormwater, Issue 2: say 'in Lana'i City'.
Energy, Strategy 3: add 'and charging stations'.
June 20 summary minutes APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY AS AMENDED.
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PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Pat Riley:

•

•
•

•
•

Stated that he had looked at housing chapter, and asked: 'Should there be a special housing
code for Lana'i?" The company had a special 201.H permit to allow the company's houses to
not follow the building code. Maybe Lanai should have its own code. We need a code that is
special for Lanai, current code is very generic. We should have an inventory in the plan: How
many entitled housing units are in the projecc t districts Manele, Koele, lanai City. And How
many are affordable? And what is affordable housing? We need to define what affordable
means for Lanai. We need some baseline data. What if people don't qualify for affordable
housing? Need for housing for teachers, police officers, etc. Pat is very concerned about the
urbanization of the island. Would like to see new development contained. Doesn't want to see
the island lose its rural character.
Ron M: The 201.G H? was very unfair to the residents who own their own houses. Company can
by-pass code requirements, but everyone else has to abide by them.
Caron: Agrees with pat. None of us wants to see the island overly urbanized. What would you
put into that code> PR: Project districts at Koele and Manele have their own codes, so why can't
the rest of Läna'i?
Pat: build for the population and Keep Läna'i Lãna'i
Butch: thank you for asking for baseline data.

CHAPTER 9: LAND USE
.uction
Mary explained some of the changes that have been made since the last version of the chapter was
reviewed.
Comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

p. 1 Line 6, say "fallow agricultural fields and barren rocky fields..
Caron: are there still rural residences in existence at Kaumalapa'u?
Yes, but only?
p. 1. L25 delete 'many new' before plantation workers
p. 2 L16 delete or replace with comma??
p. 3, Issues and Strategies
Caron: problem with issue/strategy 1+2. Why have them if there are no actions?
Mary - look at action 9.01 re: interim
Caron: okay
Ron -Issue 4 -which MOA are we talking about? Re-word issue, make it broader.
Ron - There could be an issue with some of these sites and some of the waste dumps from
plantation days.
Caron - since CPAC endorsed the concepts maps - do we need verbage In the plan to go along
with them - like encouraging MOA for new development areas?
Mary: we are working on language for each development area with lanai' resorts.
Mary: wrt toxic dump sites: there is an action in the Hazard Mitigation chapter to deal with
Toxic waste dumps
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•

•
•
I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G(

any development has to go through and Environmental Assessment. EA's go to the Planning
Commission. But since it came up in discussion - it should be part of the description of the land
use approval.
BG: should we put into policy?
Alberta: If there are dumps then we should ID them and find them.
Debbie: How do we cover the caveats?
Mary: We are working on it
BG: what are doing thurs?
Mary: We will come back with options and discuss land use and design
BG: Are we going to vote on any of the concept maps tonight?
Mary: No
BG: Next week will staff come back with CP land use designation options?
Mary: yes, working on it with Lana'i resorts. Will pull all together by end of July.

C,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
a

•
a

•
a
a

a
a

•
a

•
a
a

a

•
•
a
a
a

s, Policies

Policy 3, L19 Replace 'or' with 'and'.
Policy 1: Is this policy consistent with Lanai Resorts new plans? It is very awkwardly written.
Limit urban areas to the CP Map - state urban
Re-write Policy 1—to see in effect if we want to limit urban areas on the CP map.
Issue 4 - Alberta: question (why?) what does 'low-impact accommodations " mean?
Mary: came from Lanai resorts - meant to help eco-tourism - 'glamping' etc.
Ron: Can owner restrict camping?
Mary: yes,
Move some of #4 language into #8
Could be rolled into issue X?
Camping is allowed in Open Space 2 —just no permanent structures
Mary we can put language in issue 4 into policy 8
Debbie: Policy 2 —what is it saying ? is it too watered down? Don't recall a discussion of the
effect of the change.
Mary: Needed to change as per LR's plans.
Alberta: wanted to maintain character of LC and trying to encourage infill and expansion areas
with rural character.
Staff to come up with new language for Policy 2 and 9.
Butch G: not clear on issue #5 - is this about conservation of AG land? Spell out more
specifically which Alish Lands : i.e. Alish 2 and 3. Spell ALISH out - so re-write Policy 5.
BG: retain Alish 2 + 3 for Ag. Make into a policy.
Policy 9 - we will combine with Policy #2
Amend Policy 9 to say "if any property in remote areas are developed, then the developer must
provide infrastructure".
Alberta: Kurt (question): will Lanai resorts ask for County services at the 3 resort site?
Butch: don't let proposed development dictate policy—set policy first.
3rd
resort.
Mary: protective language - for future - not applicable to
Caron: would like to remove #9.
Alberta: one advantage is that there is one landowner who had made the commitments
Kurt: we could stipulate that any future requests for new development areas would require
provision of services by landowner.
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Actions
p. 9-5 - No comment
•
p. 9-6 Caron: do we add something about bringing state and county zoning and land use
•
designations into compliance with each other?
• Mary: 9-1 is trying to do that
• We need an action to go with Issue 1 ... need a new action 9.09 re: state land use and county
land use.
•
•
•

See p.1 - Deleted text in "currently ... zoning standards" Put back into Existing Conditions
section.
Stan - make Lãna'i Resorts, LLC consistent.
Ron: action 9.03- add department of transportation —Airport division as partner.

Break at 7:50PM

CH. 10 URBAN DESIGN
Existing Co
is
BG: Include a statement about 'demolition by neglect' in the introduction and reference the
article from a couple of years ago that named Lãna'i City as one of the top 10 endangered places
by preservationsts.
Issues
•
•
•
a

•
a
a
a

•

a

s
p. 10-2 strategy la:
Alberta: delete reference to the National Historic District - removing would leave it up to the
community. There was not a lot of support for the National Historic District
Butch: what is the rational - why remove? CCR were against, but Lanai resort has a different
position.
Deb: removing reference to NHD doesn't preclude it.
Caron: agree
Alberta: it should be up to the owner.
Kurt: historic designation is challenging.
Butch: Since Castle & Cooke Lanai Resorts has met with Stan Solamitlo and have a better
understanding of the pros and cons of what a National Historic District does and how tax credits
work.
Kurt: Our commitment is to maintain the look of the town square. We are committed to
working within the BCT guidelines. We can not accept any kind of tax credits. Other
landowners within the BCT could get tax credits, but their homes/structures have been modified
too much.
Kurt: re: houses on Lana'iAve: We have to go through rigorous review before we can go
forward with any action. Because it is BCT it has to be preserved to its original condition.
Because these were houses/residences, they must be retained as residences, but they are in the
BCT with commercial zoning, but in order to use as commercial it would have to be altered to
comply with building codes and ADA regulations.
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P. 10-3 Issue 3: clarify why requiring parking is a problem: it makes it difficult and expensive for
local businesses to obtain permit.
•
•

P. 10-3 strategy 4: clarify street qualities: without curbs and gutter, without sidewalks.

•

P. 10-3 Issue #4 on rural streetscapes - Alberta: Don't we want wider roads?

•

Kurt: We would like to design streets without expensive underground infrastructure. We can
deal with drainage issue without curb and gutters or wide roads. We are not going to sacrifice

P.10-3 Line 36, 5a - add ''where possible'

•
•

safety
Alberta: modern street design standards mean that everyone is parking on the road.
Kathleen: Strategy #4 is suggesting developing Läna'i specific street design standards - fFor both

•
•

the city and outside of town.
Butch: Alberta —does that address your concerns?
Alberta: yes.

Goats, Objectives, Policies
• Policy 3 - Caron: should it be in here or in Parks and Recreation?
• KK: Yes, that's a good idea, but we can also re-write so that new development is required to
have amenities too.
Policy
for street trees: 1) Replace Cook Pines in Lana'i City 2) new street trees in new
•
development
• Deb: See strategy 8.
• KK: Issue in new development is who is going to maintain the trees and landscaping. Plants in
public right of way would be public, and the County has very little resources for tree
•
•

maintenance.
Stan - add language about wider sidewalks, and sidewalks on main streets, and providing
pedestrian walkways around town - like a promenade.
KK -yes, we can add language into 10.07.

CH. 11 HOUSING
gies
Issues
11-1 line 38 Alberta: though we took out ohana?
KK: this policy is intended to help with housing affordability.
Leave as is: 3 opposed (butch, stan, chicky), 4 for taking out #6 (Alberta, caron, debbie, ron)
Deb: p. 11-1, L13 change 'workers' to 'people'
Stan: p. 11-2 L38 - change 'specific' to 'unique'
P 11-4 strategy 4A: Butch added language on long term care -" long term care infrastructure"
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Goals Ob

, olicies

Policy #8 re: self help housing - Glad to see this back in -this is important : ron
p.11-5—Line 30: remove Policy #6on Ohana's —Alberta
p.11-5 Line 15 - add rent or lease to 3 Objective - Debbie

11.01 add "within a year of completion of this plan"
11.09 Develop unique vacation rental regulation for Lana'i
11.04 (now 11.05) delete 'for special needs populations'.
11.05 Alberta: delete action regarding ohanas
11.07 Use longterm care infrastructure language that Butch provided.

CH. 12 GOVERNANCE
Page 12-1, L. 38 Add new language regarding creating a formal process or ongoing dialogue major land
owner and residents on how resources like water are managed.
12.1 Issue 2 —add 'commissions' after boards.
p. 12-2, Strategy 3. add 313: encourage elected officials (a 3 levels) to hold regularly scheduled
meetings on Lãna'i.
p. 12-3 Add action re: using social media to improve communication.

Meeting adjourned at 9:12 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 18, July 2, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Jeffrey Baltero, Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas,, Charles
Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Caron Green

Absent:

Alberta DeJetley, Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mono, Christine Costa/es
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

Butch opened the meeting at 6:01 PM
PUBLIC TESTIMONY:
Pat Riley: The company and the CPAC need to do a sustainable plan for the whole island.

Sustainability is not in the code - sustainability is 'how it all works together'. It is important to see
how all the parts fit together. For example, the effluent from the Wastewater Treatment facility is
used to water the golf course at Koele - but if the wastewater treatment facility is moved to expand
the city, will the effluent still be used at Koele? It may be preferable to expand the boundaries of
Lãna'i City only and not put new development all over the island. We should improve and enhance
Lãna'i City - we can do this and make it more sustainable. Sustainability and recycling: we need to
think about these comprehensively. We should be recycling everything.
Also, a request: Please put the maps online and in the public library.

In response to Pat - Caron: doesn't think that the amount of effluent produced by the WWTF will go
down - there will still be enough treated water for the golf course.
Steven West, ILWU. Sustainability is great in theory but will it add an extra layer of regulation that will

tie the hands of the landowner?
BG: Steve: last time - (the Community Plan of 1998) - we asked the ILWU for a position on housing
- is the Union going to take a position?
Steve: not just yet. Since the concepts plans are so new, we can't comment yet, and we haven't
taken a firm position. The union has talked to the county re: streamlining of permits for rehabilitation.
BG: would think that it would be advantageous for the ILWU to have workforce housing in the Union's
contract with the resorts and the company.
Ron: Do you support selling lots to people so they can build their own home?
Steve: Anything that will bring more affordable housing
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REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CHAPTER 9 LAND USE:
Mary: we have some loose ends to wrap up, mainly involving trying to make sure there are too many
conflicts between State Land Use designations and Community Plan designations.
Caron: There's an inconsistency at Manele the point should be in conservation. Also Kaonalu: State
Land use = rural, CP LU = Open Space.
Caron: there's an issue: what we had in the 1998 plan as Open Space, the company has shown as AG.
BG: to be clear, for the tan areas on the 1998 CP LU map: Mary is recommending to change from
Open Space to Conservation.
Kurt M: I'm concerned that the CPAC is going backwards, you have already 'approved' the concept
map, which changed rural for conservation.
BG: So what is the task right now?
Mi: would you like to recommend changing Open Space in 1998 CP LU map to Conservation, where it
directly overlaps with State conversation, so that there is consistency between State Land use and CP
Land Use ... with exception of areas that have been articulated by the concept maps from Lanai
Resorts that the CPAC 'Accepted'.
Jarrod: We should make changes on one map at a time - let's do the Community Plan Land Use map
first, then look at the State Land Use and think about changing CP designations to match.
Mi: the aim here is to get consistency between State Land Use Conservation and CP Land Use
Conservation
BG: So what you are saying is that the 2 Conservation areas on both maps should be consistent, but
that you need to talk to Corp. Counsel about the details.
MJ: Yes. We will talk to Corporation Counsel and will come back with a clearer proposal.
Mi: We had a meeting with Planning Director and other senior staff from the department on CP
designations for the Lanai Community Plan -we need to figure out how to translate Läna'i Resorts
conceptual land use plans into Community Plan Land Use Designation maps. The lanai resorts
Conceptual plans show what they would like to see in terms of land use they've used their own
language. The categories that they have used are not the same as the County's Community Plan Land
use Designations - we will have to figure out how to match up the concept plans intent with the
County's Land Use Designations. Planning director and department staff felt that it was too early to
figure all of this out right now. Recommendation from the Planning Director is to write a paragraph of
descriptive text for each of the new development areas: provide a description of the character, size,
scale and land uses as if they were project districts. Description should include: acres, land uses,
development character, issues, and exclusions/ special conditions/provisos. By the time these areas
are ready to develop - the landowner will have to go to State Land Use, planning commission, etc. the
landowner will have to provide more detail - site plans, environmental assessment and they will have
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to decide whether they are going to do a project district, work with the County's zoning categories, or
find some other mechanism for specifying how the land will be used. There will be plenty of time for
the community to see and have a say in how these new areas develop.
So that was the department's recommendation: to write descriptive text for each of the new growth
areas. So for each of these areas will have a name and number and a description and will be tied to a
map showing their location. Mary will write these descriptions for the new growth areas and work
with Lanai Resorts to refine those descriptions and make sure they represent their intentions
accurately.
Davey: This is a really important piece of the plan -We want to make sure that everyone
understands what these maps and descriptions do— right now Lanai Resorts doesn't know exactly
what the expansion of Lana'i City will look like - it hasn't got a site plan - there's a U-shaped blob, but
it's shape may change, but it will still be the same concept - meaning that it will still be the same kind
of development. At some point when Lana'i Resorts ready - they will develop a physical master plan that will have to come before the community in order to get that approved.
Debbie: So it's going to be more like an elliptical shape?
Dy: well it needs to be drawn so that it is a correct location
DY: We are going to meet with corp counsel to make sure this idea - these descriptions meet the
requirements for the plan.
KK: One of the suggestions from planning staff was that we could add into the descriptions for the
new development areas - requests I requirement that the new development have design guidelines,
for example.
BG: Ok, so staff will write the text - what is our role - we either agree with the text or do we have
some leeway in saying —that's too big of an area?
Mi: Round 3 review of Chapter 9 will have these descriptions which will be based on the June 12
maps and concepts as presented by Lanai resorts. So when the CPAC meets to review the revised
chapter, you can give us your thoughts and edits on these descriptions and on the CP land use maps.
So that when we meet again, we can revise the maps and descriptions to meet the CPAC's preferences
and Lanai resorts intentions.
Stan: will the final maps be in color?
Mi: Yes
Stan: It is kind of hard when there is no color key.
Kurt M: What happens in the community plan with regard to the chart of land use, acreage and unit
counts? Will staff also develop this chart?
Mi: Good question. We will have to calculate both existing and future conditions, and we will also
include that with this chapter.
Steve West: Isn't Conservation zoning more restrictive than Open Space? My concern is that if you
have something that is more restrictive it is going to cause problems down the road.
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Mi: It is already State conservation - so it is already restricted. We are just trying to bring things into
compliance.
BG: So at the August meeting we will review the descriptions and the Land Use maps.
Mi: Yes - We will send revised chapters, with text descriptions and chart by July 25.
Caron: This concerns me - on the state map it is shown as AG (Slope of the Hale) but the
Community Plan is Open Space. I don't think this area is appropriate for AG. Would rather see be
conservation or Open space rather than Agriculture.
Mi: You can do AG in Open space I and II.
Pat Riley: this member of the public is very confused.
BG: We are too! This is a very confusing process. You need to articulate the relationship between
State Land Use, County Community Plan Land Use, Lana'i Resorts Conceptual. Plans and Zoning.
Somone - somewhere in the plan you should make sure it is clear - what the relationship is between
State, County Land Use and Zoning.
Land Use Chapter Text
Review of text changes:
BG; not everyone has reviewed ... so don't think going thru detailed review right now
Mi: okay -we can go thru policies quickly
BG: not all of us have reviewed it ... so I don't think it is fair to go through right now.
But Caron has a comment:
Caron: strategy 1. There needs to be more to that statement. Shouldn't there be an action with this
strategy?
Debbie: We should add an action
Staff to add appropriate policy and actions for Issue 1.
BG; as an aside, If we had to change State Land Use from AG to Conservation - who does that?
County Council? Who would initiate?
Mi: the landowner or the County Government! County Council can request the change.
Since CPAC members haven't had a time to review, we will postpone review of Land use text until next
meeting.

BREAK at 7:00PM —8 mins.
KK: We have done some quick revisions to some of the chapters based on discussions in the last few
meetings. These include Ch. 6, ch. 8, ch. 10 and ch. 12.
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Chapter 6 Review
Significant changes include strategy 213 on p. 6-3 to include discussion of Lana'i's UNIQUE situation.
p. 6-4 we removed some policies including the 'Big Wind' policy
p 6-5 other major changes to actions 6.08 and 6.09 and we took out the micro-loan action.
p. 6-6 Policy 6.16 we added 'support the development of lease and fee simple' properties.
Mi: should we add a section about 'future conditions' or the changes that are proposed by Lãna'i
Resorts? Specifically for economic development - some sort of descriptive text?
KK: There is quite a bit in the Existing Conditions, it describes the pieces of Lanai Resorts' Plans.
If no one has anything else to add, we can move on to Chapter 8.

CHAPTER 8 REVIEW:
•
KK: chapter 8 is somewhat a work in progress, apologies for the multiple colored text.
Introduction
• Debbie: p. 8-1 in the Introduction: It should be Läna'i HIGH and Elementary School, not the other
way around.
Parks and Recreation
• Also in existing conditions, should it be 'the island's most important parks
• We deletd issue 2 - correct. Strategy 2 was deleted.
• Jarrod: Issue 1— what is the County's responsibility to provide a park and what is the developer's
responsibility? Are we below the County's required standard for Parks?
• KK: we have discussed this with Park and they don't seem to think there are County standards.
• Ron: But what about subdivisions standards?
• KK: We can ask Current Planning to see what has been put into the development conditions for
the subdivisions.
• iarrod: would like to see language in both Urban Design and in Public Facilities for park
requirements. If we have 3 new rural areas then the parks should be big enough for those
developments. If 3 developments go in then there needs to be 3 new parks.
• BG: so you would like to see planners come up with language to make sure that there are parks
provided in new development areas - parks and not just empty lots? Planners can you do that?
• KK: Yes we can add language to both Parks and urban design sections of plan.
• Action8.04 - make sport general so say.. '... action sport, such as skateboarding, bmx etc'
Police
• KK: We made some changes to Police but we have more research to do and will make some
additional changes.
Fire
• Action 8.10: iarrod: last weekend it took 18 minutes for fire truck to get down to Manele
• p. 8-6, an issue was added re: fire and safety at the 2rd resort.
• Issue 34 is a new issue
• Strategy 3. take out language after 'on the island' ... - and there.
• KK: Issue 4: language is not finished. We will add strategies about adding addresses.
• Issue 5: belongs in Hazard Mitigation.
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•
•

p. 8-7 We re-crafted language for policies 1 and 2. under policy 1 —scratch out 'after services'
what is 8-12? 8.12 is supposed to read 'support orientation training'

Education
• p.8-8 we will add updated information about new instructors and current enrollment. We
will correct information about the campus master plan.
• p.8-108.15 develop and implement programs for pre-school services - cpac wanted to take
out day care.
• P 8-9 Policy 3 we took out this - move into social services.
• p. 8-9 Move policy 1 into an action statement.. in terms of implementing its master plan
• Caron: what happened to policy 4
• It's under 3, p. 8-9. We shouldn't limit to major employer
• 8-10 action 8.14 takeout 'for new immigrants'
• Action 8.15 take out day care
o say develop and implement a program for ADDIT1ONAL pre-school services
• For Policy 1, and in existing conditions, make reference to Dept. of Education's 'P-20' concept
for Läna'i high and Elementary campus.
Health and Social Services
• Action Add Ke OIa Hou and Community Health Center and DOH public health nursing.
• 2 issues: substance abuse and domestic violence. Staff - Find a way to articulate both.
• Put information about dialysis in existing conditions, also Straub.
• say develop 'additional pre-school facilities'
• Issue 3: should be 'youth and families' or just cut out youth.
• Issue 2: that reads as a goal need to re-word. "There is a need for..." the issue is an
absence of services to meet the needs of an aging population or a limited amount of services".
• So same thing with issue 3 - need to support and expand social services.
• Debbie: Did we have an issue about drugs, and alcohol?
• Yes, there should be two separate issues: one for domestic violence and one for substance
abuse (drugs and alcohol).
So, add two more issues.
• p. 8-11 - 2d objective: improve accessibility to medial dental and vision care as-cee4e4p. 8-13 we are still working on language for action 8.21 keep" Ensure funding and support of
the child welfare and social services network and ancillary support services"
• We need actions for domestic violence and substance abuse? Yes. Planners please add.
8.18, 8.19, 8.20 add Lana'i Changes as partner.

Ch. 10 Urban Design Review:
KK went over changes staff made based on suggestions from CPAC,
we added some language in the first paragraph re: national historic trust. We added language about
demolition by neglect to existing conditions
Ron: should we replace the Cook Island Pines with more Cook Island Pines or should we be replacing
with other trees - such as Koa? The Cook Pine tear up the roadway
BG; We had this discussion before and its overed I action 10,10.
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KK: We also have Policy 4 which states "Encourage the planting of street trees.. including
replacement of Cooke Island Pines and appropriate types of new species".
Ch. 12 Governance
• KK: went over changes to chapter 12 as requested by cpac members in previous meeting. changes were made to: Strategy ib, Strategy 3b, Policy 6, action 12.04, 12.05, and 12.08.
• Caron: on Objective 2 here I had that we took out 'County' and put in 'all levels of
government."
• KK: okay, we can make that change.

CPAC Schedule review:
KK Explained to CPAC the plan for the next month: staff will make changes to text as
requested and continue to work on the CP land Use designation map. Staff expect to be have
this complete and to mail out to CPAC members by July 25, so that members have at least a
month for review.
We need to figure out when we can meet next: Previous meetings CPAC members indicated
that most members are not available in July. Staff are also taking off on vacation at end of
July/Early August and there are multiple maps to be developed. Given all that remains to be
done, staff's recommendation is to reconvene with additional CPAC meetings at the end of
August and early September. We have applied to County Council to extend the CPAC deadline
to September 9. In order to meet that deadline we need to have final approval from CPAC
on text and maps. Our suggestion is to meet again on August 28 and 29, and then again on
September 4.
U

CPAC members agreed to these dates. Caron, however, will be off island, traveling.
KK reminded CPAC members that they should anticipate receiving the full revised text all
chapters by first week in August. Staff also hope to have maps ready by August 22, to send to
CPAC members.

•

Caron expressed her thanks for being able to serve on the committee and regrets that she
won't be there for the final few meetings.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY: NONE
Meeting adjourned at 9:10 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 19, August 28, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta IJeJetley
Charles Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Jeffrey Baltero, Christine Costa/es

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mano, Caron Green
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
James Giroux, Corporation Council

Butch opened the meeting at 6:00 PM
PUBLIC TESTIMONY: - none
Schedule update: Kathleen said that on August 20t1, the County Council granted a time extension to
30th 2013 for completion of the CPAC's review and recommendation of the draft Lanai
September
Community Plan.
CHAPTER 9: LAND USE

198HURMIM
Areas within State land use Conservation are proposed to be changed to Community Plan
Conservation in order to maintain consistency.
o Ron asked if the designation change would affect the Special Management Areas
(SMA); Corporation Council James Giroux replied that the SMA is an overlay that can
be within any underlying zone, so there would be no SMA impact from the change.
Debbie requested adding the Planning Department as Lead County Agency and Pulama Lanai
as a Partner for Action 9.01.
Mary explained that Planning staff has incorporated into the draft 2013 Community Plan Land
Use map Pülama Lãna'i's proposed changes that the CPAC voted to support at the June 12
meeting. She said that existing community plan designations were assigned as appropriate,
however, there were a few areas where no existing community plan designation fits the vision
for the area as described in POlama Lanai's proposal; therefore, the Planning Department
recommended showing these areas on the map with a black and white hatched pattern, labeled
as "Designation to be Determined".
o Ron asked what could be changed on the CPAC approved map by the Maui County
Council. Mary explained that there would be a public process in which County Council
could make any changes to the map that they feel are appropriate.
o Alberta asked if the Project District (PD) designation would provide more flexibility.
James Giroux explained that PD designation would result in PD zoning and a multistep process to establish the final PD plan. Kurt Matsumoto of Pülama Lanai said that
the PD could work, but it would result in plans being pretty much set in place.
o Giroux said that the County is developing tools, such as Form Based Zoning, that will
enable designating growth areas in Community Plans that have detailed text
descriptions. The zoning applied and any future development would be required to
conform to the description in the Community Plan.
o Butch said that he was uncomfortable with leaving any areas undesignated on the
map.
o Giroux suggested creating new designations for the undesignated areas and stated this
would require creating a zone that is consistent with the new designation.
o Alberta said she preferred using an existing designations and that she felt the PD was
best for the Lanai City Expansion Area.
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o
o

o
o

•

Butch asked if designation decisions had to be made tonight; the answer was no. Butch
said he felt strongly there should be no undesignated areas.
Giroux suggested creating a new designation using the name "Lanai City Expansion"
using the description found on pages 9-3 to 9-5 of the draft Community Plan for the
undesignated area around Lanai City.
Butch asked for the CPAC to vote on who supported using undesignated areas on the
map - all CPAC members were opposed.
Butch said that it appeared the CPAC had a choice between using the existing PD or
the new "Lanai City Expansion" as proposed by Giroux. He then asked the CPAC to
vote on using the new "Lanai City Expansion" designation - all were in favor.

Alberta asked Kurt if POlama Lanai was considering making horse riding stables a part of their
business offerings. She said that there are a lot of great riding trails on the island, but there is
no place for people to keep their horses. Kurt replied that stables were not in their plans at this
time.

Butch called for a break at around 7:20 pm; the meeting was called back into session around 7:30 pm.
Land Use Map/Future Conditions - Planned Growth CPAC requested changes:
rk Expansion: remove all text.
: : existing Park should remain the same on the map and the areas to
the south and west should have Park symbol but be labeled "Tennis Academy".
9-61'
change the areas previously designated Open Space in the Gateway
Park vicinity to the Park and label them "Park".
9-5 F. Linear Park: POlama Lãna'i asked staff to change the areas designated Open Space
in the Linear Park vicinity to Agriculture. (note: Pulama Lanai has since retracted
this request).
9-5 S. Rw
d ntl: need to clearly define the intended development type to ensure the
appropriate designation is assigned.
9-5 H. Open .
remove all text.
9-5 1. Film Studic add new text description.
9-613,
pal
Village R
ential: add text explaining the purpose of the 1000
ft open space buffer.
9-6 C. Kikoa P'
KahaIepal;
idinq Beach: add label on map for Kikoa Point
and a symbol for the dock at Kahalepalaoa Landing.
96 0, Open Space I Coastal Preserve: change to Conservation.
CPAC requested that a sufficient number of beach access points be provided in the
Kahalepalaoa Village Rural Residential and resort area. There was a question about County
standards for beach access in new development. Kathleen said that staff would research the
issue and come back with the answer. Member of the public Chris Richardson suggested that
the proposed open space buffer along the coast be equal to the SMA boundary. Alberta was
concerned that large open areas would create unintended consequences like attracting more
people from Maui9 .

9-7 A.

Airport 'p - - tsion: add text explaining that 100 acres of Light Industrial could be
within this area.

11: HOUSING
Doug discussed changes to the Housing chapter, including minor text changes to the Introduction;
references to existing County policies and provisions addressing housing affordability were added to
the Background section; and the demographic and housing information was updated in the Existing
Conditions section. Tables 1 & 2 were added to show the percentage of Lanai residents who spend
less than 30% of their household income on housing costs, which is the common standard measure of
affordability.
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Strategy 3B was moved to Action 11.03. Policy 6 encouraging development of ohana units where
appropriate was retained at the recommendation of staff. Although the CPAC had previously requested
its removal, after further discussion the CPAC agreed that it should be left in the Plan. Action 11.03
calling for the revision of the County's Workforce Housing Ordinance to address Lanai's particular
situation was deleted in error and the CPAC asked that it be replaced.
Other changes requested by the CPAC:

•

Change the word "workers" to "people" on line 21 on page 11-1.

•

Add the word "and" before "within" on line 13 on page 11-3.

•

les
Issue 4A: replace the words "residential care facility" with "eldercare infrastructure system" on
line 27 on page 11-4.
t,

O.

Policy 5 - add the words "and price points" at the end of the sentence after the word "choices".

•

Action 11.07 - add Lana'! Changes as a Partner.

CHAPTER 9: LAND USE (CONTINUED)
Land Use Map/Future Conditions - Planned Growth CPAC requested changes (continued):
Man to t:uka: create new "Residential" Community Plan designation rather than
leaving the area undesignated.
we iat: remove the word "use" after "land" on line 7 on page 9-7.
9
and C munity Garde Farm: remove the last sentence, lines 14-15.
9
sdenfl remove the last sentence lines 23-26.
9-8 D
) Rural
Christine asked staff to change the Land Use map to show the 130 acre open space area set
aside at Pu'upehe Peninsula.
mt: check for mapping error on 2 Acres of Heavy Industrial
:rial/
A. I-' 'c
shown on the north side of the peninsula that should be Conservation instead.
n: change "Urban Residential" to "Single Family Residential".
13
PUBLIC TESTIMONY: Chris Richardson discussed the concept of sustainability and stated that Lanai
is a special place that could lose some of the things that make it special if there is too much
growth. He encouraged the CPAC to fight for the small things.
Meeting adjourned at 9:27 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lâni CPAC Mtg. 19, August 29, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de Ia Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta Deietley
Charles Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Christine Costales

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mano, Caron Green, Jeff Baltero
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
James Giroux, Corporation Counsel

Butch opened the meeting at 6:03 PM
PUBLIC TESTIMONY: None
Schedule update: Kathleen said the next few meetings will be on Sept. 11, 12, and 25.
Project Update: Doug is working on the Community Plan Land Use maps, which will be submitted to
the committee on Sept. 11.
Kathleen and Mary reported on the response to the question of shoreline access, which came up in
the previous night's meeting. According to the county's subdivision code, public access must be
provided every 1,500' along the shoreline. Ron asked how wide the access would be because in his
opinion, they need to be wide enough for a vehicle.
Chapter Review
CH. 7 INFRASTRUCTURE
Kathleen asked the committee if there were any questions about the new material, identified by the
underlined text.
WATER
I

•
•
•
•
•
•
a

a

p.7-1 130-36 This paragraph needs to be written as it is not making it clear that most of the
water is being drawn from the Leeward Aquifer. While daily pumpage is 1.8 MGD of the 6.0
MGD sustainable yield, most of that 1.8 MGD is coming solely from the Leeward sub-aquifer.
CPAC members directed staff to re-write this paragraph to provide more clarity.
p.7-2 L13 Strategy 2: add education back in" "community involvement and education"
p. 7-2 L37 change "will" to "must".
p. 7-2 L41 insert water after alternative : "alternative WATER source"
p.7-4 remove DWS from County Agencies
p. 7-4 add LWAC as partner to actions 7.01 and 7.02
p. 7-4 Action 7.03 add ... "that would maximize fog drip and recharge."
p. 7-4 Action 7.04 add .. "and continue to support' after 'Develop'. Add 'Watershed
Partnership' to the partners column.
p. 7-5 - okay, no changes
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WASTEWATER
• p.7-5: Kathleen explained the new text that was added to the introduction.
• p. 7-6 - okay, no changes
• p. 7-7 - change 'Lãna'i resorts' to 'Pulama Lãna'i'.
•
•

p.7-7 - no changes
p.7-8 - Action 7.17 add 'or relocation' "study options for

.... Or WWTF expansion or

relocation"
SOLID WASTE
• p.7-9 - no changes
• p.7-10 strategy 1A: re-word to: "improve solid waste diversion BY ENCOURAGING increased
•
•
•
•

p.7-10 Strategy 3: add "Continue to" to beginning of sentence: "Continue to develop
periodic
Add policy 4: "explore options for creating energy from waste."
Add action for Policy 4: "Study options for waste to energy through different technologies
such as H BAR, a small, ultra-high temperature incinerator"
P.7-11 Re-insert action 7.20— somehow this got dropped from this revision. Action stated
"Promote recycling by residential and commercial clients by advertising and promotional
materials. Provide information on what can be recycled, where facilities are located, and
operating hours and days."

ENERGY
• P.7-13 - no changes
• P.7-14 - strategy 3B reword to say: Provide charging stations, charged by renewable power
sources, with multiple locations around the island."
• Policies: Stan suggested adding a policy regarding utility transmission lines: they need to be
steel poles in order to deal with hurricanes.
• Policies: add a policy to promote/encourage the undergrounding of utilities.
TRANSPORTATION
• In existing conditions, sea, add 'and' between "Oahu" and "Lãna'i ".
2d sentence in Sea transportation paragraph.
• Insert 'passenger' before ferry in
• Strategy 3 - change Lanai resorts to Pulama Lãna'i. Say 'some larger airplanes'
• Issue 4 -clarify. Say between "Lanai and other Maui County airports"
• Strategy 4: 'Work with airlines to improve air transportation between the islands of Maui
county".
• Strategy 5: clarify what the problem is. Issue is within Hawaiian islands - shipping from Kauai
for example to Lanai, means that it would be charged two legs: Kauai to Oahu and Oahu to
Lanai.
• Policy 2: clarify"., expansion of existing runway and/or addition of a second runway".
• Policy 6: change 'explore' to 'advocate for'
• Policy 8: change to "Maintain a pedestrian orientation ..."
• Action 7.27 change 'includes' to 'utilizes'.
i Action regarding establishing who has jurisdiction and responsibility for the Old Government
Rd. was dropped off: add back in.
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' Action 7.32 : Access road to/from Manele is privately owned. Should they be forced to open
it?

STORMWATER DRAINAGE
• Add to introduction: there are some drainage lines along Lãna'i Ave and a few along Fraser
Ave.
• Add/clarify to existing conditions: two master drainage plans were done in 2006; Koele and
Lanai City. The plans have not been implemented.
• Add to Strategy 2 that the master drainage plans have not been implemented.
• Add to the end of strategy 2: .."and clear all blockages."
• Insert 'for' into the goal statement. "...water quality FOR both fresh and coastal waters."
• Action 7.35 Add 'implement lanai city drainage master plan'
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
• Add 'throughout the island' to Action 7.37.
• Goal: delete the last line.
• Actions: Add Sandwich Isles as a partner.

CH 8: PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Parks
P. 8-1 Issue 1. Alberta questioned the issue statement: she thinks there are a sufficient number of
Parks. Jarrod disagreed, saying that the number and variety of parks is not sufficient for the
communities needs. DY suggested adding 'existing and future' to the end of the issue statement.
Suggestion to change 'number' of parks to 'configuration and array' of parks.
p. 8-2 Strategy 3: Discussion about park standards. DY suggests that there basic national park
standard that planners use is 2.5 acres of park space per 1000 residents -but most communities have
more than one benchmark. The County standard is in the subdivision regulations -title 18. Reference
this in Strategy 3.
Police
p. 8-4 Issue 4 and Strategy: Alberta noted that the issue has been studied (substance abuse) and that
what is needed is action. Request staff to re-word issue and strategy to direct action, not another
study.
p. 8-4 Policy 6: regarding longer tours of duty for officers: could Läna'i residents be encouraged to
join and be trained to be police officers? It's necessary to go off-island to go from Sergeant to
Lieutenant
p.8-5 Action 8.09— Change to make more action oriented. Butch can help provide some wording.

Schools
p.8-8 Introduction. Re-write history of the school - especially regarding the age and construction of
buildings.
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Chris asked that we add Policy and Action language re: Hawaiian Immersion Programs. There are
none available on the island, while Maui has 3.
Health and Social Services
p. 8-13 - Policy 1. Need to provide better language: Butch - correct terminology is Eldercare
Infrastructure System. Butch will think about and provide better wording for this and other social
services policy. He will email to planning staff to include in next revision of this chapter.
p. 8-14 Provide better wording for relevant actions (action 8.21, 8.25, 8.26): Butch will email some
suggestions.
Break at 7:35 PM, reconvened at 7:50 PM.

CH: 10 URBAN DESIGN
p. 10-2, L27 - Strategy ib: Add 'protection' before Preservation
p. 10-3 1-7-11. Discussion re; Parking 'relaxations' - Alberta asked - "is that the best word? Would it
be better to say 'less restrictive parking requirements'? Staff to re-word this strategy.
p.10-3 Strategy 4: are we only doing street design standards for Lãna'i City? Or also for other areas.
Amend strategy to say " rural AND small town street design standard for Lãna'i - delete 'city'.
p. 10-3 - Issue and Strategy 6, 6A, 6B: Provide more detail on the expansion of Lâna'i City: it should
provide more housing as well as a new commercial and mixed use area. Provide more detail in the
strategy 6a. Add street design standard for strategy 68.
p.10-4 Strategy 9. Make reference to County subdivision requirements for park space.
p. 10-4 Issue 10. Instead of shearwaters say 'nesting sea-birds'.
p.10-5 Goal statement. It sounds awkward: simplify to: "Protect and enhance Lãna'i's unique urban
design character through design standards and guidelines."
p. 10-5 Objective 1: add 'protection'.
p. 10-5 Objective 2: correct language to include all streetscapes on the island and distinguish small
town streetscapes from rural roadscapes.
p. 10-5 Objective 3: Alberta is concerned that the Objective (and policy and action) restricts new
landscaping to native plants -this is too limited and would prohibit the use of, say, Jacaranda trees.
Group discussed differences between native, indigenous, non-invasive and drought-tolerant. Staff to
correct language to include other settlement areas other than lanai city and reference appropriate
drought-tolerant non invasive landscaping.
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PUBLIC TESTIMONY:
Chris Richardson spoke about his suggestions and questions for several topics.
In the police section could there be something about encouraging Lãna'i residents to apply for police
dept positions?
Water— 7-2 Issue 1 ... there 's a lot of verbage is about Lana'ihale and protection of the watershed
but no other language about the other areas. We need to also think about the water in other areas
and how it
The water comes not only from the Hale but also from the slopes - if we don't address the invasive
plants in these areas that are desert plants with incredible root structures sucking the water from the
aquifer at the bottom - it won't matter what we do at the top. We do have plants that are damaging
the amount of water we collect - Kani pu'u is incredible - the kind of plants there collect moisture and
a lot of other trees don't. The basins and the benches there are opportunities to collect more water if
we had the right plants in other locations besides the Hale. So lets not limit ourselves to just focusing
on the Hale and think about how to get more waterfrom plants all over the island.
Alberta - Question to Chris: the fog going thru the Palawai Basins -what plants would you
recommend?
Among the new plants he recommended for the Palawai Basin are Pukiawe, Iliahi, Olopua, Lama, and

A'alii. Other native species to consider are Koa and Ohio.
Debbie: Can I suggest that on p 7-1 we have Action 7.12 - re: planting.. "encourage more the planting
of more trees on the Hale and other areas ... to recharge the aquifer"
Jarrod: We need to know the intentions of Pulama Lana'i for the Palawai and other areas ... it looks
like some of those areas are being cleared.

Next Meeting is September 11.

Meeting adjourned at 9:00 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lãna'i CPAC Mtg. 20, September 11, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Alberta Deietley, Charles
Kaukeano, Jarrod Barfield, Christine Costales

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mano, Caron Green, Jeff Baltero
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning

David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning

Butch called the meeting to order at 6:01PM.
6:05PM Alberta DeJetley arrived, now we have quorum.

REVIEW OF SUMMARY MINUTES
• Debbie requested to postpone to next meeting as there wasn't enough time to read.
• Butch asks: what is the planners goal for tonight?
• KK: We'd like to get though final review and approval of chapters 1-6, or more if possible.
Tomorrow evening, ch. 7-12. Then on the 25th we will bring maps for your review. GIS and
Land use maps need some more revision. We can send to CPAC end of next week, to review in
advance of the meeting.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY: none

REVIEW OF DRAFT CHAPTERS:
CH. 1: INTRODUCTION
•

Mary: there were only a few changes were made. Final text has not been sent to Kepa for

•

P 1-7, L6 It should be NORTHWEST not northeast.

•

Move to approve with caveat that Kepa needs to read and correct for spelling and place names,

review of place name spellings, etc.

dates, etc.
•

Motion to approve Chapter 1, as amended: Move:

Second

. All Ayes.

Approved Unanimously

Lãna'i CPAC Brief Meeting Notes DRAFT September 11, 2013

Page 1 of 4

CH. 2: VISION, PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES, SUSTAINABILITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
•

p. 2-3 L24-25 We also need to eliminate feral ungulates out of the fenced in area. CPAC
members direct staff to re-word to incorporate removal of F.U's.

•

p2-3 L27 need of replanting - with what?? Should state .....KK- but this is a problem statement,
detailed solutions are not detailed.
p. 2-3 L32 say "as the population increases' rather than 'as the # of residents increases"

•
•

'especially for young teenagers' - add also young adults (18-30).

•

p. 2-4 L20 should 'lack' be need?

•

p. 2-4 End of paragraph - deleted sentence "furthermore ..." this sentence should be put back
in.

•

p. 2-5 L40 'previous owner' Ron concerned with amount of

•

Ron talked about how he is concerned about all the change and the newcomers and that Lanai
will change too fast and that local folks won't be able to afford to buy land or buy houses.

•

Butch asked staff to include new problem to list of 'problems': Problems with Transition and the

•

132-61-3 'past TWO decades'

•

L8 "on Oahu and Maui'

•

P 2-7 L9-11 Change wording so that brine isn't the only by product of desalination. They are

East pace of change.

'exploring other uses for all the other by-products.'
•

P 2-7 L6 add "Plantation small town lifestyle"

•

P 2-13 L38 Change 'awareness' to preparedness

•

p. 2-14 Alberta concerned about the character of the island changing - concerned that Lanai will
become suburban like - that distinction differentiation between settlements will be lost.

•

Maintain distinct communities, separated by open space.

•

P 2-14 L4 add 'where possible

•

Stan: change is SMA rules - where would we put this recommendation? G

•

Mi: could be in Hazard mitigation, as SMA is Coastal Zone management; about protection of
coastal zones, and mitigating potential hazards of flooding, sea level rise, etc.

•

Motion to approve Chapter 2, as amended. Move: Ron 2nd: Stan. All Ayes. Approved
unanimously.

CH. 3: ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES
• p. 3-1 L9 add 'plants' - invasive plants, animals and insects
•
•
•
•

p. 3-2 L5 okay
p 3-5 add Pulama Lanai to 3.03
p. 3-6 3.11 is it too specific? Remove 'that are prop...."
Motion to approve Chapter 3, as amended. Move: Ron Second: Debbie. Approved
unanimously.

CH. 4: HAZARD MITIGATION
•
•

p. 4-2 L13 change 'fire' to 'drought'
L25 'a half mile radius EACH'

•

SMA - right now is 300' from high water mark. Should be 500' in or 1000' elevation.
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•

Make an action to go along with policy 2.

•

New policy: encourage Lanai Planning Corn to review SMA boundaries, to reduce threats of
hazard from coastal waters (tsunami inundation, sea level rise, etc)

•
•

And need an action: Review SMA Boundaries - recommend 500' in or 1000' elevation.
Actions 4.06 and 4.07 add 4 seasons as partners

•

Motion to approve Chapter 4, as amended: Move: Ron 2nd: Jarrod. All ayes. Approved
unanimously.

Break: 7:30 - 7:40
CH 5: CULTURAL, HISTORIC AND SCENIC RESOURCES
• Archaeological and cultural are not the same thing.
•

p. 5-3 issue 2 Lii 'Archaeological AND cultural sites"

•

p. 5-4 Add into policy 14 something about SMA boundary review needed to protect cultural and
archaeological sites.

•

o Develop a 'COMPREHENSIVE..."
add CRC to county actors

•
•

add LAC to 5.06
5.06 add Four Seasons as Partners
o

•
•

Increase support of Lanai based non-profits seeking support
add action 5.14 to go with Policy 14.
Motion to approve Chapter 5, as amended. Move: Alberta 2nd Debbie. All Ayes. Motion
carried unanimously.

CH. 6 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• p. 6-1 L7 take out 'isolated' -Alberta. Butch, but in the context of economic development, we
are isolated and thinks this is accurate. Keep in.
• paragraph 1 - end firs sentence at development.
•
•

L6 =7 man OTHER employment..."
Lii -take out 'un-permitted'

•

p. 6-3 L 37 Debbie: Caron had wanted a policy about attracting qualified trained workers.
Jarrod doesn't think it's a good idea. Consensus was to leave it out.

•

p.6-4—nochanges
p. 6-5 6.01 include Lanai Changes as partner
6.06 -add Lanai Changes as partner
6.14 -Add Sandwich Isles as partner
6-07 -it was deleted

•
•
•
•
•

Motion to Approve Chapter 6 as amended. Move Ron 2nd Jarrod. All in Favor. Approved
Unanimously.

CH. 7 INFRASTRUCTURE
•
•

p. 7-1 L 32 delete 'both potable and non-potable'
L30 - 34 BG may have better wording for this paragraph. He will bring tomorrow.

•
•

p. 2 L28 delete 'measures'
L41 add 'water' after alternative

•

p. 7-3 L40 use 'must' instead of 'will'
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S

•
•

p. 7-4 7.02 add LWAC as partner
o develop AND IMPLEMENT
p. 7-5 take out 'encourage' (just plant)

•

p. 7-7, 7-8: no comments
p. 7-8 John Stubbardt: take Lanai Water Co off as partner, instead it should be Lana'i Utilities.

•
•

p. 7-9 no comments
p. 7-10 an action got dropped off 7.18 "Promote recycling by residential ... by advertising ..."

•

See June 2013 version of chapter. Put it back in and make it 7.21.
•
•

p. 7-12 - Go-Mokulele not purchased by Ellison.
Discussion re: oil barge. How current method of transporting oil makes it expensive (ron). Put

•

this information in existing conditions.
p. 7-17 should this be an issue in energy? Add Issue 6 re: shipping of oil fuel - by using pods
rather than large double hulled oil barge ... adds to cost of fuel.

•
•
•
•
•

•

p.7-22 strategy 2 add "and clean all blockages"
p.7.23 change L.R to Pulama Lanai
p.7.24 Add language for introduction and issues and strategies. i.e. Telecommunications are
important to this island .... Etc Who has responsibility for Fiber Optics?/ find out.
Problems: there are dead spots on the island for cell phone service.
Chris lives in Lalakoa 1 and -the land lines there were not installed within conduit so many are
faulty and no longer work - Chris only has a cell line, as land line no longer works. Underground
wire deteriorated.
Motion to Approve Chapter 7, as amended. Move: Jarrod 2nd: Ron. All in favor: approved
unanimously.

CH 12: GOVERNANCE
p. 12-1 Replace 'local' with County Council.
•
•

p. 12-2 L28 Participate in ALL levels of government

•

Motion to approve Chapter 12 as amended: Move Debbie, Second: Chris. Carried unanimously.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Coochi: She's a Lanaian who lives away, but still very much loves this place.
She had some suggestions:
• 2A vision: need to specify archaeological AND cultural sites.
• Sites may not just be 'points' but rather an aggregate area
• Transportation limits and costs> could there be incentives for lowering cost of transportation
•
•
•

p. 2-7 L18 the 'ohana' attitude isn't an attitude, it's a lifestyle.
Ch. 5L not just archaeological ... traditional and archaeological

•

Action 7.20 Pedestrian Lanai is also perfect for bikes - pedestrian and bicycle plan. Many
Kupuna have walkers.. also add in non-motorized and small motorized wheelchairs. A

•

Actions 7.20 —7.28 what about Segways?? So re-write this action to be more inclusive.

•

Meeting adjourned 9:12PM

Ch. 6 6-5 include DHHL and OHA where appropriate - even if only a small percentage of Lanaian
are Hawaiian.

MOBILITY plan
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I.

Meeting Summary - Lãn i CPAC Mtg. 22, September 12, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Charles Kaukeano, Jarrod
Barfield, Jeffrey Baltero, Christine Costales

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mano, Caron Green, Alberta Deietley

County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
Will Spence, Planning Director

Butch opened the meeting at 6:08 PM
MEETING MINUTES: Jarrod made a motion to approve the June 26, meeting summary minutes and
Ron seconded - all voted aye. Christine made a motion to approve the August 28, meeting summary
minutes and Deborah seconded —all voted aye.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY: - none
CHAPTER 8: PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Stan pointed out that there were few public restrooms available in the vicinity of Dole Park and
requested that the plan include recommendations to add some. Kathleen said that staff can write
policy to address the issue and include it in Chapters 8 Public Facilities and/or Chapter 9 Land Use as
appropriate.
Parks & Recreaf a
. Issue 1: add the word "of" between "array" and "parks".
Police
• Strategy 4: remove the word "senior" before "officer" and correct the MPD rotation from "2
year" to "1 year".
•
•
•

Action 8.06: delete the second word "education".
Action 8.07: add the words "four wheel drive" before "tow truck".
Add Issue 5: Lãna'i is not represented on the Police Commission and corresponding Strategy
and Action(s)

Schools
• Rewrite the Introduction to correct the school construction dates.
• Policy 4: correct spelling of "Hawaiian".
• Action 8.19: Replace "Classes" with "Program".
id So
ivices
a
Add Straub Clinic & Hospital, Lãna'i Family Health Center, and Ke Ola Hou Lãna'i to the
Introduction.
a

•

Remove duplicative Policies 6 & 7.
Action 8.26: Add "Foundation" to "Partners in Development".

Jarrod made a motion to approve Chapter 8 as amended and Deborah seconded - all voted aye.
Unanimously approved.
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CHAPTER 7: INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES
Butch submitted a proposed language modification to the Introduction in the Water section.
Ron made a motion to approve Chapter 7 as amended and Jarrod seconded - all voted aye.
Unanimously approved.
CHAPTER 9: LAND USE
ions
Future
Mary discussed proposed changes to the chapter language including the addition of two tables: 9-2
total land use acreages & 9-3 estimated housing unit count by growth area.
• 9-5 A: PUlama Lãna'i staff said that the County's Lãna'i City Affordable Housing Project site
was 65 acres rather than 100 acres. (Planning staff later checked with Housing Services
Department and their evidence indicates 73 acres is the correct acreage for the development)
•

Change map label on proposed 50 acres of Rural Residential near Kö'ele to "9-5 1".

•
•

Add label "9-5 G" to the Film Studio site.
Add "by Pülama Lãna'i" between "exchanged" and "for" in the first sentence of the second
paragraph in section 9-5 A.
Section 9-6 0: Add "approximately" before "260 acres; Change "limit" to "prevent" between
"shall" and "expansion"; Change "would" to "shall" between "Conservation Buffer" and "be";
Remove the word "surround" after "Kahalepalaoa Village" and "the development areas";
Change "beyond" to "including" after "1000 feet"; Remove the word "outer" after "two
parks"; Define the term "in-holdings".

•

•
•
•

Add location reference labels to the Airport map 9-7.
Add "approximately" before "100 acres" in 9-7 B.

•
•

Change "or" to "and" between "single" and "multi-family units" in 9-8 A.
Strategy 1: change "provide consistency when possible" to "work to bring them into
agreement".

Change "approximately 181 acres" to "approximately 180 acres" in the 9-8 Mãnele Mauka
introduction.

Will suggested that removing the specific housing unit count numbers from the development
descriptions would allow more flexibility to reallocate housing units within growth areas in the future.
Mary suggested using the phrase "up to XX number of dwelling units". Will said he'd like to stay away
from specific numbers. Jarrod said he preferred not to limit the number of units in the Community
Plan and Charles suggested possibly adding a housing unit limit at some point in the future when the
development plans are more certain. Kurt Matsumoto said that Pülama Lãna'i has no specific
development plans at this time and that things could change in the future. Mary said she would
remove the reference to the number of housing units in 9-5 F.
Butch called for a break at 7:40 pm and the meeting called back in session at 7:50 pm.
Will said that he understood the landowner's need flexibility and that Mama Lãna'i has committed to
developing only enough additional housing to support up to 6,000 residents on the island. He asked
Mary to remove all references to the number of projected housing units within each growth area and
instead add language to the Future Conditions section stating roughly that "with full build out, no
more than 6,000 people will live on Lãna'i". All the CPAC members indicated that they supported this
request. Mary asked if she should also remove table 9-3 with the estimated future housing unit count
for each development area and the response was "yes".
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A request was made to add that shoreline access is required every 1,500 ft in the description of the
Kahalepalaoa Village Rural Residential in section 9-6. Will said that this is the subdivision standard and
there will be three levels of review for any development proposal which will ensure public access. It
was clarified that the access trails only need to be footpaths and that would probably not enable
vehicle access. Pülama Lãna'i requested removal of the word "public" before "access trail" in the
second sentence of 9-6 C because they feel it changes the legal meaning. However, Pülama Lãna'i said
that despite that word change, access would still be open to the public. Will said that the SMA review
will also ensure public trail access to the coastline.
Mary pointed out that the proposed 100 acres of Rural Residential at Kaumalapa'u Harbor had been
removed by PUlama Lãna'i after Planning staff analysis showed that there was more residential
development capacity than was needed to support a target population of 6,000 residents.
A motion was made by Ron and seconded by Jarrod to approve Chapter 9 as amended - all voted aye.
Unanimously approved.
CHAPTER 10 URBAN DESIGN:
Strategy 4: remove "streets without" before the last word "sidewalks".
Remove references to Cook Pines and use correct terminology for native trees.
A motion was made by Deborah and seconded by Jarrod to approve Chapter 10 as amended - all
voted aye. Unanimously approved.
CHAPTER 11 HOUSING:
Page 11-3 second paragraph. Pülama Lãna'i staff said that the County's Lãna'i City Affordable
Housing Project site was 65 acres rather than 73 acres and total affordable units is 372 with
199 single-family and 173 multi-family units. (Planning staff later checked with Housing
Services Department and their evidence indicates 73 acres is correct)
Strategy 4: remove "long-term" before "elder care".
Action 11.03: remove "s" after "Lãna'i's".
A motion was made by Stanley and seconded by Jeff to approve Chapter 11 as amended all voted aye. Unanimously approved.
PUBLIC TESTIMONY: Kepa asked that he be given the opportunity to review all maps and documents
for accuracy before final publishing.
Meeting adjourned at 9:10 PM.
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Meeting Summary - Lãni CPAC Mtg. 23, September 25, 2013

Attending:

Community Plan Advisory Committee
Deborah de la Cruz, Butch Gima, Ron McOmber, Stan Ruidas, Charles Kaukeano,
Jarrod Barfield, Jeffrey Baltero, Christine Costale, Caron Green, Alberta Deietley

Absent:

Joe Felipe, Ernest Magaoay, Matt Mono,
County of Maui - Planning Department
Kathleen Kern, Long-Range Planning
Doug Miller, Long-Range Planning
Will Spence, Planning Director

Mary Jorgensen, Long-Range Planning
David Yamashita, Long-Range Planning

Butch opened the meeting at 6:02 PM

MEETING MINUTES:
Butch entertained a motion to approve the June 27, 2013 Meeting Minutes.
Moved by: Ron
Seconded by: Stan
Discussion: None
All in Favor: Approved Unanimously
Butch entertained a motion to approve the July 2, 2013 Meeting Minutes.
Moved by: Chris
Seconded by: Ron
Discussion: None
All in Favor: Approved Unanimously
Butch entertained a motion to approve the September 11, 2013 Meeting Minutes.
Moved by: Ron
Seconded by: Jarrod
Discussion: None
All in Favor: Approved Unanimously
Butch entertained a motion to approve the September 12, 2013 Meeting Minutes.
Moved by: Ron
Seconded by: Chris
Discussion: None
All in Favor: Approved Unanimously

PUBLIC TESTIMONY: - none
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REVIEW OF MAPS FOR CHAPTERS
CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES MAP
• Make Ahupua'a names distinct from other names —thru color, size, font, placement
• Trails: Mary- we wanted to put on only those trails which are cultural or historic.
• Trails and dirt roads look too much alike.
• Stan: some of what are labeled trails are really roads
• Jarrod: Sharks Bay isn't a cultural or historic name - it was a nickname our parents gave it so
kids would stay away.
• The titles for Hulopo'e Bay etc are in the way of seeing the geography— move further away
(into ocean)
The point has a proper Hawaiian name
• Pu'u Pehe should be off to the right
• Kaonalu —there are too many redundant titles in this area
•
Butch: what is the intent of the map?
Mary: to show historic and cultural sites and resources
• Need an inset map of Lanai City to show historic and cultural sites in town
• Don't put parks on - except for Dole Park
• Don't put stream lines through gulches
Don't show roads? They are needed for reference - rather make road lines less bold
Butch: When there's too much stuff on a map it is useless"
• Butch: the committee can send in further comments via email to the planners
Will S: on Maui there was a concern from many people about showing historic and cultural
sites on the map as it might encourage more people to visit sites and cause damage
• Mary: we are not going to put petroglyphs on this map for that reason.
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES MAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Awalua (top/north end of island) is called a harbor but it is not.
Talk scale off of middle of the island
Coral needs to be in the legend
Stan: why are certain areas designated as critical plant habitat?
Mary: these are federal - they have done work lately to improve the mapping of this area
Butch: should trails be on this map?
Mary: we could take off most of the trails and leave the most significant
BG: we have 5 maps which have trails on them .. we don't need trails on all these maps
Jarrod: but we need one map which does have trails on, accurately
Kurt M: Mary -these blue-green areas that are federal designated critical areas (in
Kanepu'u) ... I don't think that you have the most up to date information: They originally
asked for 25,000 (??)acres but there is some more up to date maps which has less area (and
areas), and even that isn't final.
Kanepu'u : not all these areas are being preserved so we need to figure out which ones are
still valid.
Mary: Our GIS people can contact Fish and Wildlife to get the most up to date information
Anything missing?: Mi we should put AG soil types back on
BG: any other edits please send to planning department.
Chris: instead of game management area put "cooperative game management area"

2
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TRANSPORTATION MAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take off names of airlines
Clarify Munro Trail - hard to see that both bike trail and trail lines on it.
Munro Trail is used mostly by jeeps not sure if it is a bike trail
1388 Rd - Kaupili road is not a county road (road around SW end of Airport)
Take bike trails off legend
Kaupili road is a dirt road
Road to Manele —State - but isn't it dual (state and county) ownership?
Take Anchor symbol off harbors
It should be: Manele Small Boat Harbor not Manele Landing

ROAD OWNWERSHIP MAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take trails off—they are all private
Which map to put accurate trail map on?? Make this just roads no trails.
Pulehua Rd. is showing as a trail - it should be re-labeled as a private road
North - Polihua, Kuahua, Mahana
are roads, not trails
Put trails — some historical trails on the Cultural and Historic resources maps and take it off
Transportation Map
If it's a Road - it should be on the transportation map
What about the Munro Trail? It is a trail or a road? On transportation map or not?
Mi: we will use Kepa's historical map to vent ascertain what is a trail and what is a road.
Is Munro trail on H& C map? Yes but is hard to see - History and Cultural Map - Blue lines of
the streams is confusing— asthey are not streams but gulches
Roads are missing—whole subdivision ... on road ownership map (north?)

INFRASTRUCTURE MAP:
1. Roads at Manele are missing on the map
2. KK: we will differentiate the various pieces of infrastructure by color
3. For water infrastructure show wells only - no need to show the transmission lines or pumps.
4. Show / name location of solar farm - La Ola - currently is called Utility
PUBLIC FACILITIES MAP

•
•
•
•
•

KK: we will take churches off
Take trails off
Manele Bay Landing should be Manele Small Boat harbor
Landing at Keomoku shouldn't be there - it's not public
Differentiate what is state, county, federal, private

ROAD TYPE MAP/DIAGRAM
• Roads in Hawaiian Homelands are missing
• Also streets off Fraser Ave -'The quads' Kanepuu
• Add inset with Manele Roads

BREAK AT 7:27PM for 10 MINS
3
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COMMUNTY PLAN - LAND USE DESIGNATIONS MAPS
LANA'I CITY MAP
• MJ/DM : there are changes in the Lanai City expansion - County Housing project numbers
• Butch: so the County housing project is 73 acres not 65? Please explain the discrepancy
• DM called Housing and Human Concern re: the County Housing project -the numbers of units

•
N

and acreage is in the ordinance.
Jarrod: If we are going to show the University shouldn't we also show the Tennis Academy?
Caron: Koele project district doesn't look right —the whole project district is shown - what
about the details -the different zoning within Koele?
Kurt: the lots outlines in yellow are not in the project district
Mi: remember this map just shows LU designations, including project districts, but it does not
show zoning.

MAP 9-6 : KAHALEPALAO'A LANDING
• Streams don't have water— perhaps better to not show blue lines down middle of gulch what about a brown line? Or just leave topographic lines
• Mi: the lines are the center lines of the gulches
• Instead of identifying as streams you could call them gulches, gulch with intermittent stream
or gulch or stream
N
Keep trails on this map for reference
N
Lynn: Beach trail - will be shoreline access, it will not be gated, but it will not be public access
• Remove 'Proposed Private Trail' from legend. Just say 'trail' or 'proposed trail'.
• Kurt: private on these maps refers to ownership: privately owned trail.
N
Caron: why do we need complete legend when only part of the LU categories applies to this
map?
• Check proper spelling of Kahalepalao'a.
MAP 9-7: MIKI BASIN INDUSTRIAL AREA
N
Dm: THE ONLY CHANGES MADE ON THIS MAP WERE RE-LABELING
N
LIKE AROUND EXISTING 25 ACRES
N
Lynn: the 20 acres is further down the road
• Okay ... it's okay
• Stan: are we getting a designation for a sports bar?
N
(it should be allowed in light industrial zone)
N
Keep legend simple: remove unused land use designations
N
What about the Truck Station for Hunters?
N
Kurt: it will go into the 170 acres
N
Lynn: the 35 acres of Light Industrial was to be a solar farm. But Solar can go in AG —it
doesn't need Industrial. Original proposal was for 100 acres heavy Industrial and 100 acres
Light Industrial.
N
Alberta: can housing go in Light Industrial?
N
Lynn: If we did put construction housing in this location we would do a special use permit.
N
BG: wants to make sure that text is accurate with the map.
N
MI: we can change to 170 Heavy Industrial and 35 acres Light Industrial
N
Lyn: then just take out existing light industrial
N
Parcel boundary (square) on the map is the MECO parcel for their power-plant
4
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•

Take off streams from this map ... change label to 'Drainage Channel' or "Drainage way'
Add cat sanctuary label

MAP 9-8
• DM: Minor labeling changes were made
Was it always 'park - open space to the left and right ... the yare too similar in color
• Pu'u pehe - open space - should it be open space -O no its part of the Manele Project District
MAP 9-9:
No major changes
• Should we have a cat sanctuary! LARC designation? is it PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC?
• Will Spence: Cat Sanctuary can go on AG.
Lynn: this map needs to be cleaned up.
• Caron: since there's no designation for cat sanctuary why not leave it as AG?
• Kurt: we're okay with that
• Mi: the 1998 map shows light industrial
• Kurt: it was never regulated/implemented
• Is there a road to the Quarry>? Its a dirt road
• Stan + Ron: the quarry is in the wrong location: STAFF - CHECK LOCATION OF QUARRY
• Simplify legend
• Lynn: Quarry isn't quasi-Public
• WS: you should consider Public —quasi-public is used for construction sties
Oh - okay - so Cat Sanctuary and Quarry could be Public Quasi-Public?
Motion to Approve the 7 GIS maps (that go with chapters)
MOVE; Caron
2': Alberta
Discussion: None
All in Favor; Unanimously approved
Motion to Approve Land Use Maps 9-5 to 9-9
Move: Alberta
2': Jeff
Discussion: None
All in favor: all
Diagram on p. 2-2
• Change lanai resorts to Pulama Lanai
Ch. 13 IMPLEMENTATION
• Mi - explains that this table will go into the County's CIP program, along with Implementation
items from the Maui Island Plan and eventually the other updated Community Plans.
• BG: was at the mayor's budget meeting - Butch spoke at public testimony and asked for a
county position to be created in order to implement the Lana'i Community Plan.
Review of Changes by Staff to Chapter text
• Stan: regarding SMA boundaries: should the policy/action have specific elevation and
distance - like 100' elevation, and 500' back?
5
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Will S: when the SMA maps were first done, the boundaries that were chose were somewhat
arbitrary: they often used the nearest highway as a boundary so some SMA boundaries are
right on the water (like in places in Molokai) or as in Kihei, they are numerous blocks, 100's of
feet inland from the Ocean. If we are going to revise the SMA boundaries, we need to do a
205A. HRS
Stan: we been waiting so long
Ron: Some areas the SMA needs to be higher up, as there are a lot of archaeological sites
Mi: I think the policy and action covers that - if the impetus is protection then the map of
cultural and historic sites and the environment map would help figure out what an
appropriate boundary will be.
Stan: but it is only a recommendation, at least we should set a baseline.
Mi: That's what the action does
WS: if the planning dep't did this .. we'd look at a lot of things - a lot of data on cultural,
archaeological resources, etc in order to determine the new boundary.
Alberta: its being covered in 2 chapters, it should be enough
BG: what about language to include consideration about both distance and elevation?
Stan: That would be okay— use language that specifies there is a need to think about both
Horizontal and vertical distance away from High Water Mark
Ch. 7: High speed internet for everyone, not just the school
Action 8.07 Tow Truck not Town Truck
9-3 L18-21 Ron: Should we add something in here about them selling land and not just
houses? BG: Ron's concerns would be better in Housing Chapter? Instead of 372 units it
should be 372 units or lots
Stan: what happened to policy and action re: public toilets?
KK: we forgot - we can add to both Ch, 8 - Public Facilities as well as to Ch. 10 Urban Design.
Policy language to say : there should be public toilet available to all genders at least 10-12
hours day in central location .. Action: Maintain the public restrooms in Dole Park and ensure
that they are open to the public on a daily basis during daylight hours!).
Stan: also encourage businesses around Dole Park to open their restrooms to the public, and
Future parks should have restroom facilities.
Housing Chapter: revision of County housing project numbers - 172 Multifamily units, 199
Single family units or lots.
Mi . ....CH. 9—Table 9-2 this includes the various designations and the amount of land area
in each designation. It's very simple, no unit counts.

BG: Will entertain a MOTION TO APPROVE the Entire Draft Lanai Community Plan Document, all
chapters,.
Motion: Alberta
2'': Jeff
All in Favor: Motion Carried Unanimously.
PUBLIC TESTIMONY:

None

Meeting adjourned at 9:3013M.
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